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This qualitative case study explored the writing assessment practices of upper
elementary ELA teachers and factors that influenced their decision making when
assessing student writing. Effective assessment practices are important because these
practices can aid teachers in identifying student needs, designing tailored writing
instruction, and monitoring student progress. This study included 5 teacher participants
from 3rd to 5th grade. Participants were viewed as 1 case bound by their grade band and
employment in a district focused on teaching and assessing writing. Data was collected
through semi-structured interviews, a think aloud task, a review of assessment artifacts
and the researcher’s reflective journal. Analysis was completed following a five-phase
model. Findings included: (1) teachers’ efficacy of assessing student writing is
influenced by support received, (2) strengthening teachers’ assessment practices requires
personalized, ongoing PD, (3) context influences teachers’ decision making when
assessing student writing, and (4) teachers have varying levels of knowledge of
formatively assessing student writing. These findings suggest implications for state
administrators, district and school administrators, classroom teachers, curriculum leaders,
and university programs.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Over 10 years ago the National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools and
Colleges (2003) made note of the scarcity of attention devoted to writing in classrooms,
including at the postsecondary level. The report presented recommendations on
approaches for bringing writing to the forefront. One suggestion included providing
additional time for writing instruction. According to Magrath et al. (2003) only three
hours a week were spent on writing at the elementary level. At the primary level, some
teachers spent less than 10 minutes a day on writing (Cutler & Graham, 2008). The issue
of time was compounded at the secondary level because of the number of students.
Writing assignments usually were limited to one page responses. Lengthier writing was
described as a daunting task for teachers at the high school level (Magrath et al., 2003).
One way teachers could increase time for writing is by extending writing across
content areas outside of English Language Arts (ELA), into history, science, and
mathematics (Calkins, Ehrenworth, & Lehman, 2012). However, content area teachers’
lack of understanding of what constitutes good writing deters efforts teachers may enact
(Magrath et al., 2003). An understanding of what to teach should be established before
teachers can understand how to teach writing. Unfortunately, there is a lack of clarity
about what is included in subject matter knowledge (Parr & Timperly, 2010), especially
in terms of writing.
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The National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and Council of
Chief State School Officers (NGACBP-CCSSO) introduced the Common Core State
Standards (CCSS), which were adopted by over 40 states, with an emphasis on writing
(Shanahan, 2015). The goal of these standards was to redirect attention to the importance
of writing and create a clear progression of writing development from kindergarten to
twelfth grade. Prior to the introduction of CCSS, states had their own set of standards.
Carmichael, Martino, Porter-Magee, and Wilson (2010) compared states’ ELA and
mathematics standards to CCSS ELA and mathematics standards to examine the rigor
and clarity of each. Content and rigor were scored collectively on a scale of zero to seven
possible points. Likewise, clarity and specificity were on a scale of zero to three possible
points. Points for both these areas were combined to receive an overall letter grade. In
looking at 51 sets of state standards for ELA in comparison to CCSS ELA, findings
resulted in three (5%) clearly superior state standards, 11 (22%) considered “too close to
call”, and 37 (73%) that were clearly inferior to CCSS. This analysis showed that CCSS
were an improvement over individual states’ standards for the teaching of writing.
The state that is the focus of this study did not have strong writing standards prior
to CCSS. In the report, the state scored one out of three points for clarity, and three out
of seven for content, resulting in an overall letter grade of D in comparison to B+ for
CCSS (Carmichael et al., 2010). The state’s previous writing standards focused on
process and were repetitive. Expectations for student writing products were superficial,
with minimal mention of technology, reasoning in persuasive writing, and limited options
for research products. This report showed the necessity of CCSS writing standards for
the state.
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Another recommendation posed by the Commission was for teachers to
adequately measure students’ writing competence. Magrath et al. (2003) recommended
assessment of several writing samples throughout different points of instruction rather
than relying on a single writing piece that would not show the full range of students’
writing knowledge. Grossman, Schoenfeld, and Lee (2005) pointed out that teachers
must gain a sense of how students are progressing along the way instead of postponing
assessment to the end of a learning sequence. However, when considering teachers
measuring results, “writing assessment is a genuine challenge” (Magrath et al., 2003, p.
21). Teachers who are knowledgeable about assessment understand how to gather
evidence, determine appropriate methods for assessing, and make sense of the results
(O’Donnell, 2014). Equipping teachers with assessment knowledge strengthens their
ability to understand student competence and plan instruction. In spite of its importance,
many teachers enter the profession possessing an inadequate level of skills and
competence regarding assessment (Popham, 2004, 2009), including clarity in the
definition of assessment (DeWitt, 2011; Finson & Ormsbee, 1998; Hayden, 2012;
Popham, 2009).
Even though there are deficits in teachers’ assessment skills and competence,
teachers are still expected to use assessments to make decisions to support student
learning (Dunn, Airola, Lo, & Garrison, 2013). However, previous studies have shown
that teachers are unskilled in the enactment of decision making based on data (Volante &
Fazio, 2007). Collectively teachers are called to improve student achievement and they
will need a greater understanding of writing instruction and writing assessment to do so.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was twofold. One point of focus was to explore the
writing assessment practices (WAP) of upper elementary ELA teachers. A second
purpose of the study was to identify factors that influenced these teachers’ decision
making when assessing student writing. Previous studies have looked at writing
instruction across a wide range of grade levels (Graham, McKeown, Kiuhara & Harris,
2012; Graham & Perin, 2007; Graham & Sandmel, 2011; Troia & Graham, 2016). For
this study, I focused on third through fifth grades (upper elementary) for various reasons.
Anchor standards for writing were established across the grade levels with the adoption
of CCSS, pushing for coherence in expectations and detailing writing expectations
specifically for students in this grade band. Along with the attention of specific writing
standards for upper elementary grades, third grade serves as the baseline grade level for
determining school proficiency in the state where this study was conducted. Students are
at a point of transitioning from developing decoding skills to aid with learning to read, to
now applying those skills into fluently reading connected text to learn. Essentially third
grade is pivotal in decision making regarding intensive interventions or even retention,
when considering student performance and proficiency in literacy (Center for Public
Education, 2015). Third grade is also the initial year for students to be assessed in
writing.
Following third grade, fourth grade is the grade level relied upon for proficiency
as well as growth to determine school level performance. Students at this grade level are
expected to have fully transitioned to “reading to learn” (Anderson, 2011), and demands
placed upon learners at this point heighten. Conversations centered on fourth grade
include topics such as the fourth grade slump (Chall, Jacobs, & Baldwin, 1990),
4

performance in reading and mathematics on academic progress and subject area
achievement as measured by National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), and
transitioning from early childhood to middle level learners. Although great emphasis is
placed on fourth grade, by fifth grade students have been through at least two years of
writing instruction and assessment with regards to state testing. Also, students in fifth
grade are entering the threshold of early adolescence. These factors underscore the
importance of research focusing on the upper elementary grade band.
Significance of the Study
Findings shared by the National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools
and Colleges (2003) highlight concerns with the status of writing in classrooms across the
country, even at the collegiate level. Essentially authors of the report noted a lack of time
devoted to writing as well as insufficient use of technology and support for teacher
development (Magrath et al., 2003). However, 10 years after the Commission’s report
(2003) there is not much difference in the status of writing instruction today (Graham &
Harris, 2013). The introduction of CCSS brought about a resurgence of attention on
writing and unsurprisingly writing instruction (Calkins et al., 2012). Writing standards
lay out what was expected of students at the end of each grade level for three broad
writing types—argument, informative, and narrative—to inform teachers as writing plans
were developed. In spite of the report and standards, the reality for most teachers is the
sense of unpreparedness and apprehension in supporting students when striving to meet
these expectations. There is a paucity of writing courses during teacher education
programs (Cutler & Graham, 2008) and writing-based professional development (PD)
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within the field. Basically teachers are unable to teach what they do not know (Grossman
et al., 2005).
The standards for writing made known the content expectations. Assessments are
designed based on these content standards (Calfee & Miller, 2013). Teachers are called
to design classroom-based, goals-driven writing assessments with ongoing formative
assessments to monitor student progress and guide instruction (Grossman et al., 2005).
The challenge is that most teachers are not equipped to assess student learning. In studies
regarding teachers’ assessment of students, many commented on the absence of or
limited number of assessment courses during their undergraduate programs (Popham,
2009). There is even a lack of assessment-related PD when teachers enter the profession
(Stiggins, 2014). Similar to teaching writing, assessing writing poses a problem for
teachers as well. In spite of the importance of writing and assessment, there is a lack of
literature looking at teachers’ assessment practices for writing. I sought to address this
dearth of literature by exploring teachers’ WAP.
In addition to expanding the conversation on teachers’ WAP, I also wanted to
shed light on teachers’ decision making. Calfee and Miller (2013) noted, “Teachers’
professional judgments and experiences will be critical for supporting the CCSS” (p.
354). Daily, teachers are faced with numerous opportunities to make decisions
(Bransford, Darling-Hammond, & LePage, 2005) as they assess student writing. The
difficulty is the fact that teachers must keep in mind multiple factors when making
decisions (Robertson, 2014). Bringing these two ideas—WAP and teacher decision
making— together in a joint conversation will add to the literature about teacher decision
making, highlighting factors that influence teachers’ decisions as they assess student
writing.
6

Research Questions
The following two research questions guided this study:
1.

What are upper elementary, ELA teachers’ writing assessment practices
(‘how’ they assess, ‘what’ they assess, and how they apply assessment
results about student writing)?

2.

What factors influence teachers’ decision making when assessing student
writing?
Theoretical and Conceptual Framework

Common in most dissertation studies is the inclusion of a theoretical framework.
Use of a theoretical framework is essential to ensure alignment throughout all
components of the dissertation from introduction and research questions to sorting
through collected data, reporting findings and writing the conclusion, essentially dictating
the focus for the entire study (Anfara & Mertz, 2014). However, use of a conceptual
framework “offers a logical structure of connected concepts that help provide a picture or
visual display of how ideas in a study relate to one another” (Grant & Osanloo, 2014, p.
17). The distinction between the two is that theoretical frameworks are structures that
have been applied in previous studies and accepted as theory, whereas conceptual
frameworks have not. For this study, one overarching theoretical framework—
constructivism (Fosnot & Perry, 1996)—sets the stage for integration of two conceptual
frameworks—Levels of WAP, which was adapted and revised based on Visible Levels of
Literacy Learning (Fisher, Frey, & Hattie, 2016) and Teacher Decision Making
(Shavelson & Stern, 1981). Together, these provide a lens for exploring teachers’ WAP
and factors that influenced teachers’ decision making when assessing writing.
7

Constructivism
Several learning theories are considered when thinking about how teachers’
knowledge and understanding of assessing writing is established. Behaviorism, as
discussed by Fosnot & Perry (1996), deals with learners’ response to physical stimuli,
which occurs in a passive style. Teachers approach learning in a linear manner when
operating from a behaviorist perspective. On the other side of behaviorism is
maturationism. Learning, based on the theory of maturationism, is contingent upon the
developmental stage of the learner, which occurs in a more active manner. Learning
progresses through different stages as learners mature. Teachers assess students
according to their developmentally appropriate level. Another theory of learning is
constructivism, which at times is confused with maturationism, and is a non-positivist
theory about learning focused on deep understanding (Fosnot & Perry, 1996). Instead of
focusing on behavior as an outcome, as detailed with behaviorism, constructivism sets
cognitive development as a point of focus. In contrast to viewing learning as a linear
process and evolving through stages as students develop, which coincides with
maturationism, constructivism is discussed as a more complex, nonlinear path resulting in
reorganization of concepts. Constructivism stemmed from the work of Jean Piaget and
Lev Vygotsky and emphasized the constructive and active nature of learning.
Exploration of teachers’ WAP through the lens of constructivism frames teachers’
development of understanding of student thinking. Teachers are able to “build up a
‘model’ of the student’s conceptual structures” (von Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 9) in an
authentic context as they collect evidence of student thinking and make sense of the
evidence. This recursive process aids teachers in making adjustments, or adaptions to,
their instructional approach.
8

Levels of Writing Assessment Pedagogy
Assessment is a crucial component in the teaching and learning cycle. In order to
support students in their development, application, and extension of their knowledge,
assessments must be an ongoing part of instruction to constantly check for student
understanding (Shepard et al., 2005). Marton and Saljo (as cited in Shepard et al., 2005)
found a link between students’ perceived demands of the ways in which they would be
assessed and the students’ approach to the learning task. A complex, demanding
assessment compelled students to enact deep approaches, intentionally searching for
underlying meaning and connections. Less demanding assessments resulted in students
operating at a surface level, requiring basic recall and memorization. Learning for
students at this level was isolated and disconnected. The goal of student learning should
be transfer, or the ability to apply knowledge in a new context. Assessment opportunities
should present a challenge to prompt reasoning and critical thinking (Shepard et al.,
2005) to foster transfer.
Hattie (2008) conducted a meta-analysis of student learning to identify the effect
size of several instructional practices in relation to student achievement. Fisher, Frey,
and Hattie (2016) extended that work to pinpoint practices that were suitable at varying
levels of literacy learning. Visible learning for literacy encompasses teachers’
understanding and implementation of various strategies and instructional approaches for
different teaching situations. According to Fisher et al. (2016), effective teachers
understand and share appropriate goals with students; enact subject matter knowledge;
monitor student progress towards the goals, which is related to teachers’ pedagogical
knowledge of assessment; and alter actions based on student misconceptions, which
embodies teachers’ pedagogical knowledge of instruction. Fisher and colleagues (2016)
9

presented a frame for thinking about visible levels of literacy learning—surface, deep,
and transfer—depicting how teachers can scaffold learners’ knowledge building at
different points of learning.
At the surface level, learners are immersed in obtaining prerequisite knowledge
and skills. Learners are able to provide a general overview or summary of information or
facts through acquisition and consolidation. Rehearsal and memorization strengthen
learning occurring at this level. After additional experience and support, learners migrate
into deep learning, the second level. Learners display a desire to gain understanding of
the information gleaned at this level of learning. There is a need to make connections
and clarify new learning in order for students to internalize the information. Teachers
provide instruction with the intent of equipping learners with tools for learning in varying
situations undergirded by well-sequenced learning experiences. These experiences
prompt learners to determine the appropriate tool or strategy for any given task. Learners
at the deep level of learning develop into metacognitive thinkers through questioning
strategies. The final stage and ultimate goal, though rarely considered during instruction,
is transfer learning. Learning is self-informed and self-directed, guided by intentional
decisions and goals. Learners are able to apply new learning in closely related and/or
remote situations with regard to the initial learning (Fisher et al., 2016).
I created levels of WAP (Table 1) as a conceptual framework based on the visible
learning levels of literacy presented by Fisher et al. (2016).
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Table 1
Overview of Levels of Writing Assessment Practices
Levels

How Teachers Assess

What Teachers Assess

Surface Level

Assessment tool(s):
Mainly uses pre-made rubrics or checklist
Assessment strategies:
Holistic scoring (provides student with overall
score), which primarily occurs at the end of the
writing unit (summative); students normally not
included in assessment
Assessment tool(s):
Uses a variety of tools, teacher-made

Primarily focuses on
handwriting, conventions
and grammar

Deep Level

Transfer Level

Assessment strategies:
Analytical scoring (focuses on specific portions of
student writing to provide feedback), which
primarily occurs at the beginning and/or end of
instruction to make adjustments (formative);
students encouraged to self-assess, and at time
peer assess
Assessment tool(s):
Variety of tools used, typically students aid with
development of assessment tool(s)
Assessment strategies:
Analytical scoring (focuses on specific portions of
student writing to provide feedback), which occurs
at different points throughout instruction
(formative and summative); students collaborate
with teacher to identify needs (self-directed); also
encourages peer- and self- assessment; teacher
makes connections between writing assessment
and instructional strategies

Primarily focuses on
development of ideas,
organization (e.g.
transitions, indenting, etc.),
and/or word choice

Primarily focuses on traits
from deep level as well as
coherence of content and
voice used when
communicating ideas

Learning takes center stage and drives instructional decisions. When teaching is
visible, students know what and how to do what is modeled. When learning is visible,
teachers know what learning is taking place in order to provide appropriate support
(Hattie, 2012). Exploration and categorization of upper elementary, ELA teachers’ WAP
according to the levels of WAP initiates conversation for identifying practices enacted by
teachers at different levels of writing assessment competence.
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Teacher Decision Making
“Teachers become learners of their own teaching” through visible levels of
literacy (Fisher et al., 2016, p. 4). As teachers begin to reflect upon practices used to
assess, decision making comes into play regarding how to use, when to use, and reasons
for using specific strategies and/or approaches (Dunn et al., 2013). Coupled with
constructivism and levels of WAP, I added teachers’ decision-making (TDM) (Shavelson
& Stern, 1981) as a conceptual lens.
Teachers are faced with a vast number of strategies and resources from which to
choose and must simultaneously give consideration to a myriad of factors, including
antecedent conditions such as student participation and behavior, learning goals, and
teacher characteristics (Shavelson & Stern, 1981). As teachers continue to construct their
knowledge and understanding of assessing student writing, variations in teachers’
competence can be attributed to impinging factors such as those previously mentioned.
Inclusion of TDM as a lens is beneficial to bring attention to those factors that most
heavily influence upper elementary, ELA teachers’ decision making when assessing
writing.
Summary of Methodology
The study here used a qualitative case study approach (Berg & Lune, 2012) to
identify teachers’ levels of WAP and factors that influenced their decision making when
assessing student writing. Participants were teachers of Grades 3 through 5 who were
selected through purposeful sampling (Merriam, 2001) from four elementary schools
located in a public school district in the northeastern region of a southern state.
Participants were bound as one case because of their shared grade band and employment
in a district focused on assessing and teaching writing.
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Data were collected through two semi-structured interviews, a think aloud task,
and a review of artifacts teachers used for assessment (Merriam, 2009; Rubin & Rubin,
2012). Data were analyzed following Yin’s (2011) nonlinear five-phase process
consisting of compiling, disassembling, reassembling, interpreting, and concluding data.
Data were triangulated (Berg & Lune, 2012) as well as reviewed through member
checking (Creswell, 2013).
Throughout the study, I took an overt role of complete observer to decrease
influence on participants’ responses. My role and intent was made known, but I was not
part of the activities (Berg & Lune, 2012).
Review of this Study
This dissertation consists of four additional chapters. In chapter two, I review
literature related to the assessing and teaching of writing. I divide the literature into two
sections to discuss each component individually as well as illustrate the connection
between assessing and teaching writing. I begin with literature that defines assessment to
clarify its use among other terms related to measuring student learning. Discussion is
shared about the two leading types of assessments—summative and formative
assessment—including evidence-based strategies for formatively assessing. Literature
detailing processes for interpreting student writing is also discussed. I conclude the
section on assessing writing by sharing literature about national standards for assessing
writing and changes that have occurred in writing assessment over the years.
To begin the section on teaching writing, I begin with an overview of national and
state standards for writing, the evolution of writing due to the changes in expectations for
writing throughout the years, and current conversations about components of writing.
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Next, I share an overview of national standards for teaching writing and studies that
describe approaches for teaching writing, including evidence-based practices. Support
for teachers in teaching writing was noted as an essential need; therefore, I reviewed
literature about the characteristics of effective PD. Teachers are required to make
decisions when assessing and designing instruction for writing, so I conclude chapter two
by discussing teacher decision making, including the types of decisions and factors that
influenced teachers’ decision making when assessing student writing.
After the literature review, my methods for conducting this study are described in
chapter three. This was a qualitative instrumental study with a single case of five upper
elementary teachers bounded by the district’s focus on assessing and teaching writing.
Participants taught grades three through five. In chapter three, I also describe the
participants, the context, methods and process for collecting and analyzing data, and how
I controlled for issues of validity and reliability. Chapter four summarizes findings from
data analysis based on data collected from the interviews, think aloud task, and review of
artifacts, providing insight into the case. Finally, in chapter five, I discuss my findings,
including reflection of my role in the process. I discuss connections noted between my
findings and teachers at each level of WAP. I conclude this chapter detailing
implications, recommendations, and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER II
UNDERSTANDING WRITING ASSESSMENT PRACTICES
Teachers spend a large amount of professional time on assessment-related
activities (DeLuca & Klinger, 2010; Stiggins, 2007). Mertler (2003) noted, “Assessing
student performance is one of the most critical aspects of the job of a classroom teacher”
(p. 4). Previous education policies, such as No Child Left Behind Act in 2001(NCLB)
expected educators to possess the drive and knowledge base “to analyze, interpret, and
use data so that they can make informed decisions in all areas of education, ranging from
PD to student learning” (Wohlstetter, Datnow, & Park, 2008, p. 239). Assessment was
viewed, in essence, as the driving force in propelling student achievement.
Adoption of the CCSS for ELA in over 40 states (Graham & Harris, 2015)
brought along a resurgence of attention towards writing and an increase in the amount of
time devoted to teaching writing (Shanahan, 2015). Not only were teachers challenged to
increase the amount of time devoted to writing (Magrath et al., 2003), there was also a
call for assessment of student writing aligned to standards (Calfee & Miller, 2013).
States that adopted the standards partnered with one of two state-led consortia to develop
standards-aligned performance tasks for writing. Once again writing assessments had
become significant, even though such assessments had been excluded in some states
(Shanahan, 2015). The refocus on writing assessments supported the emphasis voiced by
national organizations, such as the International Literacy Association (ILA) and the
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National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), that joined forces and composed
standards for assessing writing based on the principles, knowledge, and practices
championed by the CCSS to develop students as writers and teachers as teachers of
writing. More specifically, classroom writing assessments were seen as essential in
gaining insight into students’ writing competence, capturing “…a more accurate picture
of what our students know and are able to do…” (Wainsgort, 2018). Culham (2018)
expounded on the role of writing assessment, stating, “To teach writing well requires a
two-step process: first you find out what students know and can do [assessment]; then
you teach them what they still need to learn [instruction]. Read the writing, teach the
writer” (p. 93). In these ways, advocates for effective writing instruction encouraged
teachers to begin by assessing student writing.
Culham’s (2018) thinking—Read the Writing and Teach the Writer—frames this
review of the literature, as shown in Figure 1. Within these two categories, I created a
graphic identifying four aspects of WAP, illustrated in Figure 1. For the purposes of this
study, WAP encompasses how teachers assess and make sense of student writing in order
to make informed instructional decisions, which are framed by a number of factors. Read
the writing, which focuses on teachers’ ways of collecting and analyzing student writing,
includes existing literature related to the pedagogical knowledge of writing assessment
(WAPK) and content knowledge of writing assessment (WACK). Teach the writer
includes literature on teachers’ content knowledge of writing (WCK) and pedagogical
knowledge of writing (WPK). Literature detailing factors that influences teachers’ WAP
concludes this chapter. Terms used to explain WAP originate from the concept of
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) introduced by Shulman (1987). PCK, a
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specialized form of knowledge for teachers, consists of more than knowing content in a
specific area, but also knowing and understanding how to teach the content that is to be
understood by the learner. In this study, PCK will be discussed as:
1.

pedagogical knowledge of writing assessment (WAPK) which relates to
how teachers assess students’ writing and their process for interpreting
writing student performance;

2.

content knowledge of writing assessment (WACK) which relates to
teachers’ knowledge of assessing writing, including understanding
expectations for assessing writing based on standards set forth by national
organizations, as well as existing writing assessments;

3.

content knowledge of writing (WCK) which relates to teachers’
knowledge of writing, including knowledge of what to assess in student
writing, as well as understanding expectations of teaching writing based
on standards set forth by national organizations, and;

4.

pedagogical knowledge of writing (WPK) which relates to teachers’
understanding of how to apply the results of students’ writing performance
to make instructional decisions, including evidence-based practices for
supporting and designing writing instruction.

Essentially, I reviewed the literature and synthesized research about how teachers collect,
analyze, and apply evidence from student writing to inform writing instruction.
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Figure 1.

The Major Components of Writing Assessment Practices.

Criteria for Literature Selection
I employed the following criteria to identify studies to include in the review:
peer-reviewed literature dating from 2010 to the present, qualitative or quantitative
design, and teachers as participants. Some seminal work is also included. I chose to
include literature spanning 2010 to the present because of the recent adoption of
standards and introduction of standards-aligned writing assessments.
I conducted an electronic search through several databases including ERIC,
JSTOR, Wiley Online, Taylor & Francis, and Science Direct to locate peer-reviewed
journals. Journals related to writing assessment included Assessment, Assessing Writing,
and Educational Measurement: Issues and Practices, etc.; journals related to writing and
writing instruction included Elementary School Journal, Educational Research, and
Educational Leadership, etc.; journals related to teacher decision making included
Review of Educational Research, Educational Measurement: Issues and Practices,
Teaching and Teacher Education, etc. I also looked for additional sources through a
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generic search of Google Scholar, resulting in related books and book chapters. The
literature search also included ProQuest to identify recent dissertations aligned to topics
for the study. Search terms used across the above sources included: assessing writing,
writing assessment, assessment practices, WAP, writing pedagogical content knowledge,
writing assessment literacy, and writing assessment knowledge. Once sources were
accessed, I combed through references to make note of any other literature that might
provide further insight into the current research. At the conclusion of the search process,
readings were selected using the same criteria to determine if they should be added to the
data set.
Part I: Reading the Writing – Pedagogical Knowledge of Writing Assessment
George Hillocks noted during an interview with Zumbrunn and Krause (2012),
“Most important, I think teachers need to know what kids can do. They need to know
how to collect writing samples, examine them, and inventory what is there and what is
not. Then, they plan instruction from there” (p. 350). More recently Culham (2018)
extended this thinking and shared her vision for teachers to learn how to use writing
assessments as a way to analyze student writing and make informed decisions for writing
instruction. Following the thinking presented by Hillocks and Culham (2018), the
assessment of writing was viewed as an essential first step in order to design writing
instruction.
Defining Assessment
I began my search for literature looking for content with “assessment practices” as
a key search phrase. In addition to assessment practices, a myriad of terms showed up
including assessment literacy, assessment knowledge, and assessment competence.
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Concepts like testing and evaluation alternated in prevalence of use within each of these
phrases. This initial search through the literature pinpointed a misconception of
assessment, evaluation, and testing as terms related to measuring student learning. Often
used interchangeably, researchers noted the importance of distinguishing the difference
between the terms (DeWitt, 2011; Finson & Ormsbee, 1998; Hayden, 2012; Popham,
2009). According to Finson and Ormsbee (1998) assessment is a term employed to
identify students’ learning on a continuum of learning expectations; whereas, evaluation
is a term equivalent to exercising judgment, usually resulting in the assignment of a
grade. In this perspective, assessment precedes evaluation. Hayden (2012) elaborated in
distinguishing between assessment and evaluation noting assessment as “reflective,
diagnostic, flexible, and cooperative” (p. 338) and evaluation as a final decision and
prescriptive in nature.
Distinctions between assessment and testing also surfaced. DeWitt (2011)
furthered the conversation in a blog post stating, “Assessment is a useful and powerful
tool for teachers and principals. When we explore quality assessment with our students,
we find their strengths and weaknesses. We learn what they can do well and where they
need our help”. In his thinking, assessment provides an opportunity to gauge student
learning and identify target areas in efforts of informing teachers on where to provide
support. Testing, on the other hand, is viewed as a formal method, ending with a final
grade (DeWitt, 2011), echoing views expressed by Finson and Ormsbee (1998).
Machingambi, Maphosa, Ndofierpi, Mutekwe, and Wadesango (2012) elaborated the
importance of delineating between testing and assessment when exploring the impact of
attention given to and information gleaned from high-stakes tests. Although testing and
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assessment are used to find out about student learning, there is a different focus for each.
Assessment relates to the process of collecting evidence of student learning and making
sense of collected information, which can occur at different points throughout instruction.
On the other hand, testing “involves gathering information in a standard way, under the
pretext that the information collected is most accurate” (p. 244), which typically takes
place at the end of a unit of learning.
Overall assessment differs from evaluation and testing in approach and purpose.
Rather than assignment of a final judgment or critique, assessment hinges on
improvement and opportunity for ongoing development. According to the Standards for
the Assessment of Reading and Writing (ILA, 2010), “assessment is never merely a
technical process. Assessment is always representational and interpretive because it
involves representing children’s development. Assessment practices shape the ways we
see children, how they see themselves, and how they engage in future learning” (p. 9).
Since the focus for this study was to explore how teachers collected evidence of student
learning at the classroom level, which at times occurs informally, the term assessment
was appropriate.
Summative Assessment
Assessments, which can be divided into various categories, are commonly
discussed in two ways—summative and formative assessment. Wheeler (2014) posited
that “Formative assessment is when the chef tastes the soup. Summative assessment is
when the guests taste the soup” (p. 1). Shepard et al. (2005) made a distinction between
the two stating, “One enables learning and the other documents achievement” (p. 297).
The latter relates to summative assessments, also known as assessment of learning
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(Chappius, Stiggins, Chappius, & Arter, 2011; Lee, 2007). Oftentimes summative
assessments are attached to accountability and coincide with punitive measures, such as
stringent school improvement expectations. Students even experienced heightened
anxiety because of the formal delivery of summative assessments in schools (DeWitt,
2011).
Instead of seeing summative assessment methods as traditional multiple-choice or
standardized tests, Atkin, Black, and Coffey (2001) pointed out two means of
constructively gaining insight into student performance in an authentic manner—
performance assessments and portfolios. Although noted as summative, formative
approaches are embedded in these methods to strengthen the end product. Performance
assessments such as oral presentations, dramatic enactments, and science lab
demonstrations allowed students to demonstrate their understanding of procedural, as
well as content, knowledge in a variety of ways (Atkin et al., 2001). Portfolios, another
form of summative assessment, serve as an opportunity to collect student work and
measure progress over time. Portfolios as a form of assessment heightened the quality of
summative student performance through ongoing feedback, conferencing, and goal
setting (Atkin et al., 2001).
The charge is to adjust the perspective regarding summative assessment from a
tunnel vision of traditional formatted tests and expand thinking to consider more creative
methods of evaluating student learning. The ideal mindset would be one where
summative assessment is viewed as a culmination of learning in accordance with
identified goals that have been assessed formatively throughout the learning (Shepard et
al., 2005).
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Formative Assessment
Even though the majority of attention for accountability is given to summative
assessments, “Teachers also need to learn to use and develop assessments that track the
learning of their students over time, particularly in areas that are not well captured on
standardized tests” (Grossman et al., 2005, p. 224). This form of tracking student
learning throughout instruction is known as formative assessment. Formative
assessment, also known as assessment for learning (Lee, 2007), is a form of assessment
used to gauge student performance throughout the learning experience with the intent of
improving teaching and learning (Grossman et al., 2005). Hattie (2012) found formative
assessment to have a 90% likelihood for improving student performance, ranking within
the top five of influential factors in his study of instructional practices. Wheeler (2014)
simply stated, “It’s critical for good pedagogy” (p. 1). Needless to say, formative
assessment is seen as an instrumental facet of teaching and learning in the classroom.
Nauman, Stirling, and Borthwick (2011) surveyed the literature to note
differences in experts’ perspectives on good writing in the classroom. One view that
emerged from the search was 6 + 1 Traits of Writing. Culham (2003) identified six
essential qualities that constituted good writing:
1.

ideas—the content of writing,

2.

organization—the structure and pattern of writing,

3.

voice – the personal tone and flavor of the author’s message,

4.

word choice—the feeling evoked by the writing,

5.

sentence fluency—the flow of the writing, and

6.

conventions—grammatical precision of writing.
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These six traits have served as a framework for formatively assessing student writing and
giving students feedback about the content of their writing. Presentation, the “plus one”
component, was put in place to signal a need for targeted focus on the format of the
writing. Developing teachers’ knowledge of these components of writing creates a
common language for assessing student writing (Nauman et al., 2011).
Atkin et al. (2001) shared three questions for teachers to consider in an effort to
structure formative assessment models in classrooms. Questions included:
1.

Where are you trying to go? (instructional goal)

2.

Where are you now? (assessment step)

3.

How can you get there? (instructional steps)

Thinking framed by these questions leads to improvement in student performance
because there is constant connection to the intended outcome through question one,
coupled with informed instructional decisions through questions two and three
(Grossman et al., 2005). Instituting formative assessment as a staple component within
the classroom environment establishes a learning culture undergirded by ongoing
opportunities for gauging student learning. Consequently, teachers and students become
consumers of data to make decisions through the inclusion of assessment strategies
(Volante & Fazio, 2007).
Evidence-based strategies. Assessment is an important part of the teaching and
learning cycle. Teachers need to have an understanding of formative assessment
practices such as observation, using rubrics, giving feedback and more. Development of
this understanding aids in teachers’ intentional selection of appropriate assessment
strategies for specific purposes, provides insight to design and make necessary revisions
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to instruction, as well as enables teachers to offer constructive feedback to help students
see and monitor their own progress (Shepard et al., 2005). The NCTE (2013) divides
formative assessment strategies into four methods—observations, conversations, student
self-evaluation, and artifacts of learning.
Observations. Labeled as the “foundation of a teacher’s assessment work”
(NCTE, 2013), observation entails making note of what is seen in student work.
Observations can take the form of field notes, running records, observations of a
student’s behavior or actions, or checklists. Cunningham and Cunningham (2010) noted
that the use of checklists can aid the observer in focusing on specific criteria versus
taking a comprehensive look at what is occurring.
Feedback. Feedback is a beneficial part of the teaching and learning cycle
(William, 2012) and is defined as goal-oriented information informed by student
responses (Wiggins, 2012). Graham, Herbert, and Harris (2015) examined previous
literature in a meta-analysis study to see if there was an impact of formative writing
assessment on student writing performance. Feedback was found to be an essential
strategy to support students in developing their writing in comparison to other approaches
reviewed in the study. Years earlier Hattie (2008) conducted a meta-analysis of strategies
common in school settings and calculated effect sizes to delineate the impact of specific
strategies on student learning. Feedback resulted in an effect size of .75, placing this in
the top ten list of impactful strategies that affect student learning.
Feedback sets the stage for teachers and learners to collaborate and discuss
performance through such means as surveys to find out students’ preferences, teacher-led
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interviews to get input about strategies used during instruction, or student-led
conferencing to share work and identify next steps (NCTE, 2013). An opportunity is
presented to directly express what is expected, which becomes truth for the student
(Fisher et al., 2016), as teachers engage in conversations with students in various modes
(e.g., interview, survey, etc.). In order for feedback to be effective, those assessing
should: (a) provide responses in a timely manner (Goodwin & Miller, 2012; Lalor, 2012;
Tovani, 2012), begin conversations focused on strengths (Chappuis, 2012; Lalor, 2012),
and give targeted comments accessible to the learner (Goodwin & Miller, 2012; Hattie,
2012) before, during and after instruction (Chappuis, 2012; Tovani, 2012) in an effort to
ensure the effectiveness of what is shared during this exchange. Johnston (2012) rounded
out the conversation on feedback, stating “The primary goal of feedback is to improve the
future possibilities for each individual learner for the learning community. This means
expanding, for every learner, the vision of what’s possible, the strategic options for
getting there, the necessary knowledge, and the learner’s persistence” (p. 67).
Essentially, the exchange that occurs during feedback to students about their writing
equips them to identify aspects of writing they are doing well and areas needing
improvement, setting the stage for informed goal setting (Lee, 2007), and making
feedback crucial to student learning.
Student self-evaluation. Students evaluating their learning creates space for
them to demonstrate and monitor their own learning with hopes of eventually directing
their learning efforts. Based on clear communication of learning expectations provided
from teacher feedback, students have clarity of the criteria with which they will be
evaluated. At the peak of self-evaluation, students are equipped to interpret and apply
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data regarding their performance to confirm, nullify, or modify their understanding
(Volante & Fazio, 2007). The Institute of Education Sciences developed a practice guide
to provide educators with ideas for how to use student data when making instructional
decisions. One of the recommendations highlighted the importance of developing
students’ knowledge of examining their own data to set goals. The guide suggested that
teachers provide a tool for students to record feedback received in order to aid students in
understanding data about their performance. This step serves as a catalyst for student use
of feedback (Hamilton et al., 2009).
Exit slips, rubrics, checklists, and reflections are opportunities for prompting this
form of assessment practice. The most well-known assessment tool, rubrics, provide a
holistic view into students’ writing and details expectations in general terms divided into
subcategories (Cunningham & Cunningham, 2010). However, rubrics can be
intimidating for students as they self-assess their progress. A more appropriate tool may
be a writing scale, or checklist, which aids students in focusing on specific criteria
analytically rather than addressing all areas of writing. Unlike most rubrics, writing
scales are not intended for grading but more for revising and editing. Rather than various
subcategories like those found on rubrics, writing scales consist of two evaluation points
(e.g., yes or no) to guide students in gauging the main parts of their writing (Cunningham
& Cunningham, 2010).
Teacher use of student self-assessment as formative assessment taps into the
cognitive and motivational aspects of students as they write. Students are prompted to
focus on strengths and weaknesses in writing, chart their own growth, and communicate
their progress with the teacher (Lee, 2007). Attention is given to criteria of good writing
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as set forth within the rubric and considered within the context of personal writing. Not
only does the workload become shared between teacher and students, students also have
ownership of their work and are more likely to perform at a higher level of expectation
because the goals are clear and collaboratively identified (Shepard et al., 2005).
Artifacts of learning. Teachers compile evidence of student writing through the
collection of writing samples and other forms of data (e.g., observation notes, input from
students, etc.). This collection of artifacts allows teachers to create a story of students’
progress over time to pinpoint patterns. The NCTE (2013) then advises teachers to
review student artifacts and plan instruction.
Enactment of formative assessments, namely these four types, hone teachers’
ability to analyze student work in order to inform instructional needs, including
considerations for grouping options. This cycle of gathering, analyzing, and assessing
occurs continually throughout the school year, prompting teachers to keep student writing
performance at the forefront of their decision making.
Process for Interpreting Writing
Grossman, Schoenfeld, and Lee (2005) noted the importance of teachers
developing the know-how of interpreting and applying results gleaned from large-scale
tests to inform instructional decisions and curriculum. This skillset is also important in
regard to classroom-level assessments of writing. The NCTE (2013) pinpointed the
importance of teachers working with colleagues as a means of strengthening teachers’
knowledge and competence of formatively assessing student work for later interpretation.
A concerted effort to analyze student work supports teachers in their ability to interpret
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student writing performance. Stiggins (1991) expressed that once teachers have
knowledge and understanding of various methods and tools for assessing writing, results
from collected evidence should be critiqued in order to guide next steps rather than
simply accepted as shown. “While our reports of test scores are often accompanied by
interpretive guides, we rarely provide the background training needed to go beyond the
reports—to get at the real meaning of the assessment results” (Stiggins, 1991, p. 535).
One approach that has become commonplace in some teacher education programs
to support teachers in learning how to critique evidence is the analysis of student work
(Shepard et al., 2005). This process immerses teacher candidates in collaborative
learning environments with peers to review student work and identify strengths, areas of
concerns, and next steps needed for instruction. This joint effort strengthens individuals’
capacity to understand and apply standards by comparing comments from peers and refer
back to a set of standards to measure student performance. Inservice teachers also benefit
from collaborative learning opportunities. Krebs (2005) studied 20 middle grades math
teachers to examine how they assessed student learning. Participants were prompted to
assess student learning during a unit on algebraic topics. Teachers responded to a
collection of data that detailed student learning including students’ written responses,
video footage showing students working, and interviews of students. Throughout the
process teachers reflected and considered implications for math instruction. Findings
from the study showed that teachers’ analysis of student work confirmed anticipated
student misconceptions as well as provided the opportunity for teachers to generate ideas
and questions to address teacher assumptions. Krebs (2005) attributed analysis of student
work as a beneficial learning experience for teachers to highlight student strengths in
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addition to developing their own mathematical knowledge while collaborating with
colleagues.
Teachers get an up-close view of how learning progresses through collaborative
analysis of student learning and assessment designs. Shepard et al. (2005) noted the
importance of teachers’ knowledge of learning progressions when analyzing student work
in order to better identify student needs and support student learning. Through learning
progressions teachers are equipped with the knowledge of how to intervene and/or enrich
the learning experience for students based on individual writing performance. Teachers
are also better able to communicate expectations of what students should be able to do
and how learning should be demonstrated based on the learning progression (Fisher et al.,
2016).
Langer, Colton, and Goff (2003) created a framework around collaborative
analysis of student learning (CASL) to develop teachers as reflective inquirers and
provide a structure for CASL. Structured as an inquiry process, the framework consists
of: a cycle of analysis to gather, analyze, and interpret collected evidence in order to plan
instruction; attention to the professional knowledge base of teachers consisting of
assessment, pedagogy, content, and other factors; and a filtering system consisting of
teachers’ feelings and assumptions. These components are contextualized through
teachers’ efficacy, flexibility, relationships, moral purpose, and consciousness. The
foundation is a culture of reflective inquiry. Through a concerted analysis of student
work, such as CASL, teachers get an opportunity to view the progression of learning over
a period of time, as well as how learning unfolds for different learners at different points
(Shepard et al., 2005). Culham (2018) shared steps for teachers to follow when
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analytically analyzing student work, especially when assessing student writing focusing
on one aspect at a time. She suggested teachers read the writing in its entirety without
interruptions. Next, student writing is closely read accompanied with an assessment tool
(i.e., rubric or checklist). At this point teachers should be identifying evidence from the
writing sample that resonates with a specific “zone of performance” (p. 32) to determine
at which level the writing reflects. This process should continue until each component
has been assessed. The final step is for the teacher to make note of what they notice
about the student’s writing collectively. Following this process teachers are “assessing
the writing at this moment in its development with an eye toward what to nudge the
student to try next” (p. 33).
Content Knowledge of Writing Assessment
New standards detailed the expectations for writing content; whereas, assessment
consortia detailed expectations for writing performance (Calfee & Miller, 2013).
Discussion of what teachers should know and understand about assessing writing, which
is communicated through national standards and the guidance of various writing
assessments, will be shared in this section to provide insight into what teachers should
expect when assessing student writing.
Expectations of Assessing Writing
Representatives from three organizations joined efforts and established The
Standards for Teacher Competence in Educational Assessment of Students. Members of
these associations developed standards to provide insight into essential skills for
strengthening teachers’ understanding of how to assess student learning. Standards
consisted of teachers being able to appropriately choose assessment approaches to inform
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decisions; develop appropriate assessments; administer, score, and interpret results from
various methods of assessment; use results appropriately to inform decisions regarding
learners and instruction; develop appropriate grading systems when assessing students;
share results with various stakeholders; and gauge the quality of assessment approaches
and uses in terms of ethics and fairness (AFT, NCME, & NEA, 1990).
Twenty years later ILA extended the thinking about assessment and composed a
set of standards detailing expectations for assessing reading and writing specifically.
Expectations were designed to shift attention from viewing the assessment of writing as
knowledge transmission to a more inquiry-based process (ILA, 2010). Transmission of
knowledge occurred through a teacher-centered format with students filling the role of
passive recipient rather than active participant throughout the learning process (Johnson,
2015). In this stance the teacher was the keeper of all knowledge serving as a “sage on
the stage” (King, 1993, p. 30). However, ILA pushed for a more problem-solving
oriented learning process stating:
An inquiry framework changes the role of assessment and the roles of the
participants. Within this framework, assessment is the exploration of how the
educational environment and the participants in the educational community
support the process of students as they learn to become independent and
collaborative thinkers and problem solvers. This exploration includes an
examination of the environment for teaching and learning, the processes and
products of learning, and the degree to which all participants—students, teachers,
administrators, parents, and board members—meet their obligation to support
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inquiry. Such assessments examine not only learning over time but also the
contexts of learning. (2010, p. 2)
Rather than an emphasis on students simply obtaining information from the teacher,
standards for assessing writing encourage a student-centered approach promoting
interaction between the student and material to spark conversation and investigation. The
teacher’s role shifts to “guide on the side” (p. 30) and students become constructors of
knowledge (Johnson, 2015).
Calfee and Miller (2013) created a recursive model typically used as a conceptual
framework to illustrate a process for teachers to view assessment as inquiry when
assessing writing, which followed the guidelines set forth by ILA (2010). The process
begins with identifying a problem, and teachers refrain from drawing conclusions about
student writing, only pointing out areas of concerns based on learning goals. Next, a
hypothesis is generated. Teachers then proceed to designing and implementing
instruction, simultaneously assessing student learning. During this step students are
directed to continue writing while explaining their process and justifying their thinking.
This visible learning allows the teacher continuous opportunities to formatively assess
student performance and make necessary adjustments to instruction and scaffold learning.
The model then transitions to analyzing and evaluating. Evidence from student work
samples is then used to aid teachers in making judgments, or evaluating, to determine
next steps. Calfee and Miller (2013) summed up assessment as inquiry by stating, “Best
practices for writing assessment call for reviewing and reflecting on what has happened
and then preparing a report of the event” (p. 361).
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This notion of assessment as inquiry was explicitly spelled out in eleven
standards, guiding and informing teachers about writing assessment. Overall, standards
called teachers to:
1.

include students in the process of assessment to create a sense of
ownership. Consideration should be given to their interests to make them
part of the learning community (standard #1);

2.

serve as a key instrument in the collection of evidence to make sense of
changes noted in student writing, making sure to establish a routine to
clearly communicate the progression of writing to students as well as
families and other stakeholders (standard #2, 9, 10, and 11);

3.

maintain a focus on the purpose of assessing writing to improve the
teaching and learning of writing, engaging in collaborative opportunities
with colleagues to gain insight from multiple perspectives (standard #3
and 8); and,

4.

develop an understanding of writing assessments to ensure fairness and
equity, with thought given to internal and external factors that influence
writing in the classroom and ways to critique practices, resources, and
consequences of current writing assessments (standard #4, 5, 6, and 7).

Enactment of these standards creates a culture where assessing writing becomes a
conduit for equal distribution of responsibility between teacher, student, and the larger
learning community. “The exploration of these contrasting perspectives will lead not
only to a more productive understanding of the specific student’s development but
also…what it means to develop” (ILA, 2010, p. 25).
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Evolution of Writing Assessment
At one point in time there was no pressure on teachers from standardized writing
tests (Applebee & Langer, 2011). Expectations detailing what students should know and
be able to do have evolved over the years. Yancey (1999), in her discussion on the
history of writing assessments, described a timeline noting the changes of writing
expectations and purposes, including a shift in terminology from writing test to writing
assessment.
Writing was initially tested to determine placement for students beginning in
1950. Through multiple choice items, teachers surveyed the quality of writing, focusing
on basic grammar and vocabulary. Starting in 1970, instead of testing, writing was now
assessed. In addition to being looked to as a source of information for determining
student placement, writing would now be the factor to help educators determine what to
teach students. Writing assessments soon morphed into short essays that were scored
holistically. Fifteen years later portfolios became the expected product for determining
student writing competence. Writing assessment was viewed as “the center of the work
in writing” (Yancey, 1999, p. 483) during that 50-year timespan. Albeit by different
means with varying purposes, expectations of students through writing were a point of
focus once again.
Fast forward to the induction of the NCLB, when the focus on writing diminished
(McCarthey, 2008). The only direct mention of assessing writing was included in the
conversation pertaining to English language learners (NCLB, 2001). Nine years after
adoption of new writing standards, writing assessments resurfaced, which included a
revised set of expectations (NGACBP-CCSSO, 2010). Unlike prior assessments where
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students were expected to demonstrate a strong knowledge base of the components
regarding the quality of writing, newly designed writing assessments called for students
to craft coherent, high-quality essays demonstrating strong content knowledge (Calfee &
Miller, 2013).
Writing assessments were less demanding in the past. Students were expected to
write about personal experiences, thoughts, or even imaginary events. Responses were
not required to include ideas from the text even if a prompt directed students to read a
piece of text (Shanahan, 2015). Basically, students were prompted to write what they
knew rather than what was read. The text, if included, only served as a means to
jumpstart student thinking (Cutler & Graham, 2008). Previous prompts administered
through national assessment projects like the NAEP (National Assessment Governing
Board, NAGB, 2010) required students to produce more informal responses unlike more
recent writing assessments through assessment consortia like the Partnership for
Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC), which was more demanding
and text-based (Table 2). Because of the overarching goal of standards to prepare
students for college and career (NGACBP-CCSSO, 2010), writing assessments redirected
the focus of student expectations to “writing of the academy and the workplace”
(Shanahan, 2015, p. 471).
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Table 2
Sample Fourth Grade Writing Prompts
NAEP: NAGB (2010)

PARCC (n.d.)

Imagine that students at your school are going to
select a new school mascot. A mascot is an
animal or object used to represent a group. For
example, many sports teams have mascots.

Refer to the passage from “The Wild Horses of
Assateague Island,” the article titled “Wild Ponies
of Chincoteague,” and the article “In Thunder and
Rain, Chincoteague Ponies Make Annual Swim.”

Four choices are being considered as your
school’s mascot: Tigers, Rising Stars, Dolphins,
and Rockets. You have been asked to choose one
of the four mascots and to support your choice in
a letter to the school principal.

You have read a passage from “The Wild Horses of
Assateague Island,” “Wild Ponies of
Chincoteague,” and “In Thunder and Rain,
Chincoteague Ponies Make Annual Swim.” Think
about the illustrations from the passages and how
they help the reader learn more about the ponies.

Write a letter to your principal convincing him or
her of your choice of what should be the school
mascot. Be sure to include reasons and examples
in your letter.

Write an essay explaining what can be learned from
the illustrations about the lives of the ponies
described in the passages. Include details from all
three sources in your explanation.

Given the strong push for connecting reading and writing, today’s writing
assessments consist of prompts aligned to reading standards (Shanahan, 2015). Students
are expected to produce writing based on audience and purpose grounded in evidence
(Herman & Linn, 2014).
In addition to shifts in expectations, purpose, and complexity, there were also
changes in the delivery of writing assessments. Writing assessments beginning in 2010
are presented in computer-based format across multiple grade levels unlike past writing
assessments that were solely administered in specific grades in paper-pencil format. The
addition of technology for writing assessments was essential (Burns, 2015) to develop
students who employ the use of technology to communicate in different contexts with
different people (NGACBP-CCSSO, 2010).
The most well-known, yet infrequent, writing assessment is administered through
NAEP. The 2011 writing assessment, which was given in 2011 to students in eighth and
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twelfth grade, was the first computer-based version for this writing assessment. The
assessment consisted of two writing tasks to be completed within the allotted 30 minutes
per task using a laptop provided by NAEP. Students had access to familiar tools to edit,
enhance, and review text as needed (National Center for Education Statistics: Institute of
Education Sciences, 2012). Unlike NAEP writing assessments, PARCC assessments,
which were administered to students enrolled in third through twelfth grades, consisted of
three writing tasks—literary analysis, research, and narrative—with varying time
constraints by grade level, ranging from 40-80 minutes (PARCC, n.d.). The department
of education in the state where the current study was conducted adopted its own stateversion of writing standards and partnered with an assessment company to support
teachers in developing in-state writing assessments. The assessment consisted of two
text-based prompts—one operational task and one field-tested writing task—to be
completed in the allotted 45 minutes for each task beginning with the 2015-2016 school
year. Time increased to 75 minutes per task the following school year. These
assessments were administered to students enrolled in third through eighth grades and
those enrolled in English II (Mississippi Department of Education, 2017). All three
assessment systems were accompanied by a rubric to score student writing holistically.
The state writing assessment, in comparison to the other two assessments (as shown in
Table 3), assessed writing types that closely aligned to state writing standards.
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Table 3
Comparison of Characteristics of Three Assessment Consortia

grade
levels
number
of
writing
tasks
time
limits

NCES:IES (2011)

PARCC (n.d.)

State (2017)

4th, 8th, and 12th

3rd-8th and English II

3rd-8th and English II

2

3

2

30 minutes/prompt

3rd grade:
LA-50 min.; R-60 min.; N-40
min.
4th and 5th grade:
LA-80 min.; R-80 min.; N-50
min.
literary analysis (LA), research
(R), and narrative (N)

75 minutes/prompt

writing
types

persuade, explain, convey
experience

criteria to
score

development of ideas,
organization of ideas, and
language facility and
conventions

LA and R:
reading comprehension/
written expression and
knowledge of language and
conventions
N:
written expression and
knowledge of language and
conventions

argument/opinion,
informative/explanatory,
narrative
development of ideas,
organization, language
convention grammar and
usage, language conventions
of mechanics

Summary of Pedagogical Content Knowledge of Writing Assessment
Teachers should understand that assessment is not just for measurement purposes
but for improving instruction and allowing students to write with confidence and clarity
of expectations (Spandel, 2011). The literature makes the distinction between summative
and formative assessment, differing mainly in their purpose and frequency rather than
simply their format. Formative assessment strategies lend themselves to assessing
student writing with intentions of improving practice at the classroom level. Instead of a
divisive perspective, “Summative assessments can be thought of as important milestones
on the same learning continua that undergird formative assessment” (Shepard et al., 2005,
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p. 297). Viewing these approaches as complementary to one another aids in seeing the
alignment between both, with summative assessments actually informing formative
assessments.
The reality is that teachers spend a great deal of time on assessment-related tasks,
but many teachers have not had sufficient training to assess well (Stiggins, 2014). There
is a need to provide support in assessing student writing, beginning with clarity of what
assessment is and is not. Despite research on the importance of formative assessment and
the reentry of writing and writing assessments into the conversation, there is little
research exploring teachers’ assessment practices when assessing writing. Even a look
through the newly adopted writing standards signals a low presence of evidence-based
assessment practices (Troia & Olinghouse, 2013). This gap between literature and
practice was the point of interest for me, leading me to explore the WAP of upper
elementary teachers.
Part II: Teaching the Writer - Content Knowledge of Writing
Writing instruction should be viewed as an inquiry process (Harste, 2001) just as
assessing writing is viewed as inquiry (Calfee & Miller, 2013). According to Harste
(2001):
Writing as inquiry means writing as a tool for thinking rather than as a skill to be
mastered. Writing as inquiry means using writing to establish one's voice,
distance oneself from experience, observe the world more closely, share one's
thinking with others, strategically search for patterns that connect, present what
one has learned and reflectively take new action. (p. 22)
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Literature related to what teachers should know and understand about the content of
writing and teaching writing will be reviewed in this section. This conversation will
bring light to current practices employed by teachers to support the development of
writing as inquiry.
Expectations of Writing
An understanding of what to teach has to be established before teachers can
understand how to teach writing. However, there is a lack in clarity about what is
included in subject matter knowledge, especially in terms of writing (Parr & Timperly,
2010). An effort to clarify writing came with the development of common learning
outcomes as outlined in the CCSS for writing (NGACBP-CCSSO, 2010). The CCSS
highlight three types of writing in which students should demonstrate proficiency by the
end of each grade level. Teachers are prompted to gain understanding of what to teach
through these writing standards.
Expectations of Opinion/Argument Writing
The first standard for writing details expectations for opinion and argument
writing, explicitly distinguishing between the two. Appendix A of the NGACBP-CCSSO
(2010) defines argument as “…a reasoned, logical way of demonstrating that the writer’s
position, belief, or conclusion is valid” (NGACBP-CCSSO, p. 24). Students are directed
to develop argument writing pieces that include counterclaims and a critique of sources to
strengthen claims starting in the sixth grade (Calkins et al., 2012). Also stated in
Appendix A, students in kindergarten through fifth grades are prompted to compose
opinion pieces to “develop a variety of methods to extend and elaborate their work by
providing examples, offering reasons for their assertions, and explaining cause and
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effect” (NGACBP-CCSSO, 2010, p. 24). Opinion writing in lower and upper elementary
grade levels sets the stage for argument writing in later grade levels.
Expectations of opinion/argument writing shifted the focus from previous
standards, which pushed for persuasive writing pieces. Writers were taught techniques
and tools for producing personal text that appealed to the reader’s emotion. The primary
goal of persuasive writing was to cater to the audience and write what the audience
wanted to hear (Shanahan, 2015). Since the adoption of new writing standards in 2010,
the expectation is for students to produce a more “dispassionate analyses of problems and
reliance on evidence” (Shanahan, 2015, p. 466) for opinion/argument writing. Standards
call for a focus on the opinion itself rather than catering to the emotions of the audience.
With an entire section devoted to this type of writing, argument is touted as a very
important form in preparation for college and career (Calkins et al., 2012).
Expectations of Informative/Explanatory Writing
The next writing type is informative or explanatory. Prior to the 1960s,
informative writing at the elementary level was more report-based, prompting students to
produce their version of an entry in an encyclopedia (Shanahan, 2015). In 2019, through
informative/explanatory writing, students are expected to clearly and accurately convey
information “to increase readers’ knowledge of a subject, to help readers better
understand a procedure or process, or to provide readers with an enhanced
comprehension of a concept” (NGACBP-CCSSO, Appendix A, 2010, p. 24). Instruction
for this type of writing encourages inclusion of a myriad of text types (e.g., historical
reports, manuals, memos, etc.) with which students to interact. Emphasis during
instruction is then placed on structure when teaching through these various types and as
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students craft informational/explanatory text. Standards also direct attention to students
learning how to sort information into relevant and irrelevant details, categorize relevant
details to identify commonality, and elaborate on information that will be included in the
writing (Calkins et al., 2012).
Expectations of Narrative Writing
Narrative writing is the third type of writing required by the standards. Calkins,
Ehrenworth, and Lehman (2012) posits that writers naturally begin with narrative writing
even though standards begin with outlining goals for opinion and informative writing.
Narrative writing would seem to be the starting place for establishing student writing
because humans are prone to sharing stories as part of authentic experiences such as
during an interview when having to describe oneself, interacting with others, and
listening to the stories of family members.
Moffett (1968) believed writers should only be expected to produce narrative
writing to creatively share their thinking from a very personal viewpoint rather than
produce writing outside of their own experiences or knowledge. NGACBP-CCSSO
(2010) expects the opposite, emphasizing writing narratives grounded in evidence from
texts rather than personal experiences. Students are expected to divert their thinking and
share insight about others’ ideas, especially from different sources, and make effective
decisions when including specific details and sequential events (Shanahan, 2015).
Expectations of Production and Research
Writing standards labeled as Production and Distribution of Writing communicate
expectations for actions in which students should engage to craft a final product. This
portion of the writing standards draws attention to the importance of writer’s
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attentiveness to task, audience, and purpose; use and development of the writing process;
and integration of technology for production, publication, and collaborative efforts.
The inclusion of technology use for writing is a new development in comparison
to previous standards (Shanahan, 2015). The meaning of writing has evolved to include
new literacies, including media and other non-print text, with the increased use of
technology as stated in the standards (Kist, 2013). Students are expected to use
technology as a means for creating and publishing writing, as well as collaborating with
others (Karchmer-Klein, 2013). The standards also encourage the addition of technology
to promote fluency in keyboarding skills in order for students at each grade level to
produce a writing piece with the recommended number of pages in one sitting (Shanahan,
2015).
The NGACBP-CCSSO (2010) also includes expectations for Speaking and
Listening (SL) and Language (L) to further enhance student writing and aid with
production. SL standards are divided into two sections. One section (Comprehension and
Collaboration) prompts students to learn how to collaborate and engage in dialogue with
peers. The second section (Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas) of SL standards
provides means for presenting finished products. Language standards are divided into
three sections outlining grammar expectations, application of language such as word
choices and attention to tone, and vocabulary concepts (Calkins et al., 2012) aiding with
the revision and editing phases of production.
The final section of writing standards provides guidance on research writing and
presentation. Past standards also gave some attention to research skills, especially to
support students in writing summaries and engage in note taking. However, according to
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2010 standards for writing, students are expected to include knowledge gleaned from
multiple sources as part of their research skills (Shanahan, 2015).
The four major sections of writing standards detail the types of writing with
which students should engage (text types and purposes), processes for creating and
publishing writing (production and distribution of writing), means for collecting
information for students to include in their writing (research to build and present
knowledge), and expected timeframes to develop writing (range of writing). Collectively
these standards reflect major shifts in writing and writing instruction, including the call to
write based on text (Shanahan, 2015) rather than from knowledge or experiences (Cutler
& Graham, 2008; Gilbert & Graham, 2010). Ultimately the standards provide clarity
about what to teach in writing in order for students to read text with an analytical lens and
demonstrate their understanding through writing.
Evolution of Writing
Writing at one time centered on grammar, rhetoric, and logic. The goal was for
students to be able to communicate accurately, clearly, and sensibly (Magrath et al.,
2003). Students’ ability in these areas were measured by oral exams, but differences
among results of teacher evaluations led to a need for testing through writing instead of
oral presentation. This led to the inclusion of handwriting as part of writing instruction
(Yancey, 2009), which is considered an important part of writing as of 2015 (Coker &
Ritchey, 2015). The NGACBP-CCSSO (2010) and ongoing research expanded what was
deemed writing to include drawings, dictation, and even other media formats through the
use of various technology as appropriate forms for students to communicate their
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thinking. For instance, although listed as a reading standard, students are encouraged to
include visual or quantitative formats as part of their writing responses.
Pedagogical Knowledge of Writing
It is understood that teachers should possess a strong knowledge base in subject
matter prior to designing instruction (Grossman et al., 2005; Parr & Timperly, 2010).
However, having knowledge of what students will understand or misunderstand about the
subject, as well as means for addressing misconceptions, gives way to a merging of
content and pedagogy—pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1987). This term
extends teacher competence beyond mere knowledge of the subject matter, to knowing
moves to make in teaching the subject matter. In this section literature will be shared
detailing expectations for teaching writing, how teachers teach writing, and instructional
practices found to enrich the teaching of writing.
Expectations for Teaching Writing
Coker (2013) pointedly stated, “Writing may be one of the most difficult
academic tasks for students” (p. 26). However, it is important to teach. The NCTE and
IRA joined forces to produce 12 standards for ELA to provide guidance about activities
and considerations for curriculum development. Although broadly written to encompass
all areas within ELA, this set of standards sets expectations for students to: (a) consider
audience and purpose in order to determine the appropriate manner for communicating
through spoken, written, and visual forms; (b) apply language, structure, and conventions
to create a variety of texts; (c) conduct research, including information from multiple
sources, to communicate new learning; and (d) use technology when researching to create
and communicate knowledge (NCTE & IRA, 2012). A subcommittee of the NCTE
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elaborated on initial statements to present standards for the teaching of writing. These
standards detail the professional knowledge teachers of writing should possess in efforts
of supporting students in meeting expectations set forth by the NCTE and the CCSS.
Principles include: (a) believing that all students have the ability to write, (b) connecting
reading and writing throughout instruction, and (c) distinguishing various purposes for
assessing writing (NCTE, 2016). Essentially, teachers who create a writing community
enact these principles by understanding the uniqueness of writers in their classrooms.
Students enter with varied backgrounds and bring a variety of perspectives. This mixture
of learners sets the stage for teachers to create opportunities for students to write for
different purposes through various modes, including technology, in order to share their
voice. Overall, student writing strengthens as they engage in multiple opportunities for
writing with the support of feedback from teachers, encouraging a risk-taking
environment (NCTE, 2018).
Studies of Writing Instruction
It is important for teachers to understand how to apply results from student
writing to inform instructional decisions with learning goals in mind (Atkin et al., 2001;
Shepard et al., 2005). In this section I share literature on writing instruction at the upper
elementary level, which is scarce, showing variations in teachers’ approaches and
practices for teaching writing.
Gilbert & Graham (2010) surveyed fourth through sixth grade teachers across the
nation to explore teachers’ writing practices. Three hundred teachers responded through
a five-part survey sharing information about: (a) training received and preparation for
teaching writing, (b) how much time they devoted to teaching writing, (c) evidence-based
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practices (EBPs) used during their writing instruction, (d) the types of writing
assignments assigned, and (e) how they addressed the needs of less proficient writers.
Findings showed that approximately 66% of the participants felt unprepared to teach
writing, with 80% commenting that their teaching expertise developed after college.
Most writing instruction, which lasted about 15 minutes, consisted of infrequent use of
evidence based practices (EBP). Students only wrote for about 25 minutes through
assignments like journaling and response to reading. For those students who needed
additional guidance, teachers made frequent adjustments to instruction by providing
extended time for writing and ongoing encouragement to motivate students. There was
no discussion about teachers’ application of evidence from student writing to design
writing instruction. The only mention of assessment in the study was teachers’ use of
student self-assessment occurring about 20% of the time during one month of writing
instruction.
McCarthey and Ro (2011) added to the scant literature on writing instruction at
the upper elementary level. They investigated 29 third and fourth grade teachers’ writing
instruction across four different states. Four main writing instruction approaches were
identified: (a) traditional skills-based-textbooks and worksheets emphasizing grammar
and conventions, (b) writer’s workshop with teachers sharing writing and providing a
mini-lesson, (c) a genre-focused approach exposing students to different types of text by
connecting reading and writing, and (d) an eclectic, or hybrid, approach taking elements
from the other three designs. Teachers who primarily instituted a genre-focused
approach to writing instruction also used graphic organizers, especially during planning.
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In addition to looking at the writing instruction, McCarthy and Ro (2011) also
wanted to know what influenced teachers’ decisions in designing instruction. Most
teachers reported their writing instruction was mainly impacted by PD and their state
standards for writing. PD opportunities varied in duration, learning objectives, and
participation. Teachers noted that standards-aligned PD was most beneficial, especially
PD modeling specific strategies such as four-square (a template with four squares for
students to record their topic, supporting sentences, and conclusion) or painted essays
where students color code specific aspects of the writing. Teachers in high-income areas
were heavily influenced by standards and integrated a genre-based approach to teaching
writing. For teachers in low income teaching contexts who followed a skills-based
approach, PD was mandated and centered on teachers learning about programs for
teaching writing that had recently been adopted in the district. Overall there was
variation in approaches based on teaching context, and PD and state standards played a
role in teachers’ writing instruction. However, similar to the study conducted by Gilbert
and Graham (2010), there was no mention of assessment or use of assessment to inform
writing instruction.
Graham and Sandmel (2011) conducted a meta-analysis of studies related to
writing instruction taking place in Grades 1-12 seeking to examine the effects of writing
instruction using the process writing approach. Findings showed improvement in the
quality of writing for proficient students more so than those needing additional support.
Teachers’ involvement in PD or focus on specific genres for writing instruction did not
appear to have any impact on the quality of student writing. Overall, process writing was
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found to be an effective approach for teaching writing to general education students
(Calkins et al., 2012).
Approach for Teaching Writing. There have been back and forth discussions
about what constitutes process writing (Pritchard & Honeycutt, 2006). Flower and Hayes
(1981) noted common traits of the process writing approach as a cognitive process
proceeding through phases of planning (setting goals and generating ideas), translating
(creating a draft of ideas), and reviewing (revisiting draft to evaluate, revise, and edit).
Boscolo (2008) described process writing as students structuring their ideas prior to
drafting, then revising their writing. Despite lack of clarity of what is considered a
process approach of teaching writing, there are common features, including: (a) a
decrease in lectures, (b) small group as an essential component, (c) student choice in
topics, and (d) teacher as facilitator providing feedback through conferences. Graham
and Sandmel (2011) noted that process writing would be an influential factor in a writing
reform movement. In this approach students are prompted to write for authentic purposes
for real audiences and take ownership for their writing by self-assessing and working
with their peers. Teachers provide instruction through abbreviated lessons and
conferences.
One method to structure writing instruction is writing workshop (Atwell, 1987;
Calkins, 1983; Graves, 1983). Process writing is nested in this method to allocate
designated time for a mini-lesson, conferencing and writing, and sharing (Lieberman &
Wood, 2003). The mini lesson is the opportunity for the teacher to directly teach the
writing craft of published writers, modeling and thinking aloud his/her process for
writing (Graves, 1983). Teachers are then encouraged to provide substantial time for
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students to develop their writing through independent writing and conferencing with
peers and/or the teacher. Writing instruction concludes with students sharing their work
with others. Writing instruction designed through a writing workshop model, embedding
process writing, creates a community of writers writing for a specific purpose and
authentic audience (Tompkins, 2012).
Evidence-Based Practices for Teaching Writing
EBP are practices that have been shown to improve the quality of students’
writing and have an impact on students’ writing ability (Troia & Olinghouse, 2013)
“Given the necessity of proficient writing in today’s society, the failure of schools to
adequately deploy EBPs for writing has serious consequences for students in K-12
schools and beyond” (Troia & Olinghouse, 2013, p. 344). In this section writing
instruction for six common EBPs will be discussed: providing additional time, writing as
a tool for learning, strategies for summarizing, teaching transcription skills, using
technology, and using mentor texts. These EBPs should be a part of teachers’ WPCK.
Providing additional time. Graham and Harris (2016) poured through 30 years
of studies related to writing practices seen in elementary classrooms across the country.
Leading the list of practices was that of providing students with additional time to write,
noting a 12 percentile-point increase in the quality of the writing produced. One of the
recommendations of the National Commission on Writing (2003) and an expectation
included in the CCSS (Troia & Olinghouse, 2013; Shanahan, 2015) was providing time
for writing. Graham et al. (2012) suggested that devoting 30 minutes a day to writing
would catapult student writing competence. Not only were students more likely to
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exhibit a hike in writing performance, but increasing time for writing was shown to
improve reading comprehension as well (Graham & Harris, 2016).
Writing as a tool for learning. Prompting students to view writing as a tool for
learning is another EBP. Students should write about and in response to the texts they
read to reinforce their understanding of the text through use of their own words (Gilbert
& Graham, 2010; Graham & Harris, 2016). Students’ reading and writing competence
and understanding of the content strengthens as their ability to analyze and critique texts
improves, especially starting in fourth grade (Shanahan, 2015). Writing in response to
text promotes critical thinking and continual revision to student learning as well as
allowing a pathway for students to infuse their thinking about the content with
information from the text.
Strategies for summarizing. Instituting writing as a tool to facilitate learning
has the potential to support comprehension by pushing students to identify key ideas
gleaned from reading, look for connections between identified ideas, develop new
understandings of those connected ideas, and paraphrase ideas to demonstrate their own
thinking (Graham & Harris, 2016). In order for students to develop the research skills
outlined in the CCSS, “it is essential that students be able to read texts with
understanding and collect information from such texts in appropriate ways. This means
that students need to learn to summarize, paraphrase, and cite/quote from sources”
(Shanahan, 2015, p. 472). Teaching summarization is a strong EBP for third through
fifth grades. Teachers are encouraged to provide direct instruction for students to learn to
summarize text or improve summarizing skills (Troia & Olinghouse, 2013).
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Teaching transcription skills. Teachers must determine the skills, processes,
and knowledge that should be directly taught to ensure students are confident writers.
Findings from 30 years of research indicate that teachers should provide explicit
instruction in the foundational skills of writing (handwriting, typing, and spelling), which
is another EBP. Beginning writers require deliberately planned instruction in these areas.
Beginning writers must learn “lower level transcription skills” while also engaging in
instruction targeting higher level language processing, which is a demanding request of
students to balance simultaneously (Moats, 2012). Emphasis in the writing standards is
on higher order writing skills such as writing topic sentences, including varying sentence
structure, and considering various audiences, with little to no mention of lower level
skills like forming letters, spelling, punctuation, and left to right progression, which is
relinquished to the standards for reading, foundational skills, and language (Moats, 2012;
Troia & Olinghouse, 2013). Moats (2012) provided a model for writing instruction,
labeled as the Simple View of Writing. The model shows the connection between lower
level transcription skills such as handwriting and higher level language processing skills
such as story structure. The premise of the model is that a deficit in either area impedes
the overall proficiency of the writer and the writing. Thus, an EBP that writing teachers
should know is how to teach foundational writing skills.
Using Technology. Included on the list of EBPs for writing instruction is the use
of technology. Graham and Harris (2016) directed teachers’ attention to the inclusion of
21st-century writing tools. There is a strong evidence base for using a word processor as
the primary tool for producing text for students in Grades K-12 (Troia & Olinghouse,
2013). The advancement of technology has extended beyond the word processor. New
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tools have entered the writing world including blogs as a platform for communication,
wikis as a means for researching, and automated writing evaluation tools to score writing
as well as provide access to graphic organizers and other reference material useful for
writing (Warschauer, 2010). Kist (2013) elaborated on the addition of technology to
meet the demands of writing standards. Four strategies support student writing, including
opportunities to: write digitally, write collaboratively with students inside and outside of
the school, create informational text in different formats, and read texts from the screen.
The integration of these practices can bolster writing instruction.
Using mentor texts. Gallagher (2014) noted that students are accustomed to
reading text and having to explain what is written, but prompting students to recognize
how the text is written is unfamiliar territory. Mentor texts should be included before,
during, and after students write to draw student attention to authors’ craft, structure, and
use of language. The inclusion of mentor texts or text models provides an opportunity for
students to see a model of various writing types so they can imitate certain components of
the model in their own writing (Shanahan, 2015). The implication is for teachers to
include analysis of mentor texts to support students in their writing process.
Use of mentor texts not only improves student writing; reading skills are also
strengthened. In order to develop into competent writers, students must “…read like a
writer, in order to write like a writer” (Smith, 1983, p. 562). Looking at text with the lens
of an author supports students in replicating those craft moves in their own writing.
Culham (2014) echoed the use of mentor texts as a vital teaching practice allowing the
reader to enter the learning experience as a “writing thief” (p. 31) to “virtually position
him- or herself to sit beside the author and study how the text is constructed and how it
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communicates” (p. 30). Mentor texts include various types of print and digital formats.
It is important to share learning targets with students and help students understand those
targets in the writing classroom. This can be accomplished by having explicit
conversations with students about their writing goals and scaffolding their learning
through analysis of mentor texts (Lee, 2007).
Characteristics of Effective Professional Development
Teachers have openly admitted their unpreparedness to teach writing,
commenting that most of their learning occurred once they entered the profession (Gilbert
& Graham, 2010). One notable PD devoted to writing for teachers is the National
Writing Project (NWP). Created by teachers for teachers with the intent of developing
stronger writers and teachers of writing, the NWP is a four-week, summer learning
opportunity engaging teachers in surveying research to locate literature about specific
inquiries and share their findings with colleagues (Gray, 2000) through a hands-on model
(Lieberman & Wood, 2003). Findings from studies conducted in several states share the
positive impact of the NWP with regards to student achievement (National Writing
Project, 2010).
Stiggins (2014) noted that there was little PD focused on writing assessment.
Gearhart et al. (2006) pointed out the need for teachers’ understanding of interpreting and
analyzing student performance was clear, but the process for how teachers were to
develop this knowledge was not clear. In the end effective PD is needed in the areas of
assessing writing, and additional opportunities are needed for teachers to learn to teach
writing.
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There has been an ongoing examination of PD to identify features that make for
an effective learning experience for teachers. Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, and
Yoon (2001) reviewed the literature and found features of effective PD that fell into two
categories—structure and core. Structure related to the overall design of the learning
experience, including: (a) the format of the learning (group, conference, or workshop),
(b) duration (amount of time devoted to PD activities), and (c) participation (interaction
between teachers from same context). Core features consisted of: (a) content focus
(intended outcomes to develop teachers’ content knowledge), (b) active learning (level of
engagement in learning activity), and (c) coherence (consistency between learning goals
and standards) pushing for continued collaboration between teachers.
Guskey (2003) asserted that many factors influence the effectiveness of PD,
making it a complex undertaking to create a single list of features. However, he did note
the most common features from the literature included: (a) strengthening teachers’
knowledge of content and pedagogy; (b) providing ample time to learn and process the
learning, preferably in a collaborative setting; (c) determining a way to measure the
effectiveness of the PD; and (d) ensuring learning occurs in teachers’ settings and
expands across sites. Learning Forward composed Standards for Professional Learning
(2017) to further the conversation on characteristics of effective PD. These standards
focus on building teacher capacity, which is seen as the most influential component in
improving student learning. Effective professional learning opportunities include the
following features (adapted from Learning Forward, 2017):
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1.

learning communities—tapping into overt and covert expertise and skills
that strengthen the overall group, creating joint responsibility and
coherence with the learning context;

2.

leadership—establishing and communicating high standards for all those
vested in student learning such as teachers, colleagues, students, etc.;

3.

resources—meaningful selection and use of resources;

4.

data—using a variety of data to make decisions;

5.

learning designs—learning opportunities structured with consideration to
adult learning and current research;

6.

implementation—inclusion of follow up, ongoing conversations supported
by feedback, self and peer;

7.

outcomes—aligning PD to goals and learning expectations.

Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner (2017) shared the most recent discussion
on PD effectiveness, with similarities and extensions in comparison to previously
discussed features. Similar to Garet et al. (2001), Darling-Hammond et al. (2017) echoed
a focus on content and a push for active learning as core features. Darling-Hammond et
al. (2017) also discussed format, duration, and participation, which were listed as features
of structure (Garet et al., 2001). Not included in either of the previous discussions was
the addition of providing samples of best practices (e.g., modeling of instruction and
exploration of effective models of teaching like lesson plans, student work, and
observation of colleagues); enacting coaching and expert support to target specific
teacher needs; and setting aside time for feedback and reflection within the learning
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experience for teachers. PD that is based on these structural and core features can
support teachers to build WPCK and enact effective writing instruction.
Summary of Pedagogical Content Knowledge of Writing
The expectations for writing as outlined in state standards (NGACBP-CCSSO,
2010) pushed for an increase in teachers’ knowledge and understanding of writing to
design effective instruction. However, if teachers do not understand the content—
writing—it is difficult to provide instruction, including preparing for possible student
misconceptions (Grossman et al., 2005). The literature details what writing encompasses.
Rather than focusing on grammar and handwriting as emphasized in the past, students are
expected to produce text-based writing supported with evidence (Shanahan, 2015). State
standards present clarity in writing for three different types, including expectations for
teachers to integrate the use of technology for students to collect information, collaborate
with others, and publish their writing (Karchmer-Klein, 2013). National standards for
teaching writing highlight the importance of audience as students develop their writing to
communicate their understanding for authentic purposes (NCTE & IRA, 2012).
Ultimately strengthening teachers’ content knowledge of writing aids in efforts of
creating multiple opportunities for students to produce writing in various formats.
Process writing embedded in writing workshop is posited as an instrumental component
of writing instruction to help teachers with this effort (Graham & Sandmel, 2011). The
inclusion of evidence-based practices (e.g., providing additional time, using writing as a
learning tool) throughout writing instruction further heightens the learning experience for
students (Troia & Olinghouse, 2013). Unfortunately numerous teachers have lamented
over their lack of preparedness to teach writing (Coker & Ritchey, 2015; Cutler &
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Graham, 2008; Gilbert & Graham, 2010). Even teachers in the field reported having
limited opportunities to participate in PD focused on teaching writing (Coker & Ritchey,
2015). In order for those in education to respond to the initial recommendations of the
National Commission (2003), national standards (NCTE & IRA, 2012) and state
standards (NGACBP-CCSSO, 2010), teachers will need ongoing support such as writingbased PD (Magrath et al., 2003). Overall, writing and reading must be of equal
importance within curriculum to support teachers in teaching the writer (Calkins et al.,
2012).
Teacher Decision Making
Teaching appears simple to the untrained eye because it is typically measured by
observable actions. This leads outsiders to view teaching as a string of performanceladen activities (Calderhead, 1989). However, teachers encounter situations each day that
require complex decision making, which could positively or adversely impact student
outcomes (Bransford et al., 2005). Teaching consists of more than what can be seen. It
includes cognitive processes (Calderhead, 1989; Shulman, 1987) requiring consideration
of multifaceted factors to make a decision (Robertson, 2014) while simultaneously
keeping the desired learning outcome in mind (Eisenfuhr, 2010). Teacher decision
making is a purpose-driven process. Given the purpose of this study was to explore
teachers’ WAP, which encompasses teachers’ ways of collecting, analyzing, and
applying evidence from student writing, discussion about factors that influence their
decision making is warranted. Existing literature will be reviewed in this section
explaining the types of decisions teachers make as well as factors that influence teachers’
decision making.
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Types of Decisions
“Decision making is at the heart of the teaching process” (Bishop, 2008, p. 30).
Teachers have to consider how to scaffold student learning before, during, and after the
learning experience to gauge student progress at different points of instruction. Decision
making that occurs prior to instruction, in the absence of students, is labeled as “preactive
teaching decisions” (Borko, Shavelson, & Stern, 1981, p. 451). During this phase,
teachers are engaged in thinking and making decisions to design effective instruction,
including the selection and preparation of appropriate resources, and consideration of
fitting opportunities for assessing student thinking. Decision making shifts to the
interactive status while the lesson is occurring and students are present (Putnam & Duffy,
1984). Also known as reflection-in-action (Schon, 1988), teachers encounter situations
requiring attention in the moment of teaching such as means for addressing student
misconceptions. Finally, once students have exited and the opportunity presents itself to
reflect, the evaluative teaching decisions phase is activated. Reflection-on-action, as
termed by Schon (1988), prompts teachers to go through the process of considering and
making sense of the events of the day, and looking for connections between what was
planned and what was taught in order to make a decision for successive lessons.
Factors Influencing Decision Making
Teachers are expected to take the lead on making decisions regarding student
learning because of their close, daily interactions with learners. “Children benefit most
from teachers who have the skills, knowledge, and judgment to make good decisions and
are given the opportunity to use them” (Copple & Bredekamp 2009, p. 5). However,
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teachers face a number of factors that influence their decision making (Griffith, Massy, &
Atkinson, 2013; McMillian & Nash, 2000; Robertson, 2014).
Influence of teacher factors. McMillian and Nash (2000) conducted a study
exploring the assessment and grading practices of 200 elementary, middle, and high
school math and English teachers. They were interested in identifying teachers’ reasons
for decisions they made when assessing and grading student work, like giving
consideration to student effort as part of a grade. Findings showed that teachers’ personal
beliefs about teaching and learning were the main internal factors in their decision
making. High-stakes tests, district grading policies, and parents were influential external
factors that weighed heavily on teachers’ practices. Teachers commented on the constant
struggle they experienced between holding to their beliefs and adhering to expectations
upheld in their specific learning contexts. Mainly, teachers expressed their desire for
flexibility in assessing and grading to meet the needs of specific learners, especially since
standardized tests pushed for a more objective stance on grading. In this instance, teacher
belief was essential.
The concept of belief aligns to the concept of self-efficacy. Hattie (2012) defined
self-efficacy as “the confidence or strength of belief that we have in ourselves that we can
make our learning happen” (p. 45). Tschannen-Moran, Hoy, and Hoy (1998) introduced
the construct of teacher self-efficacy. Teacher self-efficacy, a future-oriented concept,
captures teachers’ beliefs in their abilities to impact achievement for all students. Guided
by external feedback, emotional state, and personal experiences, teacher self-efficacy
serves as “cognitive filters to screen thoughts and actions” (Hoy, Hoy, & Kurz, 2008, p.
821). For instance, Zumbrunn and Krause (2012) found that past writing experiences
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informed teachers’ beliefs regarding writing and, consequently, influenced their approach
to teaching writing. Essentially if teachers believed they could influence student
learning, they tended to set higher expectations, put forth a greater amount of energy, and
persisted in spite of challenges (Hoy et al., 2008). Zumbrunn and Krause (2012)
interviewed seven experts in the field of writing to get insight on what constituted
practices for effective writing instruction. One participant, Steven Graham, pointed out
that a teacher’s level of confidence and feeling of preparedness weighed heavily on the
amount of time the teacher would devote to writing. Basically, the more confident a
teacher feels, the more time the teacher may devote to teaching writing. Consequently,
teachers who feel reluctant about teaching writing may not provide quality writing
instruction (Zimmerman, Morgan, & Kidder-Brown, 2014).
Influence of contextual factors. Contextual factors that influence teacher
decision making include the school administration and support in the learning
environment. Larsen and Malen (1997) identified administrators as a factor of teacher
decision making. Ten elementary teachers were studied to find out to what extent
administration influenced their instructional planning decision making. Participants were
prompted to share who or what had an impact on their teaching practice. As part of the
study, Larsen and Malen (1997) also spoke with two principals to find out efforts they
enacted to influence teachers’ instructional planning decisions. Findings showed
principals were an influential factor with regards to teacher decision making. Variations
emerged regarding the extent of influence administrators wielded, depending on the
principals’ clarity in communicating their goals, as well as their understanding and ability
to use resources appropriately, and to establish a conducive learning environment.
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Teacher decision making is also influenced by availability of support provided
within the learning context. Griffith, Massey, and Atkinson (2013) studied two first
grade teachers to examine factors that informed their interactive decision making when
planning instruction. Analysis of field notes, lesson plans, interview notes, and survey
responses showed the key determining factor was teachers’ professional knowledge.
Although thought was given to state standards and school curriculum, participants
reported that professional knowledge gleaned from opportunities to learn with and from
colleagues (i.e., coaching and professional learning communities) within a supportive
context was instrumental to their decision making (Griffith et al., 2013). Findings also
showed variations in teachers’ consideration of state standards and school curriculum
based on their learners’ level of proficiency. If students performed at a lower level of
proficiency, participants were prone to disregard standards and/or the provided
curriculum. So, in addition to administrators and provided support as contextual factors,
students in the context also influenced teachers’ decision making.
Fisher et al. (2016) pointed out that teachers also have to give consideration to
students’ self-efficacy. Students with a high level of self-efficacy attempted rather than
avoided challenging tasks, viewed failure as a note to exert more effort in learning, and
displayed a resilient nature after encountering obstacles. On the other end of the
spectrum, students exhibiting low self-efficacy avoided challenging tasks, viewed failure
as a permanent signal of their ability, and recovered from setbacks at a slower pace.
Students with strong self-efficacy would be helpful when engaging in a complex task
such as writing. Likewise, students with low self-efficacy can pose a challenge for
teachers when designing writing instruction and while teaching writing, creating another
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facet of students’ behavior—motivation—needing to be addressed (Wright, Hodges, &
McTigue, 2019). Overall, guidance and support within the learning context, as well as
student proficiency and self-efficacy were noted as leading factors of teachers’ decisions.
Influence of external factors. Teacher decision making has been greatly
influenced in an era of high-stakes assessments (Robertson, 2014). Tension exists
between teachers’ instructional decisions and external pressures to prepare students in
settings that administer high-stakes standardized tests. McMillian and Nash (2000)
echoed these sentiments, stating this strain leads to an omission of non-tested concepts
and skills, reallocation of instructional time with “essential” standards, and practice of
question formats included on state tests (Robertson, 2014).
Robertson (2014) conducted a study focused on one ninth and tenth grade writing
teacher to explore decisions made by teachers in her district regarding writing instruction.
Through multiple interviews, including conversations with the district ELA coordinator,
findings revealed high-stakes tests greatly influenced writing instruction. State-wide
writing tests were only administered in fourth, seventh, ninth, and tenth grades. In grade
levels where there was no writing test, the teacher reported that writing instruction was
non-essential.
Summary of Influencing Factors
Overall teachers make countless decisions at different points of instruction each
day (Griffith & Lacina, 2018) based on a myriad of factors (Robertson, 2014).
Interactions with teachers provide insight into the connection between their thoughts and
actions, especially how decision making manifests in teachers’ actions (Rink, 1993). The
present study was designed to explore teachers’ WAP in their classrooms and factors that
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influence their decision-making when assessing student writing. In response to
understandings I developed from this review of the literature, the following research
questions guided my thinking for the present study:
1.

What are upper elementary, ELA teachers’ writing assessment practices
(‘how’ they assess, ‘what’ they assess, and how they apply assessment
results of student writing)?

2.

What factors influence teachers’ decision making when assessing student
writing?
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Research Questions
In the previous chapter, I reviewed the literature related to the assessing and
teaching of writing, noting that assessing writing and the teaching of writing are
important. New standards have been adopted that emphasize writing, and the importance
of assessment to gauge student learning is well established. However, there have been
few conversations about teachers’ ways of assessing writing since the adoption of new
writing standards. The purpose of this study was to explore upper elementary ELA
teachers’ WAP (‘how’ and ‘what’ teachers assess and how they apply assessment
results), and to identify factors that influence these teachers’ decision making when
assessing student writing. The following research questions guided my thinking
throughout data collection and analysis:
1.

What are upper elementary, ELA teachers’ writing assessment practices
(‘how’ they assess, ‘what’ they assess, and how they apply assessment
results of student writing)?

2.

What factors influence teachers’ decision making when assessing student
writing?
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Research Design
Qualitative Research
Qualitative research sets the path for researchers to “share in the understandings
and perceptions of others and to explore how people structure and give meaning to their
daily lives” (Berg & Lune, 2012). Structured around a theoretical framework, qualitative
research promotes data collection in the natural setting of participants. Analysis of data
commences in an inductive manner and shifts to a deductive approach as the researcher
nears the end of the study. The culminating product is a written report that represents the
voices of participants, provides evidence of the researcher’s reflections, and details how
the study adds to or challenges the current literature (Creswell, 2013). Merriam (2001)
also noted general characteristics of qualitative research including the importance of the
researcher as a key source of collecting and analyzing data, as well as presenting the
intended message in a highly descriptive manner.
I chose a qualitative study because I wanted to understand teachers’ assessment
practices and explore factors that shaped their practices. The qualitative process focused
my inquiry, allowing me to collect a variety of data in teachers’ settings. I was able to
share detailed descriptions of participants and the context because I was the key
instrument in data collection. Being able to speak one to one with participants during
interviews, as well as hearing their think alouds regarding writing assessment tasks and
instruments provided insight into their perspective as teachers of writing.
Case Study
I chose to use a case study design to provide an avenue for exploring teachers’
WAP and influential factors. When viewed as a methodology:
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Case study research is a qualitative approach in which the investigator
explores a real-life, contemporary bounded system (a case) or multiple
bounded systems (cases) over time, through detailed, in-depth data
collection involving multiple sources of information (e.g., observations,
interviews, audiovisual material, and documents and reports), and reports
a case description and case themes. (Creswell, 2013, p. 97)
A case study provides an opportunity to get an in-depth, real-life understanding of
a case or cases within specific contexts. I chose to conduct the study with a bounded case
of participants, collecting data in the local school district, through interviews, a think
aloud task, and review of assessment artifacts.
Instrumental Case Study
Stake (as cited in Berg & Lune, 2012), presented three types of cases studies
based on the intent of the study. Emphasis is on one concern and illustrated by one
bound case in an instrumental case study with the intent of developing understanding of a
specific problem or issue. According to Berg and Lune (2012), “The details of the case
provide a background against which the larger research interests will play out” (p. 355).
Often confused with instrumental case study, an intrinsic case study places emphasis on
the uniqueness of the case. Collective case study is similar to instrumental in that the
focus is on one issue or concern but includes multiple cases to study. This study met the
criteria of an instrumental case study because of the sole focus and bounding of the case
channeling my focus to highlight the practices of participants from a single district
focused on assessing writing.
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Context of the Study
In this qualitative case study, I explored the WAP of upper elementary ELA
teachers and factors that influenced their decisions when assessing student writing. The
study was conducted in a public school district located in the northeastern region of a
southern state. The locale of the district is classified as town: remote (33) according to
the urban/rural classifications from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES).
The district ranked overall as a “B” according to state accountability out of the five
performance categories ("A," "B," "C," "D," and "F") according to the 2017 state report
card. This score was calculated based on the percentage of proficient and advanced
students on end-of-the-year state assessments as well as individual student growth,
focusing heavily on the performance of students who scored in the bottom 25% of
students at the school or district (Mississippi Department of Education, 2018).
There are 14 school sites in the district including one Pre-K school, four primary
schools that house kindergarten through second grades, one upper elementary school
serving second through fifth grades, three elementary buildings containing third through
fifth grades, one sixth grade building, one middle school housing seventh and eighth
grades, one ninth through twelfth grade high school, one vocational-technology center,
and one structured day program. At the time of the study, there were approximately
7,000 students in the district with approximately 1,600 students making up the upper
elementary grade band (third through fifth grades). The student population was
comprised of over 51% African American, approximately 37% Caucasian, an average 6%
Hispanic, and the remaining 6% were Asian or other ethnicities. There were over 16
languages represented in the district in 2016. Nearly 61% of the student population in
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this school district received free or reduced lunch, in comparison to the state average of
72% during the 2017-2018 school year.
District Writing Assessment Practices
The district began administering common writing assessments three times during
the school year in third through eighth grades beginning in the 2015-2016 school year.
These assessments were text-based requiring students to respond to prompts within one
of the three types of writing as outlined in the state writing standards—opinion,
informative/explanatory, and narrative. District common writing assessments were
designed by the district curriculum team based on previous state writing assessments and
expectations stated in the interpretive guide provided by the state’s department of
education. Writing assessments were administered and scored by district personnel as a
way to simulate end-of-the-year state writing assessments, which accounted for 20% of
students’ total ELA score. The induction of district writing assessments led to the
inclusion of writing PD for teachers focusing on assessing writing. This specific focus
was unique in comparison to surrounding districts, making teachers in the district part of
a distinctive context for writing assessment.
Participants
Five ELA teachers (Table 4), who were all assigned pseudonyms, were selected
from the four upper elementary sites. Purposeful sampling was used to determine the
participants for my research study, allowing for varied understanding of assessment
practices and factors within the focus grade band across the district. According to
Creswell (2013), selection of participants through a purposeful approach enables
researchers to “purposefully inform an understanding of the research problem and central
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phenomenon in the study” (p. 156). Likewise, Merriam (2001) described purposeful
sampling as an opportunity for a researcher to probe by intentionally selecting cases that
would lend themselves to discovery of insightful information.
I considered the following criteria to purposefully select focal participants for this
study: (a) availability and willingness to participate as a focal participant, (b) at least
three years of experience teaching ELA in third through fifth grades, and (c) had been
teaching ELA in third through fifth grades in the district continuously since the 20152016 school year. This timeframe narrowed the focus to teachers who had been working
in the district since the onset of increased emphasis on writing assessment.
Table 4
Participants
Participants

Demographics

Position

Ms. Brumfield

White Female

5th grade ELA teacher

Experience
(overall/district)
7 years/2 years

Ms. Chester

White Female

4th grade ELA teacher

13 years/4 years

Ms. Crews

White Female

4th grade ELA teacher

6 years/3 years

African American
Female
White Female

3rd grade inclusion
teacher
3rd grade ELA teacher

10 years/4 years

Ms. Shae
Ms. Wiley

10 years/1 ½ years

Four of the five teachers selected as focal participants were general education
teachers responsible for designing and implementing writing assessments. One teacher
was responsible for providing services for students requiring special education services,
but was an integral part of the design and implementation process of writing assessment
with the general education teachers in her grade level. Even though teachers were in
different grade levels and provided instruction for different student populations, all focal
participants were part of the same school district, which focused on assessing writing.
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Also, all participants were teachers within the upper elementary grade band. Therefore, I
viewed participants as one bounded case.
Participant Selection
Permission was granted by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) committee on
February 15, 2018 (see Appendix E). The following day I contacted the local
superintendent to discuss my study with him and request written consent to allow
research to be conducted within the district. I sent an email with a letter requesting
permission and detailing aspects of the study. I emailed all upper elementary ELA
teachers (36 general education and 12 special education teachers) to solicit participation
following approval from the superintendent. The email included: (a) an overview of the
purpose of the study, (b) details of the data I would collect, and (c) the timeline for data
collection. I allowed a week for teachers interested in participating to respond via email
by a set time of the day.
Once initial responses were received, I referred to selection criteria to identify
focal participants. A confirmation email was sent to selected participants through blind
carbon copying (Bcc) to make sure participants did not find out who else was
participating in the study. I included another copy of information about the study in
addition to: (a) information about the voluntary nature of the study, including the freedom
to withdraw from the study; (b) the procedure for ensuring confidentiality, namely
assigning pseudonyms; and (c) an attachment with the letter of consent for participants to
sign, which I collected from each participant face-to-face. Notification was sent to each
principal at the upper elementary schools informing each of the study being conducted
within his/her building, without revealing specific participants. I did not share the names
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of specific participants with building level principals or the district superintendent, which
was in accordance with IRB approval, to alleviate possible interference from district
and/or school administrators.
Theoretical and Conceptual Frameworks
Fosnot and Perry (1996) described constructivism as a non-positivist theory about
learning focused on deep understanding. This lens focuses on: (a) knowledge and
understanding constructed in the midst of learning, (b) the adaptive nature of learning,
and (c) the nonlinear process of cognitive development. Constructivism as a lens allowed
me to look at data sources to help me gain insight into teachers’ understanding of student
thinking by exploring WAP of teachers. Through these sources I was also able to glean
signs of adaptions teachers made based on their experiences while assessing student
writing.
I also used the TDM framework (Shavelson & Stern, 1981) as a conceptual lens.
According to this framework, teachers make decisions based on factors including
antecedent conditions and teacher characteristics. Use of TDM aided me in exploring
factors that influenced teachers’ assessment practices. I made sure to retain information
from sources that would help me add to and/or revise the analysis based on this
framework as I collected data.
Coupled with TDM, I also used levels of visible learning of literacy (Fisher et al.,
2016) as inspiration, adapting it to create levels of WAP. This framework centered on
teachers’ understanding and implementation of various strategies and instructional
approaches for different teaching situations. Grounded in the notion that as teachers
make their thinking visible, students make their learning visible, instructional decisions
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hinge upon evidence of students’ learning. Teachers interpret, or make sense of, this
learning and make decisions to enact appropriate strategies to meet students at their
current levels of learning—surface, deep, or transfer—to scaffold student learning.
Through this adapted lens of levels of WAP (shown in Table 1 in chapter 1), I
explored teachers’ writing assessments, noting at which level teachers’ current practices
resonated. Teachers at the surface level of WAP placed emphasis on foundational
components of writing and conducted assessment in a summative manner. The deep
level of WAP included teachers that shifted their attention to development of ideas and
assessed writing in a more formative way. The highest level of WAP, transfer level,
consisted of strategies promoting student, self-directed learning, assessing student writing
at various points throughout instruction. Use of this conceptual framework supported
both data collection and data analysis.
Data Collection
Participants took part in two semi-structured interviews, one think aloud task, and
one review of assessment artifacts in order for me to gain insight into their assessment
practices and factors that influenced their assessment decision making. Data collection
spanned over eight weeks (Table 5). Collectively, I conducted approximately 10 hours of
interviews, including follow-up sessions. Participants completed the three-part think
aloud task, described below, in about one hour, totaling five hours across all participants.
The review of assessment artifacts took approximately 30 minutes for each participant,
totaling about three hours spent with teachers. Overall, an estimated total of 18 hours
was set aside for data collection. Even though the district had integrated writing
assessments for the past three years, this research study was the first occasion to explore
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teachers’ assessment practices; therefore, observations were not included as part of data
collection. Use of these multiple sources allowed for triangulation of data (Merriam,
2009).
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Table 5
Timeline of Data Collection
Week of
Feb 26, 2018
March 5, 2018
March 12, 2018
(Spring Break)
March 19 2018

March 26, 2018

April 2, 2018

April 9, 2018

April 16, 2018

April 23, 2018

Teacher

Data

Researcher

Ms. Chester
Ms. Shae
Ms. Brumfield
Ms. Crews
Ms. Wiley

Interview #1

Transcribe interview #1

Interview #1

Ms. Brumfield
Ms. Chester
Ms. Crews
Ms. Shae
Ms. Wiley
Ms. Brumfield
Ms. Chester
Ms. Crews
Ms. Shae

Member checking with
participants of interview
#1

Transcribe interview #1
Make notes for follow-up
conversations
Preliminary coding of
interview #1
Reflective journal based on
experience during interview
#1

Think aloud parts 1 and 2
tasks

Transcribe think aloud parts 1
and 2 tasks

Ms. Wiley

Ms. Brumfield
Ms. Chester
Ms. Crews
Ms. Shae
Ms. Wiley

Think aloud parts 1 and
2 tasks

Artifact review

Share link to Google Form for
think aloud part 3 task
Transcribe think aloud parts 1
and 2 tasks
Share link to Google Form for
think aloud part 3 task
Compile comments from think
aloud parts 3 task
Preliminary coding of think
aloud parts 1, 2, and 3

Ms. Chester
Ms. Crews
Ms. Shae

Interview #2

Reflective journal based on
experience during think aloud
tasks
Transcribe interview #2

Ms. Brumfield
Ms. Wiley

Interview #2

Preliminary coding of artifact
review
Transcribe interview #2
Preliminary coding of interview
#2
Reflective journal based on
experience during artifact review
and interview #2

April 30, 2018

Sorting responses based on
preliminary coding
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Interviews
Interviews, which were conducted individually in a semi-structured manner, were
an integral source of data to ensure teachers’ voices were in the foreground. According
to Rubin and Rubin (2012), “In the semi-structured interview, the researcher has a
specific topic to learn about, prepares a limited number of questions in advance, and
plans to ask follow-up questions” (p. 31). I posed questions prompting teachers to
discuss aspects of their assessment practices for the first set of interviews. The final set
of interviews were focused on exploring how teachers planned to apply, or use, results of
assessment of student writing to make decisions for upcoming writing instruction. I used
a basic interview guide (Merriam, 2009) to assist me with staying on track, but it did not
serve as a script (Rubin & Rubin, 2012) for both interviews (see Appendix A).
Interviews were scheduled at a time convenient for teachers, which was usually
after school hours. I transcribed interviews after each interaction with teachers to help
me identify any areas needing additional clarification and/or elaboration.
Think Aloud Task
Wyatt-Smith, Castleton, Freebody, and Cooksey (2003) noted the purpose of the
think aloud task “was to capture judgement in action, that is, to capture teachers thinking
aloud what was salient to them as they read and appraised student writing” (p. 14).
Edgington (2005) used think aloud as a task to capture how university instructors read to
write responses on student writing. Findings showed that thinking aloud to assess student
writing highlighted four common forms of reading: reading to evaluate, reading to
clarify, reading to question, or reading to infer. I chose to include a think aloud task as a
means for collecting data to hear teacher’s thoughts while assessing and note how each
teacher read while assessing.
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I divided the task into three parts. Part one, background information, was for
teachers to describe the writing assignment, including: (a) instruction provided that led to
the writing sample, (b) prompt and passage for the writing sample, and (c) how the
assignment was completed. Once teachers completed background information they
shifted to part two, thinking aloud while assessing student writing. Parts one and two
(see Appendix B) were both audio recorded for later transcription. I sent teachers a link
to a Google Form (see Appendix B) once they completed parts one and two. They were
instructed to use the form to reflect on: (a) strengths and concerns noted in the writing
sample, (b) next steps for writing instruction to target student needs, and (c) any
additional comments they would provide to the student. The link was shared with each
participant, and responses were only visible to me.
Assessment Artifacts
I asked teachers to share any artifacts, or assessment tools, they used to assess
student writing. I jotted down phrases to prompt conversation during these sessions (see
Appendix C). Three of the teachers discussed their versions of a standards-aligned
checklist used with their students. Teachers were in the midst of a unit on narrative
writing at the time of the study. In one classroom, the teacher’s checklist was designed to
communicate expectations of writing standards in student-friendly language. Each
component was represented by one of eight different colors, which were referenced when
students had to self- and/or peer assess. The following information was posted in the
classroom and provided in a miniature version for students to use as a checklist: (a) redhook the reader, (b) yellow- describe the setting, (c) green- describe the character, (d)
blue- clearly tells the plot with a conflict, (e) brown- transitions are included (f) black78

dialogue is included (g) orange- descriptive language is used, and (h) purple- interesting
conclusion.
Another teacher walked me through her use of Trello (https://trello.com/), an
online system her students used to communicate their progress with her. Students were
taught how to add their names to the teacher’s “class” and identify where they were
working in the writing process of their samples with this electronic tool. Students also
made note of requested teacher assistance. The teacher commented how this system
aided with management during writing conferences as well as serving as a selfmonitoring tool for students.
One teacher showed me a graphic organizer (Figure 2) she used as part of writing
instruction, but also used it as an assessment piece for students’ planning prior to their
first drafts. The teacher shared how this was the basic organizer she practiced with
students on any type of writing.

Figure 2.
Graphic Organizer Used During Writing Instruction as a Form of
Assessment for Student Writing.
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Each of the five participants provided a copy of the state-issued rubric (see
Appendix D), which most of them only used for district writing assessments. Review of
assessment artifacts as a data source deepened my understanding of how teachers
assessed student writing through our shared discussions of the process and purpose for
each artifact’s use.
Reflective Journal
I maintained a journal to track my thoughts throughout data collection, especially
following completion of each data source. These notes helped me consider next steps
and kept my lens as a researcher conducting a study rather than a colleague meeting with
teachers. While journaling, I created a document (Table 6) showing the connection
between data sources, research questions, and literature to make sure there was alignment
throughout the study.
Table 6
Alignment Between Data Sources, Research Questions, and Literature
Research Questions

Data Sources

What are upper elementary, ELA
teachers’ WAP (‘how’ they
assess, ‘what’ they assess, and
how they apply, or use,
assessment results of student
writing)?

Interview #1 (a, b, c, and e)
Think aloud part 2
Think aloud part 3 (#1, 2, and 3)
Artifact review (part c)
Interview #2 (a, b, and c)

Edgington (2005)
Fisher et al. (2016)
Hattie (2008, 2012)
Merriam (2009)
Popham (2009)
Rubin and Rubin (2012)
Wyatt-Smith et al. (2003)

What factors influence teachers’
decision making when assessing
student writing?

Interview #1 (d)
Think aloud part 3 (#4)
Artifact review (part a and b)
Interview #2 (a, b, and c)

Edgington (2005)
Griffith et al. (2013)
Merriam (2009)
Robertson (2014)
Rubin and Rubin (2012)
Shavelson and Stern (1981)
Wyatt-Smith et al. (2003)
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Literature

Data Analysis
I collected and analyzed data simultaneously to decrease the likelihood of losing
focus or becoming overwhelmed with a large amount of data to sift through at the end of
collection (Merriam, 2009), and to keep the purpose of the study at the forefront of my
thinking. I progressed through a nonlinear, five-phase process (compiling,
disassembling, reassembling, interpretations, and conclusions) guided by the theoretical
and conceptual frameworks for the study (Yin, 2011). I began by compiling, or
organizing, collected data by creating a two-column Word document (Table 7). I
recorded participants’ responses on the left side and on the right side I identified which
research question was being addressed.
Table 7
Example of Ms. Brumfeld’s Data in Word document
Participants’ Responses

Research Question(s)

Are your students part of assessments in your classroom?
I mainly use the state rubric for summative assessment but a more standardsbased rubric or checklist with students because the 12-point rubric is too
much for them and very vague. It just isn’t standards specific.

RQ #1

My students can wrap their heads around the standards based rubric,
especially since we created it collaboratively and continue to add to as
learning develops throughout the year.
What factors influence your decisions when you assess?
I consider what has been taught up to a certain point, the district scope and
sequence, and upcoming district assessment. I determine my expectations
looking at the state rubric and the state writing standards. I also think student
performance. We don’t move on until students are clear with learning
expectations and demonstrate learning.

RQ #1 and RQ #2

RQ #2

I was able to sort between relevant and irrelevant responses based on the purpose
of the study as I combed through responses to enter into the document. I completed this
process for each teacher after each interview, think aloud task, and review of assessment
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artifacts. I also created a list of a priori codes before moving to the next phase of
analysis. This list was composed to ensure alignment to the chosen frameworks and
increase the likelihood of getting responses directly to research questions for the study
(Saldaña, 2016). A priori codes for research question one included: (1) tools for
assessing, (2) approach for assessing, (3) ideas, and (4) organization. For research
question two, a priori codes included: (1) school level influences, (2) district level
influences, (3) dispositions, (4) experiences, and (5) knowledge.
My next step was to disassemble the data into more manageable pieces after
creating an organized system for data collected. At this point I read data, grouped by
research questions, line-by-line, which is also known as open coding (Berg & Lune,
2012; Merriam, 2009). Open coding allowed for unrestricted reading to discover
unidentified concepts or ideas. Descriptive codes, as shown in Table 8, were included to
capture the main idea of the data (Saldaña, 2016). According to Wolcott (as cited in
Saldaña, 2016), the use of descriptive coding sets the stage “to assist the reader to see
what you saw and hear what you heard in general” (p. 102).
Table 8
Descriptive Coding Example from Collected Data
Transcript Excerpt

Code(s)

Ms. Chester: We’ve gotten better about making sure that we relate it to
something we’re doing that week. We’re really trying to make sure we
integrate it, but the writer in me knows you can’t really teach writing one
day a week (1). But we do it in small group, but in 25 minutes they’re not
going to get that much done. The lesson is just so broken (1). The push is
so much about test scores and I’ve asked is writing even included in the
results, and that’s the problem. I get that it’s not a huge percentage of the
test, but it’s enough to put a big dent in it (2). I do feel like it gets pushed
to the side. I’ve even asked for a writing class. I feel like we should focus
on it more, and I feel guilty (3).

(1)KNOWLEDGE
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(2)EXTERNAL
INFLUENCES
(3) PERSONAL
FEELINGS/BELIEFS

Phase two also consisted of construction of categories by grouping similar
descriptive codes. Category construction, also known as axial coding (Berg & Lune,
2012), led to my generating headings based on similarities or reoccurring statements in
the data. I color-coded repeated ideas and concepts with a different color to note each
category (Table 9).
Table 9
Example of Category Construction

Background
(total years
teaching,
years in
district,
teacher
preparation,
prior writing
PD)

Personal View
About Writing

(Ms. Shae)
3rd grade
SPED
10 years total,
4 years in
district;
traditional
route teacher
prep; selfreported no
previous
training on
teaching or
assessing
writing

(Ms. Chester)
4th grade

“Writing is
one of my
weakest areas
to teach.”

loves writing
and strongest
area

13 years total,
4 years in
district;
traditional
route teacher
prep; attended
previous
workshops
through MDE
focused on
writing

(Ms.
Brumfield)
5th Grade
7 years total, 2
years in
district;
alternate route
teacher prep in
TX; previous
training
through
MWTI,
summer
institute, and
state PD
sessions
focused on
writing
(teaching and
assessing),
district training
on state rubric
to determine
expectations,
connect to
standards
loves writing

“Because I’m
good at
writing, I
know we’re
not teaching
writing in the
way it should
be taught.”
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(Ms. Crews)
4th Grade

(Ms. Wiley)
3rd grade

6 years total, 3
years in
district;
traditional
route teacher
prep; previous
district
training
unpacking
rubric to align
to standards
and clarify
criteria to aid
with assessing
writing

10 years total,
1 ½ years in
district;
traditional
route teacher
prep;
previously
attended
national
writing project
institute prior
to adoption of
standards

likes teaching
writing

“I like writing
but I feel like
I’ve been out
of the game
for awhile.”

Data were then reassembled to create a visual to display data after coding and
categorizing. After analyzing data regarding factors that influenced teachers’ assessment
practices, I created a graphic identifying these factors and their relationships to teachers’
WAP.
Phase four involved making inferences, or interpretations. To clarify inferences,
I employed pattern coding as a form of second cycle coding, which allowed for
reorganization and reanalysis of data initially coded during the first three phases of
analysis. Pattern coding is a way to group first cycle codes into categories or “more
meaningful and parsimonious units of analysis” (Saldaña, 2016, p. 236). This phase set
the stage for me to discuss commonalities, especially in teachers’ WAP in accordance
with the conceptual framework of levels of WAP, as discussed earlier in this chapter.
The final phase of analysis, conclusions, will be discussed in chapter four.
Internal and External Validity
The underlying intent when conducting a study is to present reliable and valid
results in order to contribute to the current conversation regarding the topic of study.
Reliability is viewed as a means of inspecting participants’ responses to note regularity
with regards to clear, concise documentation of procedures and research design
(Merriam, 1998). Internal validity relates more to the accuracy and truthfulness of the
process (Brink, 1993). Because the researcher is a key instrument in data collection for
qualitative studies, researcher bias is heightened if unquestioned, resulting in a decreased
level of trustworthiness (Brink, 1993). As a means of strengthening the validity of this
study, a variety of data sources were collected for triangulation including interviews, a
think aloud task, and artifact analysis. Miles, Huberman, and Saldana (2014) mentioned
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the use of multiple case sampling as a positive practice in strengthening the validity and
trustworthiness of a study, resulting in more robust findings. There was one bounded
case with variations for this study. I also made my biases known upfront, as suggested by
Creswell (2013), and throughout the study in a reflective journal.
The selection of a “devil’s advocate” (Creswell, 2013, p. 251) prompts the
researcher to request the assistance of someone to review the research process
implemented, pose questions for clarity, and provide constructive critique. I enlisted the
assistance of two members from my dissertation committee, Dr. Alley and Dr. Brenner,
to fill this role. Inclusion of this role aided me in controlling for bias as a researcher. I
also employed member checking (Creswell, 2013; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Stake, 2010)
to manage personal bias by providing a copy of transcripts from collected data to each
participant for her review. An overview of data interpretations and conclusions was
shared to assess accuracy. Through this process, participants were able to confirm or
clarify information.
Risks and Responses to Internal Validity
Researcher’s role. During the time of the study, I provided curriculum support
for all third through fifth grade ELA teachers in the district. This role, which was not
administrative, included providing literacy-based PD, designing standards-aligned
assessments and analyzing data, as well as observing and modeling instruction.
Regularly scheduled grade level and after-school meetings, as well as classroom visits,
enabled me to establish a strong working relationship with each teacher. Therefore, I
made known my role as a researcher for this study. I also maintained a reflective journal
noting my bias after transcribing data. I also made it clear that my first priority was to
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provide support as the ELA curriculum specialist, but that during the study, I operated as
a data collector.
Participants’ perspective. Initially, I think a couple of the participants provided
responses they thought I wanted to hear because of my position in the district. Their
responses led me to think they wanted me to think highly of them rather than question
their practices or pass judgment. Two teachers especially wanted to know during the
interviews if what they were saying was “right.” One of the teachers shared her
uncertainties and lack of knowledge about teaching and assessing writing during the first
interview. However, when reviewing her responses from part three of the think aloud
task, her responses were incompatible with responses from the first interview.
I took several steps to help participants understand that I was interested in
understanding their perspectives rather than providing feedback about their teaching. I
clearly stated my purpose of the study and clarified my role during each interaction with
participants, and I started conversations off topic from the purpose to open dialogue and
establish a more conversational tone. As suggested by Brink (1993), I posed the same
question in different forms on different occasions. Finally, I notified teachers that all
responses would be kept confidential through anonymity.
Researcher’s experiences. Another bias I acknowledged was my previous
experience with teaching and assessing writing. Three years prior to this study, I taught
writing at the primary level as a literacy lecturer at a university. I was also a teacher
leader and presenter for the state-sponsored National Writing Project, focusing on
prewriting strategies. My interest in exploring teachers’ WAP stemmed from my
position as a curriculum specialist. The district’s focus on assessing writing since the
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2015-2016 school year created the need for assessors. As part of the curriculum team, I
helped score student writing using the state-issued rubric during each nine-week period,
which took place three times beginning with the 2015-2016 school year. I then helped
compile and communicate results to district administrators, building level principals, and
teachers. The dynamic among the group of assessors created an opportunity for those
involved to learn to read and evaluate student writing and sparked informal conversations
about next steps for writing instruction in the district.
After visiting schools and informally speaking with school administrators and
teachers about their responses to scores reported by the district, many shared their
uncertainty about how to proceed with the information provided. If anything, scoring
reports initiated confusion. Some teachers even admitted to placing scored writing
samples in file cabinets and moving on to the next writing lesson. At that point my
thoughts shifted to wondering about teachers’ ways of assessing writing, as well as their
interpretations and applications of writing assessment results, especially elementary ELA
teachers in third through fifth grades. I was curious to see how teachers assessed and
how, or if, their assessment practices influenced their writing instruction.
Since the initial encounter with the district scoring process, I conducted ongoing
PD for all third through fifth grade ELA teachers in the district. Sessions were designed
to strengthen teachers’ understanding of scoring writing, identifying strategies to
integrate during writing instruction, and developing a student writing checklist to
encourage student self-assessment when writing. Not only had I served as an assessor in
the district, but I also teamed with teacher representatives from various districts to score
student writing at the state level. In addition to these experiences, I also conducted
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trainings outside of the district on assessing writing and developing student-friendly
rubrics.
My interest in third through fifth grades was due in part to the increased attention
from state and district administration on the upper elementary grades. Third grade is the
initial year for students to complete state writing assessments, which is a determining
factor when considering promotion or retention of students. Fourth grade is the grade
level, across the state, relied upon for showing growth in student performance from third
grade to fourth grade. By fifth grade, students have at least two years of experience with
state testing and are simultaneously being prepared to transition to a more demanding and
complex grade band, beginning with sixth grade. Because of the push for writing for
students in this grade band, teachers are more compelled, to differing degrees, to set aside
time for teaching and assessing writing.
I had to make sure to capture each teacher’s responses without inserting my
thoughts because of my previous experiences. In the event that I provided suggestions
during interviews, the interactions would have possibly shifted to a coaching session
rather than a conversational interview for data collection. I also added entries to journal
my thoughts, making sure to remind myself of the research questions and purpose of the
study. At times, I even revisited audio recordings to make sure what I captured was
actually what the participant shared. As an extra measure, member checking (Creswell,
2013; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Stake, 2010) was employed to have participants review
data for conformation and/or clarification.
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Trustworthiness of Data
I included several strategies, as suggested by Creswell (2013), to ensure
trustworthiness of data. These strategies included:
1.

Triangulating data—I included a variety of data sources (semi-structured
interviews, a think aloud task, and a review of assessment artifacts) to aid
with cross examination of the data.

2.

Clarifying my biases—Background information regarding my experiences
and interest in the topic was included for the reader to have insight into my
perspective.

3.

Enlisting a “devil’s advocate” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985)—I chose two core
members from my dissertation committee to fill this role. Dr. Alley and
Dr. Brenner have worked closely with me prior to and during this process.
Throughout collection and analysis both members posed thoughtprovoking questions about my methodology, data collection, and findings,
and assisted with maintaining my focus on essential components of the
study (i.e., the purpose, frameworks, and research questions).

4.

Employing member checking—Transcripts from each interaction, namely
interviews, were shared with participants to review for accuracy.

5.

Using thick descriptions—Detailed descriptions of the context and
participants were provided.

External Validity
External validity relates more to the extent to which data can be applied across
groups (Brink, 1993). The data are considered to be externally valid if the data can be
transferred to a different situation or group. In order to reproduce findings of this study,
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consideration should be given to selected participants. There were variations among the
participants in experience and current teaching positions within the same grade band even
though there were only five participants. Attention to context of the study was also
important. There had been a three-year, district-wide focus on writing assessment
creating ongoing PD opportunities and collegial dialogue across the district. This set the
platform for common language between upper elementary ELA teachers. I made no
attempt to generalize from the findings of this study to other situations, but this study did
provide rich, thick descriptions which are intended to “enable readers to transfer
information to other settings and to determine whether the findings can be transferred”
(Creswell, 2013, p. 252).
Chapter Summary
Methods shared in this chapter describe my process for data collection and
analysis as I explored the WAP of upper elementary ELA teachers and factors that
influenced their practices. Attention was also given to validation strategies. The overall
intent of this qualitative, case study was to provide a platform for teachers’ voices. In
order to gain deep understanding, I conducted two semi-structured interviews, a think
aloud task, and a review of assessment artifacts for each of the five participants. I also
maintained a reflective journal. I used descriptive, open, and axial coding for first cycle
coding and pattern coding for second cycle coding (Saldaña, 2016). In chapter four, I
will share findings from data collection.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
The purposes of this qualitative, case study were to explore WAP (‘how’ and
‘what’ teachers assessed and how they applied assessment results) of upper elementary,
ELA teachers, and to identify factors that influenced these teachers’ assessment decision
making when assessing student writing. The following research questions were used to
guide this dissertation study:
1.

What are upper elementary, ELA teachers’ writing assessment practices
(‘how’ they assess, ‘what’ they assess, and how they apply assessment
results of student writing)?

2.

What factors influence teachers’ decision making when assessing student
writing?

Underlying the analysis process was the lens of constructivism (Fosnot & Perry,
1996). This lens focuses on: (a) knowledge and understanding constructed in the midst
of learning, (b) the adaptive nature of learning, and (c) the nonlinear process of cognitive
development. Close reading and categorization of data aided me in magnifying these
foundational components in regard to how teachers’ WAP developed due to different
experiences. Experiences encompassed factors that informed teachers’ decisions when
assessing student writing, which occurred in authentic settings for each participant.
In this chapter I summarize the findings of my research beginning with a
discussion about the factors that influenced teachers’ decisions about how and what to
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assess. I discuss the process—the how—teachers employed when assessing student
writing, including the effect different factors had on teachers’ processes. Next, I discuss
the components—the what—teachers emphasized when assessing student writing.
Additionally, I share how teachers applied outcomes from student writing to inform
decisions about their writing instruction. Finally, I categorize the teachers according to
levels of WAP (surface, deep, and transfer) describing teachers’ practices at each level.
Factors Influencing Teachers
I read and analyzed data using the lens of TDM (Shavelson & Stern, 1981) to gain
insight into teachers’ WAP. Data collected revealed a variety of factors that influenced
TDM when assessing writing including: (a) teachers’ personal efficacy about assessing
writing, (b) teachers’ previous experiences and trainings related to assessing writing, (c)
teachers’ prior knowledge and current understanding of assessing writing, and (d)
contextual influences such as external expectations and learners’ needs. Beginning with
a discussion of the factors helped me gain insight into decisions teachers made about their
assessment practices and methods for interpreting student writing to inform aspects of
their writing instruction.
Personal Efficacy
An overarching factor that emerged during data collection was participants’
efficacy about assessing writing. During initial coding of data, I placed teacher responses
under the overarching umbrella of dispositions, which pertained to mood or temperament.
However, as I continued to closely read the data, I noticed that responses resonated more
with how each teacher viewed her ability to assess writing and her beliefs in relation to
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specific goals or topics (Bandura, 1977). Within personal efficacy, responses were sorted
into two subcategories—level of confidence and beliefs about assessing writing.
Low level of confidence. As I discussed assessment practices with teachers, a
range of responses were noticed, ranging from teachers having little to no confidence
about assessing writing to reporting extreme confidence. I divided teachers’ responses
into low, moderate, and high levels of confidence based on their responses during
interviews. Two teachers displayed low levels of confidence when asked about assessing
writing.
During our first interview, Ms. Shae stated, “Writing is one of my weakest areas
to teach, especially special education (SPED) students, and it’s their weakness because I
spend the least amount of time on writing. I don’t feel like I know how to effectively
teach or assess writing.” She recalled scoring her students’ first district writing
assessment, stating, “I had their writing and it was heartbreaking. It feels like they didn’t
master any of the skills I wanted them to master.” In terms of teaching writing, Ms. Shae
demonstrated little confidence as well, stating:
I feel like I teach them [the students] to follow a format. Instead of me telling
them, ‘My opinion is…’ and then the students write their opinion, they should be
writing their own opinion freely. It’s just a format, and they’re not writing what
they’re thinking. But I don’t know how to teach them differently, especially
because of how low they are.
Ultimately, Ms. Shae felt that her students were unable to meet goals she had in place for
them, leading her to experience a sense of defeat. Her frustration was heightened with
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the realization that she felt ill-equipped to better support her students in developing as
writers.
Similar to Ms. Shae, Ms. Wiley stated:
Writing is the hardest thing I do; the hardest thing I teach. I’ve been out of the
game and I feel like I haven’t figured it out. When I first came back, I felt
inadequate for assessing their writing. I feel like I’m lacking in talking about
writing, and what we’re supposed to do about writing. Even when my team
meets, we don’t discuss writing. It’s on the backburner. Many of us dread doing
it because it’s a long process, especially the grading of it.
When asked about her current approach to teaching writing, Ms. Wiley commented,
“Even when I try to teach writing, I may get to it [teaching writing] one day every other
week, but it’s so test-based and not about developing writers.” Ms. Wiley echoed
sentiments shared by Ms. Shae, acknowledging that teaching and assessing writing was a
point of weakness for her, as well as her colleagues.
According to both teachers, their lack of confidence impeded the amount of time
devoted to teaching writing and was attributed to limited knowledge about writing.
Additionally, Ms. Wiley viewed writing as “a long process, especially the grading of it”,
to which she mentioned she was not able to give adequate time because she was already
hard pressed to get to everything required in the curriculum. Her concern about the
amount of time necessary to assess writing was evident throughout successive
conversations. During our initial interview Ms. Wiley commented on how assessing not
only includes the actual grading of the paper but also giving feedback. “Unless a student
specifically asks for feedback, I just don’t give it. I even had one student begging for it
[feedback], and I had to give in and make time to read her paper.” These views further
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illustrated her limited knowledge in formative ways of assessing student writing in
smaller pieces.
Moderate level of confidence. Two of the five teachers’ responses demonstrated
moderate levels of confidence when assessing writing. Responses at this level were
heavily contingent upon the teachers’ personal views of themselves as assessors and
teachers of writing. For instance, during our first interview, Ms. Chester shared:
Writing is my favorite thing, and I am a very good writer, more on the creative
side. As far as in here [the classroom], I don’t have much time to teach writing,
but if I had more time I think writing would be my strongest. So the way I
internally know I am supposed to teach writing, I don’t feel like I’m doing it. I’ve
even asked for a writing class. I feel like we should focus on it [writing] more,
and I feel guilty that I don’t.
Ms. Chester struggled with balancing between her high interest in writing and her
current approach to teaching and assessing writing. She expressed feelings of guilt about
not being able to provide effective writing instruction, citing time as an obstacle.
Although there was discrepancy between her knowledge of writing and current approach
teaching writing, Ms. Chester expressed confidence in her ability to teach and assess
writing well, if allowed sufficient time.
Ms. Crews, another teacher at the moderate level of confidence, highlighted her
personal discontent as well. She stated:
I feel pressure because I’m a perfectionist and I over analyze. It takes 10 minutes
to score one paper because I second guess myself, especially if I’m grading
another teacher’s students’ writing, when it should take about three minutes. I just
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want to be fair, so I go back and forth. I want someone else to score alongside me,
so I’m not biased. I don’t feel confident enough to assess alone, and that’s why I
want a basic checklist instead of just a rubric, which brings about a lot of
pressure. I just want to become more comfortable and have something to build my
confidence.
Rather than voicing concerns about uncertainty of expectations when assessing writing,
Ms. Crews was concerned with ensuring fairness in assessing through the use of a simple
writing checklist. In addition to fairness Ms. Crews also wanted a sounding board to
reassure her as she assessed students’ writing. Through our conversations it was evident
that Ms. Crews struggled with use of a holistic assessment tool, such as the state-issued
rubric, in comparison to use of a concise checklist. Both of these teachers conveyed
inner struggles with their current approach. Essentially teachers at the moderate level of
confidence attributed their insecurities to how they viewed themselves as assessors of
student writing, as well as having some gaps in their knowledge and understanding of
teaching or assessing writing.
High level of confidence. Ms. Brumfield was the one teacher of the five in the
group who portrayed high confidence as she discussed her attitude and beliefs about
assessing writing. She stated she was an avid writer and felt comfortable assessing
writing. She shared, “Writing is not just a prompt; not just a test. We have to rethink
what writing is and is not. I view it as an opportunity for students to use writing as a
means of sharing their [students’] voice.” She believed that the district was headed in the
right direction to strengthen teachers as teachers and assessors of writing, sharing, “The
vibe of writing is dependent on how teachers feel about it, and it’s important for teachers
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to get over their fear of writing, viewing it as a process, knowing mistakes are
opportunities for teachers and students to learn.” Ms. Brumfield’s stance on assessing
writing as a learning opportunity and process for teachers and students contrasted with
teachers at the low and moderate levels of confidence. Teachers with low levels of
confidence noted gaps in their knowledge, resulting in their lack of confidence. While
teachers at moderate levels had more confidence in terms of understanding writing
assessment, they displayed less confidence in themselves because of a divergence
between their understandings of assessing writing and current practices assessing writing.
Beliefs About Assessing Writing
In addition to teachers’ levels of confidence, another component within personal
efficacy was teachers’ beliefs regarding the purpose of assessing writing. There were two
distinct responses that teachers provided — no clear purpose for assessing writing, or that
writing assessment informed teachers’ writing instruction. Ms. Shae, who voiced a
different purpose from the other participants, stated, “Sometimes we don’t even use the
results to inform our instruction. We just move on to the next lesson because more
emphasis is on reading, and writing is viewed as a separate thing.” She continued by
stating, “In my opinion, I think the purpose of writing assessment is to introduce writing
for students to at least know what a good writing sample looks like.” According to her,
teaching and assessing writing was not viewed as a priority. During our second
interview, I asked Ms. Shae to share advice she would give a new teacher about assessing
writing based on her personal beliefs. She stated, “New teachers need to know that
assessing doesn’t necessarily mean for a grade but really to see how students are
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improving.” Ms. Shae’s response highlighted a disconnection between her personal
beliefs and current reality about the purpose of assessing writing.
The remaining four participants shared similar thoughts on the purpose of
assessing writing, which they believed should inform writing instruction in some manner.
Ms. Wiley viewed the purpose of assessment as a means of capturing student
understanding. She stated, “I assess to see if they learned what was taught…to see if they
know how to write. Can they put down their thoughts in different ways according to the
different types of writing?” Ms. Wiley used student writing to get a snapshot of not only
student performance, but also her instruction.
Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews extended this thinking, sharing how assessing writing
served the purpose of gauging and pacing instruction. Ms. Chester stated writing
assessment “gives the teachers and students a point to work from and work towards
monitoring progress in a formative way to see how far we’re coming and how close we
are to where we need to be.” Ms. Brumfield added, “Not only does assessing writing
give the teacher information about progress towards mastery in a formative manner, it
shows where you currently are in regard to the standard without holding students
accountable for concepts not taught yet.”
These four participants had a common belief in the formative purpose of assessing
writing. The combination of participants’ levels of confidence and beliefs about
assessing writing served as a point of reference for the remaining factors. Consideration
of participants’ personal efficacy provided means for gaining insight to how teachers
possibly framed their thinking when assessing writing.
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Teacher Support
Not only did teachers’ efficacy surface as an influential factor in their assessment
decision making, the perceived amount of support teachers received and teachers’
requests for support also emerged as important. Originally categorized as teacher
experiences, closer analysis of responses shifted terminology from teacher experiences to
teacher support because the data suggested the importance of teacher support in their
decision making. Teacher support refers to learning opportunities in which teachers had
engaged, as well as support they reported they needed related to writing assessment.
Teachers’ responses showed variations in teacher support ranging from having no
previous support to ample learning opportunities, including support within and/or outside
of the local school district.
Little support. Two teachers—Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley—said they had not had
any previous training on assessing writing, including within the local district. Ms. Shae,
the inclusion teacher, shared that she was not made aware of the trainings being held in
the district, or any other form of support for writing. In her setting she said, “No one, to
my knowledge, went to any training. If they did, no one said anything to me or discussed
it during our grade level meetings.” Ms. Wiley, the other third grade teacher, echoed a
similar experience. Although she was aware of training being held in the district and
knew her colleague had attended, she said that no follow up discussions were shared
during grade level meetings. “When the other teacher came back and I asked her about
the training, she said it’s nothing new,” Ms. Wiley shared. So not only had these teachers
not attended any PD sessions, they also reported that they had not received any support
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from their grade level colleagues. Responses from these teachers also pinpointed a
shortcoming in follow-up from district PD.
Moderate support. The other three teachers—Ms. Chester, Ms. Crews, and Ms.
Brumfield—shared details about support provided at the district and state levels related to
assessing writing. For example, Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews, both fourth grade lead
teachers, attended a district-sponsored session focused on how to analyze the state-issued
rubric and score writing. Both teachers commented on how this session supported them
in clarifying and aligning standards and criteria for the rubric. Ms. Chester extended the
conversation saying, “It was helpful to hear grade level teachers from other schools as
they scored the writing. They said some things I had never thought of. We went back to
our campus and did the same thing.” Ms. Crews stated, “I found the session I attended
very helpful because it made me think about how to read student writing in smaller pieces
rather than the whole thing at one time” further highlighting how such experiences
supported her confidence to assess students’ writing. Ms. Brumfield, a fifth grade
teacher, attended a follow-up district-led session focused on looking at the rubric and
dividing criteria into what should be taught and what should be assessed. However, she
noted that the session did not connect the rubric to instruction sharing, “The session was
good because we looked at the 12-point rubric used by the state to learn how to assess;
however, we didn’t discuss how to design writing instruction or determine small groups
based on assessment results.” Even when experiences were not as favorable as they
might have been, the opportunity to discuss with others and learn more about writing
assessment was shared as a means for trying to clarify understanding among teachers in
assessing student writing.
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In addition to district level support, Ms. Brumfield, the teacher with a high level
of confidence for writing assessment, sought learning opportunities at the state level. She
developed understanding of how to score writing using a standards-based rubric as part of
a summer institute. The session did not include looking at sample student writing, but
Ms. Brumfield mentioned learning how to identify where her students were in relation to
expectations from the standards, which would aid her in breaking learning down into
manageable pieces. Collectively these three teachers felt that support received within and
outside of the local district aided in their understandings of assessing writing.
Requests for more support. In addition to support previously provided, across
all five participants there were requests for additional support focused on strengthening
teachers’ abilities to assess writing. Ms. Wiley, who reported having no previous support
or training, stated:
I think we need more training, fresh ideas, workshops. Somebody needs to come
in and give ideas about how to assess writing…then we can be on the same page
about what is expected across the writing. I view the rubric as the Holy Grail to
tell me if the writing is right or not. The only thing is, we haven’t really looked at
the writing standards. I think our district needs to teach us how to do that and
allow for time for follow-up and discussion.
This teacher cried out for more training and new ideas to help her understand how to
better assess writing. She stated the need for teachers to be on the same page about
expectations, and felt strongly that training should begin with writing standards. She also
asked for time to discuss how to best teach and assess writing with her colleagues;
something other participants echoed as well. Overall, aside from assessing writing, Ms.
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Wiley expressed uncertainty in what even to teach. She held the rubric in high regard as
the most essential component to designing writing instruction and worthy of ongoing
pursuit in understanding. Unfortunately, from her perspective, the support provided was
minimal, and teachers could benefit from extensive, sustained PD.
Ms. Chester, Ms. Crews, and Ms. Brumfield, teachers who had previously
attended training, had more background in writing instruction and assessment but also
voiced the need for additional support. Ms. Chester simply stated, “We just need more
training. Like have three papers and discuss, score papers and make sense of the rubric.”
Ms. Crews elaborated saying, “That would help build confidence. I remember the times
we did that together as a team, and I walked away from those sessions knowing that
we’re thinking alike.” Ms. Chester recalled her experience scoring student writing and
noted, “Having more practice of scoring writing and working with other teachers will
help me feel less anxious when scoring. I wouldn’t feel like I’m second guessing as
much.” Ms. Brumfield even shared that though she and her colleagues scored student
writing as a team, “There was a need for in-depth conversations for clarity sake. Rather
than just passing papers around and sporadically talking about certain writing samples,
we need training on how to adequately assess and set expectations.” According to
teachers’ responses, ongoing, collaborative support would aid in increasing teachers’
efficacy and understanding of assessing writing. Though teachers often mentioned the
word “training” when discussing support, they were also vocal about the need to have
time to collaborate with colleagues and have ongoing conversations to build confidence
and make curricular decisions.
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Declarative Knowledge
Each teachers’ declarative knowledge of assessing writing emerged as another
influential factor on writing assessment decision making. Within declarative knowledge,
data highlighted two areas—knowledge of assessment tool (namely state-issued rubric)
and knowledge of formative assessment. Declarative knowledge, according to Ennis
(1994), consists of “factual information regarding concepts”. With regard to assessing
writing using the state-issued rubric, data analysis showed there was variation in
declarative knowledge among participants.
Knowledge of assessment tool. The state-issued rubric, used by participants in
different situations, is a holistic rubric with four areas for assessment:
1.

Development of ideas, which deals with the writer’s ability to provide a
response to a given task and select pertinent details from the text provided;

2.

Writing organization, which focuses on effective and appropriate
introduction, conclusion, and use of transitions to connect ideas;

3.

Language conventions of grammar and usage, which prompts the writer to
consider purpose, task, and audience to establish appropriate tone through
the use of specific word choice and sentence variety, and;

4.

Language conventions of mechanics, which focuses on punctuation,
capitalization, and spelling components of writing.

Student writing receives a score in each area, for a total of four scores, which are
then combined to provide one holistic score. For instance, when assessing for
organization, a student may have written a strong introduction but included transitions
that did not connect ideas. It is at the teacher’s discretion to determine what level the
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writing resonates, considering expectations within the organization component.
According to the participants, the option to determine scores for each area was one reason
for the difference in teachers’ confidence in assessing writing. One teacher, Ms. Shae,
expressed her lack of knowledge, noting uncertainty about components of the rubric,
especially when scoring for development of ideas and writing organization. Ms. Shae
stated, “It’s just difficult to understand what is expected because of the wording. Like,
how do I decide between adequate and effective, when thinking about how well the
student developed ideas?” This lack of knowledge led Ms. Shae to place more emphasis
on understanding expectations of grammar and mechanics because she felt they were
more explicitly stated. “Basically for grammar and mechanics, as long as they [the
students] can write a complete sentence with a capital letter and a period, they can get
credit.” With this limited understanding of assessing writing, Ms. Shae resorted to
looking for opportunities, even at the most foundational level, for her students to earn
points for their writing.
Three teachers, Ms. Crews, Ms. Chester, and Ms. Wiley, shared gray areas in their
knowledge bases of using the rubric when assessing writing. Ms. Crews commented on
the ambiguity found in the state-issued rubric, particularly in attempting to make a
distinction between a level three and level two on certain components. “I struggle with
the wordiness, which causes me to question myself on certain parts,” the teacher stated.
Ms. Crew’s confusion about how to assess writing stemmed from her inability to use the
rubric with confidence, since she couldn’t clearly discern nuanced differences in the
rubric language. Ms. Chester also mentioned her frustration with the rubric. When
completing the think aloud task she revisited the student’s writing multiple times,
especially for development of writing. “This is the area I struggle with the most because
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of the wording. It’s true even when I look at criteria for organization on the rubric noting
because there’s so much room for interpretation.” Having to decide between the
distinctions in wording, such as ‘adequately’ and ‘somewhat’, created discomfort for Ms.
Chester when determining the extent to which the writer was able to develop ideas or
how well the writing was organized. Further, Ms. Wiley mentioned how the rubric
sometimes caused her frustration:
When I’m scoring with the rubric, I’m not always sure about the middle levels. I
can figure out if the paper is a level four or level zero in development of ideas. It’s
when I get to reading criteria for level two or three. Each area is layered with
multiple components, so I never really know which part of each area should be the
deciding factor.
Similar to Ms. Chester, this uncertainty with scoring usually left Ms. Wiley taking a
stance to read student writing in a straightforward manner, resulting in an ‘all or none’
stance.
Only one teacher, Ms. Brumfield, communicated strong declarative knowledge of
assessing writing with the state-issued rubric, stating:
Even though I haven’t had previous training on this specific rubric, previous
training on scoring with standards-based rubrics had helped in my understanding
of assessing writing. I just transferred that understanding to unpacking and
understanding this rubric. Mainly I color-coded the previous rubric and used that
mentality on the state-issued rubric. I look for evidence from student writing and
determine where the greatest amount of evidence is shown.
Ms. Brumfield clearly felt confident to use the rubric to assess students’ writing, though
she had received no training on this particular instrument. She was nonetheless able to
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use close reading skills and her prior experience with other standards-based rubrics to not
only discern the difference in rubric language, but to also color-code those nuances and
apply them when assessing student writing.
In spite of distinct difference in teachers’ knowledge of the assessment tool, when
asked about advice they would give new teachers about assessing writing, a common
reply was for new teachers to establish a firm understanding of the rubric. Ms. Chester
recommended that new teachers:
Really take the rubric and study it. Highlight it like we did last year and make sure
you actually understand what they’re looking for. Be familiar with it for any
writing completed. Then just take time for informal assessments looking at specific
parts of the writing. This will help with planning writing instruction as well.
Ms. Brumfield shared similar sentiments stating, “New teachers have to look at the rubric
before they teach and then assess along the way; otherwise, students spend a long time
doing it [writing] wrong.” Ms. Crews summed it up stating:
You need to know it [the rubric] like the back of your hand because the better the
teacher understands the rubric, the better they will know what to look for in student
writing. I think you need to know your rubric first to know what you need to teach.
Ms. Crews went on to suggest during our follow up conversations that watching a mentor
or veteran teacher score and think aloud using the rubric would be helpful. Even though
all five participants shared varying understanding of how to use the state-issued rubric,
each participant’s comments demonstrated acknowledgement of the importance of
understanding the assessment tool being used. Based on teachers’ comments, having a
strong knowledge of assessment tools and including opportunities for practice would help
with clarifying expectations and aid teachers in designing writing instruction. While
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teachers communicated knowledgeably about the relevance of understanding the rubric,
responses collectively showed a need for strengthening teachers’ knowledge of
assessment tools, namely those used within the district.
Knowledge of formative assessment. More consistency was voiced with regards
to teachers’ declarative knowledge of formatively assessing student writing. During data
collection teachers were asked to reflect on their current approaches to assessing writing
and share goals they sought to accomplish. Responses included encouraging routine
writing, using checklists, and conducting writing conferences in order to monitor student
progress at different points during writing instruction.
Teachers viewed routine writing, which they saw as students writing each day,
and the use of checklists as a way to analytically monitor student writing progress. Two
of the five teachers, Ms. Brumfield and Ms. Chester, implemented use of routine writing
and checklists as part of their assessment of writing when conferencing with students.
Ms. Chester noted, “Having students write daily provides a formative way to set the
learning goals or intended outcomes for the class, looking at specific parts of the writing
each time. This is something I will continue next year and use more frequently.” Ms.
Brumfield added to the conversation stating, “Daily writing allows practice for students
and focuses their attention on specific aspects of the writing.” The inclusion of writing
on a daily basis served as a means for these teachers to gauge students’ writing progress
regularly.
Even though routine writing was not a major part of her assessment of writing,
Ms. Crews did heavily rely on checklists to monitor her students’ progress. She noted
that one goal for her would be to include routine writing for the upcoming school year.
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Through our conversations Ms. Crews noted inclusion of routine writing would offset
later frustrations that typically occurred if students did not write and receive some form
of feedback on a regular basis.
Ms. Wiley, who also used checklists, shared her goal of including routine writing
during the next school year as well. She stated:
I hope to change the way I currently assess. I just need to look at the writing piece
by piece rather than assessing the entire writing. Have students write every day and
check each other, including having students informally peer assess using a
checklist.
Routine writing and the use of checklists for both peer and teacher conferencing were a
means to regulate the writing instruction and assessment for these two teachers. Rather
than looking at a writing piece as a whole, breaking writing into pieces and assessing
specific aspects of writing was a goal these teachers believed checklists could support. In
comparison to the holistic approach of a rubric, the use of checklists for routine writing
would provide a checkpoint for the student as well as the teacher, setting the stage for
providing targeted feedback and follow up instruction.
Ms. Wiley also shared how committed she was to implement writing conferences
as a means to monitor students. She stated:
I’ve only given feedback once. I typically read what they have and give comments
on how to make it better, like adding more details. But because I don’t know if
they can revise, I have to go back and walk them through the writing with them.
I’ve got to figure out how to monitor their progress. When we are doing writing, I
want to figure ways to collect their writing and carve out time to conference with
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my students. I think it would be helpful to keep student writing in a folder, so when
I conference with them I can see their progress.
Ms. Brumfield, who used routine writing and checklists as a way to schedule writing
conferences with students, provided some ideas regarding how teachers could accomplish
what Ms. Wiley was questioning when she stated:
I chunk the writing and use student results to dictate what to do the next day. If
others will do this, it will save frustration later if you assess along the way, and it
makes it easier as you go. It helps to create a checklist and take a piece of writing
to look only for a certain thing based on where students should be in the line of
mastery. This will help teachers understand what they’re looking for so they can
conference with students.
Though Ms. Wiley understood why finding time for conferencing was important, Ms.
Brumfield had a better grasp of the benefits it could produce for both herself and her
students. She connected the use of students writing daily, implementation of checklists,
and conferencing aids with informing teachers in decisions for writing instruction.
Collectively teachers’ responses showed how their knowledge of assessment tools
informed their assessment practices, namely conferencing with students to provide
feedback based on specific parts of their writing. Teachers’ use of, or planned use of,
checklists served as a way to analytically monitor student writing progress and make
decisions for upcoming writing instruction.
Teaching Context
The final factor that emerged during interactions with participants was their focus
on the teaching context. Originally I grouped teachers’ responses into a category labeled
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“external influences” because the literature discussed factors that were outside of the
control of the teacher but greatly influenced teachers’ decisions, such as external factors
like high-stakes tests and parents (Kuzborska, 2011; McMillan & Nash, 2000). However,
it became clear that teachers’ assessment decisions were influenced by multiple factors
that coincided with context because the setting and specific conditions of the district,
school, and classroom weighed heavily on their decision making. In this case, context
refers to the influence of state and district expectations and teachers’ understanding of
students’ writing competence and needs. All five participants shared similar thoughts
regarding these factors surrounding their teaching contexts.
State and district expectations. With regard to state expectations, two teachers
made their decisions about the amount of time spent on teaching and assessing writing to
meet state writing expectations. Ms. Crews shared:
Writing only counts for 20% of the state assessment, so that’s how much of my
instructional time I devote to teaching and assessing writing. The remaining 80%
is focused on reading, so I spend most of my time on reading. The bottom line is
that if students struggle with reading, then it wouldn’t make sense to spend a large
amount of time on writing. However, spending an ample amount of time on
reading essentially strengthens their writing.
Ms. Chester spoke about her attention to time spent on writing, specifically on-demand or
what she called “shut down” writing, because of state expectations. She commented:
Sometimes I wonder if their [the students] writing is even scored by the state.
That’s why I don’t do a lot of shut down writing until we’re getting close to the
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writing assessment. I would rather make the most of the little time I have on
writing that matters.
Ms. Brumfield developed instruction to prepare students for on-demand writing,
practicing within the allotted time set forth by the state. “I modeled how to divide the 75
minutes into 10 minutes for reading the passage, 10 minutes for planning and drafting, 50
minutes for typing, and 5 minutes for rereading and editing.” Collectively one day of
instruction was restricted to test preparation in Ms. Brumfield’s class as the date for
writing assessment approached. Teacher responses alluded to the idea of restricting time
spent on writing because it is only slightly used for assessment at the state level. Rather
than designing literacy instruction infused with writing opportunities and connecting
reading and writing, teachers’ reactions to state writing expectations were interpreted as a
call for isolated writing instruction, namely in preparation for state writing assessments.
Not only did teachers restrict the amount of time set aside for teaching and
assessing writing, the timeframe for when to teach and assess writing was also contingent
upon state expectations and what writing instruction looked like during that timeframe.
Ms. Wiley noted that she only channeled her attention to assessing writing when the state
and/or district writing assessment was approaching. When asked to describe how writing
instruction and assessment was designed as these assessments neared, she stated, “I just
mainly go through different prompts and writing samples just to refresh their memory.
It’s more of a comprehensive review rather than tailored to specific needs because state
assessments are coming up.” Ms. Shae also shared this idea when she said, “I just focus
on what can get my students points on the state writing assessment.” As state writing
assessments approached, Ms. Shae provided guided writing practice daily, making sure
students understood the prompt and how to complete the rehearsed graphic organizer.
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These teachers’ responses demonstrated the extent state writing expectations had on time
they devoted to assessing writing as well as writing instruction delivered during that time,
resulting in a test-preparation approach.
Expectations from the state level trickled down to decisions and expectations
communicated at the district level. In order to scaffold student writing proficiency and
prepare for the state writing assessment, pacing guides were developed in the district to
provide a scope and sequence for writing instruction and assessment. Two teachers noted
how district expectations served as the way for gauging student growth and determining
instructional needs. Ms. Shae stated, “Basically the district assessments are my main way
to see how my students are growing. Sometimes I use classroom assignments, but mainly
I wait until the end for district assessments.” Ms. Brumfield further shared, “Before I
start assessing, I consider what I’ve taught up to a certain point based on the district’s
pacing and upcoming district writing assessment. It [district writing assessment] informs
my expectations, in addition to the writing state standards.” Teachers’ consideration of
district expectations informed how they viewed students’ writing competence and
directed their focus for writing instruction.
Learners
In addition to state and district expectations, learners within the teaching context
also factored into teachers’ writing assessment decision making. All five participants
noted how students’ level of proficiency and behavior influenced their decision making
when assessing writing.
Levels of proficiency. Ms. Shae discussed concerns about the difference she felt
her students exhibited. She mentioned:
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My kids would be looked at differently because they are SPED students. Many of
them come to third grade and cannot write a sentence with a capital letter, so I have
to focus on just getting them comfortable with writing and using complete
sentences. Then we move on to short paragraphs. I typically lower my expectations
at times for my students because of their reading and comprehension level.
Ms. Shae shared the importance of meeting her students’ individual needs by starting
where they were and moving them forward, building confidence and comfort over time.
Other teachers also made accommodations for their students. One of the teachers,
Ms. Wiley, discussed providing a guided approach to assessing writing with students she
considered beginning writers. Ms. Chester provided more opportunities for peer and selfassessment for her more proficient writers, supporting their continued growth at their
level while differentiating for beginning writers. Along this same line of thinking, Ms.
Brumfield collected evidence of her students’ writing competencies throughout
instruction, leading her to assess students differently. She stated, “I begin with
interpreting previous assessments, then planning direct instruction including modeling
and small group instruction tailored to students’ needs, and closing with an exit ticket or
some formative means for assessing.”
Rather than making adjustments based on learners’ writing proficiencies, Ms.
Crews placed emphasis on students’ reading levels, stating:
When I am reading student writing to assess, I consider their reading level. If their
reading is not on grade level, then the writing won’t be on grade level since the
writing is based on reading. Therefore, I have different expectations for them.
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Responses illustrated how learners’ performances dictated teachers’ instructional
decisions. Two of the teachers’ comments even noted a change in expectations due to
differences in students’ reading levels in comparison to their peers.
Student behavior. Coupled with learners’ levels of proficiency, teachers gave
consideration to students’ behaviors. Each teacher voiced her position on teaching and
assessing writing being the hardest task in her instruction, and not only because of state
and district expectations. Students’ views of writing, and consequently dispositions
towards writing, were seen as an underlying component influencing students’ writing
proficiencies. Teachers expressed students’ dislikes for writing and some students’
unwillingness to even attempt writing. Ms. Crews shared how she thought about the
amount of effort students exerted on a writing task. “If a student is working hard then I
may be more lenient, especially if I’m trying to decide between two levels on the rubric.
The student’s work ethic becomes the deciding factor.” Ms. Chester described how she
gave thought to the attentiveness of her students during writing instruction and whether
they were well-behaved or not. She shared, “If I notice a mistake in a student’s writing
while I’m reading, I think back to what they were doing instead of paying attention that
probably made them make this mistake.” Another teacher, Ms. Wiley, wondered about
students’ interests in the reading topic sharing, “If they are writing about a topic they
don’t like or know anything about it, they won’t write as well. If I think the topic was not
interesting for the student, then I probably won’t assess them as hard.”
In conclusion, teachers’ attention to where students were on the continuum of
learning influenced the extent of variation in teachers’ expectations and how they
assessed students’ writings. Teachers’ responses also showed how the behavior of the
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learners weighed heavily on teachers’ writing assessment decision making. Factors
influencing teachers’ assessment decision making, as described in this section, are
summarized in Table 10.
Table 10
Summary of Factors that Influenced Participants’ Assessment Decision Making
Participants

Efficacy
Confidence

Beliefs

Ms.
Brumfield

HIGH

informs
instruction

Ms. Chester

MODERATE

Ms. Crews

Teacher
Support
Previous
Training

Declarative Knowledge

Context

Assessment
Tool

Formative
Assessment

YES

ABOVE
AVERAGE

routine
writing,
checklist,
conference

YES

informs
instruction

YES

AVERAGE

routine
writing,
checklist,
conference

YES

MODERATE

informs
instruction

YES

AVERAGE

checklist,
conference

YES

Ms. Shae

LOW

no clear
purpose

NO

BELOW
AVERAGE

NONE

YES

Ms. Wiley

LOW

informs
instruction

NO

AVERAGE

checklist

YES

Writing Assessment Practices
The purpose of this qualitative, case study was to explore teachers’ assessment
practices and influential factors. Initially within assessment practices I looked at
practices as two separate areas—how and what teachers assessed, and how teachers made
sense of, or interpreted results from writing assessments. During the first round of
analysis, I collapsed these two areas into one (shown in Figure 1 in chapter 1), so
assessment practices consisted of how teachers assess student writing, what teachers
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assess in student writing, and how they apply assessment results from student writing.
Teachers’ responses related to how teachers assessed were categorized as processes for
assessing writing. Based on repeated statements throughout the data with regards to
process for assessing, there was a need to partition responses into three subcategories:
assessment method, assessment strategies, and assessment approach.
Process for Assessing Student Writing
One component of WAP is ‘how’ teachers assess student writing. Data revealed
that teachers: (a) instituted a step-by-step process when individually reading and
assessing student writing (assessment method), (b) included formative ways of assessing
student writing depending on the learners (assessment strategies), and (c) initiated
collaborative scoring between colleagues and/or students (assessment approach).
Assessment method. One form of data collection was prompting teachers to
complete a think aloud task. They were asked to select one student’s writing, from the
current nine-week period, and think aloud while scoring. All students’ writing samples
were written in response to a text-based prompt. Of the five participants, four of the
teachers preceded scoring by reading the prompt, passage, and/or rubric as a way of
clarifying expectations. This led to participants analytically scoring student’s writing,
focusing on specific criteria as outlined in the state-issued rubric. One teacher, Ms. Shae,
bypassed reading the prompt or passage and started with reading and scoring the
student’s writing at the same time. When asked about her process, she stated, “I just
want to look at all the components of the writing and provide feedback about all the
components in the same setting.”
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Four of the five teachers started scoring student writing looking at the
development of ideas, which accounted for a bulk of the points. One teacher, Ms.
Brumfield deemed it necessary to begin scoring by looking at the language conventions
of mechanics. She commented, “It’s easier to go ahead and get that area [language
conventions of mechanics] scored so my reading is not interrupted.” She then proceeded
to read and assess the writing for development of ideas.
Once teachers completed the scoring of the student’s writing, three of the five
teachers made general statements about her student’s writing performance. These general
statements were the typical reaction to the overall score and understanding of what the
score meant. For instance, Ms. Crews commented, “This was a total score of nine points.
I thought it was a good essay, but it could’ve been a bit longer…. If I read the next paper,
I would end up comparing, especially if they end up with the same score. Then I would
re-score both papers!” Another teacher, Ms. Brumfield, reflected and started discussing
instruction she would provide the student to target specific needs. Ms. Wiley was the
only teacher who double scored, leading to a comparison of student performance. She
noted a difference, stating, “With the checklist all the components were there, but
according to the rubric, she would get five out of 12 points!”
Through this task I was able to see teachers’ methodical processes when assessing
student writing. As shown in Table 11, prior to assigning scores in step four, time was
devoted to multiple readings of student writing.
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Table 11
Summary of Teachers’ Steps for Assessing Student Writing
Participants

Step 1

Step 2

Ms. Shae

Read and scored
student’s writing
simultaneously,
started with
development of
ideas
Read and scored
student’s writing
simultaneously,
started with
development of
ideas
Read student’s
writing and made
a general
statement

Made a general
statement about
student
performance

Ms. Shae

Ms. Wiley

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Made a general
statement about
student
performance
Scored student
writing using a
checklist,
highlighting
evidence based
on criteria of
checklist

Ms.
Chester

Read student’s
writing then
prompt

Read passage to
consider what
could be
included in
student’s
response

Ms. Crews

Read prompt and
passage to
consider what
could be included
in student’s
response

Read student’s
writing,
highlighting
evidence based
on criteria of
checklist

Ms.
Brumfield

Read the rubric
to clarify
expectations

Read prompt
and passage to
consider what
could be
included in
student’s
response

Reread student’s
writing, looking
at specific
components
based on rubric,
started with
development of
ideas
Reread student’s
writing,
highlighting
evidence based
on criteria of
rubric, started
with
development of
ideas
Reread student’s
writing, looking
at specific
components
based on rubric,
started with
development of
ideas
Reread student’s
writing, looking
at specific
components
based on rubric,
started with
language and
grammar
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Scored
student’s
writing using a
state-issued
rubric

Compared
scores from
checklist
and rubric

Scored
student’s
writing using a
state-issued
rubric

Scored
student’s
writing using a
state-issued
rubric

Made a
general
statement
about
student
performance

Scored
student’s
writing using a
state-issued
rubric

Made a
general
statement
about
student
performance

Assessment strategies. When asked to describe how student writing was
assessed in the classroom, each teacher’s response was contingent upon the students in
her class. Strategies ranged from brief, focused ways to check for student understanding
to more detailed assessment through use of the state-issued rubric. A checklist was the
most commonly used strategy, referenced by four of the five teachers. Ms. Chester and
Ms. Crews each had one class of students who performed at the proficient level of
writing, and Ms. Brumfield had two classes at the proficient level, based on state
accountability levels. For classes with students who were considered more proficient in
writing, teachers allowed these students to use checklists for peer- and self-assessment.
Ms. Brumfield and Ms. Chester included students in developing standards-aligned
checklists as a way to help students understand what would be expected in their writing.
Ms. Crews shared that she mainly used checklists to avoid student anxiety in attempting
to understand and/or use the state-issued rubric, which was typically postponed for use
during summative, district assessments. If used during writing assessments completed in
the classroom, teachers usually referred to the rubric for feedback purposes, incorporating
some of the wording and terminology during conferences.
Ms. Wiley also mentioned use of a teacher-made checklist for assessing her
students’ writing, which she practiced with her students prior to them attempting to peer
assess. Ms. Wiley used graphic organizers as a form of assessment in addition to the
checklist. During our initial interview she shared that part of her writing instruction was
students “plugging in information in the graphic organizer to create a three-point
paragraph; they had to memorize and plug in the details.”
Ms. Brumfield, who expressed a high level of confidence, described a myriad of
assessment strategies to best capture her students’ needs in writing. For instance, she
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shared how she had been scaffolding students through numerous small pieces of writing
and was at the point in the school year where students would decide which writing they
wanted to take through the entire writing process. Following each small piece of writing,
Ms. Brumfield used exit tickets to identify student needs and appropriate support to
provide. She stated, “Students in my first block need a lot of assistance, benefiting from
teacher-led instruction to explain their thinking. They will proceed to self-assessment
when they are ready.” On the other hand, students in her second block were fully
involved in analysis and assessment of writing. Ms. Brumfield said, “In this class
students create charts and leave sticky notes of their thinking, take part in silent
conversations when reading others’ writing, and participate in gallery walks when
providing feedback to peers.”
Collectively, teachers’ responses showed use of various assessment strategies.
Statements also showed some alignment between teachers’ declarative knowledge of
formative assessment implementing a variety of strategies, which was discussed earlier in
the chapter, and their actual implementation of assessment strategies.
Assessment approach. Responses for how teachers analyzed student writing fell
into one of two approaches—collaborative or individual. Four of the five teachers
preferred to assess student writing in a collaborative manner. Teachers commented on
working with their colleagues to alleviate some of the pressure they felt to “get it right”
by creating a common understanding of the scoring process. However, the writing
assessment process was implemented differently at each school site. For example, Ms.
Brumfield explained how papers were shuffled and dispersed among the team, resulting
in teachers scoring writing of students who may not have been in their classes. Teachers
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that collaboratively scored in this way expressed some level of anxiety. However,
working as a group alleviated some of this underlying thinking. Ms. Crews, one of the
teachers, stated, “It was helpful to grade with a team because it can be stressful when
grading other teachers’ students. After we shuffled student papers, we read the same
paper to see if there was commonality between all three of us [team].”
Ms. Wiley mentioned a similar collaborative approach, but student names were
omitted from writing samples to prompt blind scoring. She noted, “Blind scoring caused
some anxiety, but it also helped relieve some of the pressure as well.” Ms. Wiley felt it
decreased the level of bias in scoring student writing based on what the teacher knew
about the student. She said, “If we saw the student’s name and there was an error in the
writing, we would be prone to give allowances because we ‘knew what they meant’.
Ms. Chester shared how her team initially chose to collaboratively score as a
group. At the conclusion of the scoring session, teachers on the team voiced their
preference for adjusting the format for the next session to eliminate confusion and over
talking one another. Teachers scored student writing independently and came together in
the event of questions. She stated, “I understood the rubric and expectations better
because I had to dig into the rubric myself and make sure I was clear of the expectations.
But it was refreshing to still know my team was accessible, if needed.”
One teacher, Ms. Shae, felt that since she taught SPED students, independently
scoring would be more logical for her since she would likely make adjustments to how
their writing was viewed. She only preferred collaborative scoring if the purpose of
writing was shared across the grade level versus for the teacher’s personal purpose for
instruction.
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In addition to collaborating with colleagues, three of the five teachers included
students in the process of assessing their writing. Beyond self- and peer assessment,
teachers enacted student assessment during instruction. For instance, Ms. Chester stated,
Once I finish teaching, a lot of the times I’ll pull them [students] to my small group
and they’ll have their laptops with them. They go ahead and do their planning then
share it with me on Google Docs for me to comment on it. Then we comment on
it back and forth rather than them just sitting there waiting on me. This is how the
students and I assess about 90% of the time.
Ms. Crews had her students practice assessment by color coding their writing. Using the
basic colors found in a crayon box, with each crayon representing a different component
aligned to aspects of specific writing standards, Ms. Crews modeled for students how to
focus on one color—a certain aspect of writing—for revision. For instance, she
prompted students to use their red crayons and underline the claim in opinion writing. If
students were able to locate the claim, they were to talk with their peers about the claim.
If the claim was missing from the writing, partners discussed and made decisions about
what to write as the claim. Ms. Crews would then conference with students and provide
feedback on the strength and clarity of the student’s claim, supporting students in
thinking about possible revisions.
Ultimately, even with the variations of teachers’ collaborative approaches when
assessing student writing, teachers’ responses championed the inclusion of colleagues
and/or students to aid with interpreting student writing.
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Components Assessed in Student Writing
Another component of WAP is for what teachers look in student writing. Data
revealed that teachers considered various components of student writing, but placed
emphasis on one of two areas—grammar and mechanics or development of ideas.
One teacher, Ms. Shae, emphasized grammar and mechanics when assessing her
students’ writing. She noted, “I have to start off with writing a complete sentence with a
capital letter and a period, and then we move on to short paragraphs. If they [students]
can give me three to five sentences structured correctly, then I have something to work
with.” She created a classroom-based rubric depicting expectations for students to
include sentences with correct structure—capitalization, punctuation, and subject/verb
agreement—and minimal errors in spelling, especially for grade level words. Overall she
communicated that students’ errors should not interfere with the reader’s understanding
of the writing.
The remaining four participants focused more on development of ideas. Even
though they noted the importance of giving students feedback on grammar and
mechanics, ideas students communicated to their readers took precedence as teachers
assessed their writing. Ms. Chester stated:
Ideas are more important than what students can spell. You can spot check for
grammar, but you also want to know if they [students] stayed on topic. Ideas and
organization matter more to me because the essay makes more sense…essentially
conveying ideas the reader can understand outweighs the rest, the rest [grammar
and mechanics] you can fine tune later.
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Another teacher, Ms. Brumfield, pinpointed the need for teachers to make the
connection between the foundational components of writing, grammar and mechanics,
and development of ideas and organization. She stated:
There must be a balance between the two [ideas and conventions]. To craft the
sentence you have to understand what you have read. Writing has to be content,
and there must be understanding before you write about it. Essentially, it takes
more work to get ideas on paper than correcting capitalization and punctuation,
when thinking about the hierarchy of writing.
In thinking about her students specifically, Ms. Brumfield said, “They struggle so much
with idea development that if I focus on punctuation, they would get bogged down with
that. I need them to get ideas on paper. We can polish in the editing phase.”
Four of the five teachers’ responses showed their foci on idea development and
organization over grammar and mechanics, also referred to as the “auditory trait and
mechanical correctness” (Culham, 2018, p. 2) of writing. Ms. Shae felt attention to
grammar and mechanics was more fitting for her students because of their current levels
of proficiency. Her comments conveyed the importance of students developing basic
elements of writing before advancing to idea development while the other teachers noted
the importance of what was communicated through student writing over editing needs.
Application of Student Writing
In addition to noting how teachers assessed and what they assessed, data
collection highlighted how teachers applied the outcomes of student writing to make
decisions for writing instruction. Responses showed commonalities in teachers’ use of
student writing to inform instruction. Uses of student writing included: (a) looking for
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trends to identify skills for re-teaching, (b) determining appropriate grouping based on
student outcomes, and (c) identifying appropriate strategies for writing instruction within
each grouping.
All five teachers mentioned how trends in student writing performance helped
them make decisions about specific instructional needs. Ms. Shae stated, “If a trend is
noticed, it tells me that I didn’t teach it well. So I have to go back, which informs my reteaching.” Ms. Wiley stated, “If I see half the class is not using transition words, then I
have to go back and reteach. It [student writing] does influence my teaching, to cue me.
It informs me throughout the instruction rather than just at the end.” Other teachers
echoed these sentiments, demonstrating how teachers used student writing to pinpoint
gaps in student learning and provide targeted, and re-teaching instruction.
Along with teachers using student writing to develop plans in order to intervene,
teachers also used student writing to make decisions about appropriate grouping. One
teacher, Ms. Crews, noted:
Once I notice a trend it usually informs my whole group instruction. If the concern
is specific to certain students, then it [student writing] informs who I work with
one-on-one. If there are five students or less, then I would probably reteach in a
small group with those students.
Ms. Brumfield, another teacher, extended the conversation stating, “Because my first
block has trouble understanding the prompt, I provide small group instruction at the
teacher table for them rather than whole group.” Rather than instituting a blanketed
approach of designing only whole group or small group instruction, teachers’ insights
showed their intentionality in determining the appropriate structure for re-teaching
instruction. Ms. Shae was the only teacher who did not use data for grouping. “Since my
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students usually all have the same problem area, I just work with them all as one whole
group,” Ms. Shae noted.
Finally, student writing aided one teacher in selecting specific instructional
strategies to support student performance. Ms. Brumfield stated:
My first block [period] struggled with comprehension and getting to deeper ideas
in the text. It was clear they didn’t understand what they were reading. For them I
had to make it visual, so the claim was viewed as territory and they had to defend
their territory, or claim, with evidence.
Here, Ms. Brumfield employed use of students’ understandings of territory and defense to
connect to stating an opinion in their writings and having to defend, or support, with
evidence from the text. For her other group of students, Ms. Brumfield noted their needs
for working on segments of their writings while in small group. “We practiced cutting up
prompts for them to determine the type of writing. Then we work on writing a topic
sentence or claim together by rewriting the prompt. Then each day is devoted to each
small part.” These decisions were contingent upon the trends noted in student writing.
Overall teachers gave consideration to student writing performance prior to, during, and
after assessing to inform writing instruction. Teachers’ WAP, summarized in Table 12,
highlighted distinctions in teachers’ assessment proficiencies.
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Table 12
Summary of Participants’ Writing Assessment Practices
Participants

Process (how)

Components (what)

Uses (application)

Ms. Brumfield

5-step process
Uses checklist
Collaborative approach
4-step process
Uses checklist
Collaborative approach

Development of ideas

Reteach plans
Grouping
Determine strategies
Reteach plans
Grouping

Ms. Crews

5-step process
Uses checklist
Collaborative approach

Development of ideas

Reteach plans
Grouping

Ms. Shae

2-step process
No checklist
Individual approach

Grammar and
mechanics

Reteach plans

Ms. Wiley

5-step process
Uses checklist
Collaborative approach

Development of ideas

Reteach plans
Grouping

Ms. Chester

Development of ideas

Writing Assessment Practices Level of Teachers
Sharing findings about factors that, directly or indirectly, informed teachers’
decisions when assessing writing, caused me to return to teachers’ responses to sort for
WAP. Although teachers for this qualitative study were viewed as one case, patterns
were noted among participants’ responses. I grouped responses based on commonalities
in teachers’ processes for assessing, then I grouped based by similarities on what teachers
focused when assessing. Based on these patterns, participants were grouped into three
profiles representing each level of WAP—surface, deep, and transfer (see Table 13).
Although there were variations within teacher profiles, when viewed comprehensively,
teachers were placed at the level with which descriptions resonated the most. Using the
levels of WAP as a lens helped me see similarities and differences among teachers in
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terms of practices, but also made visible the factors influencing teachers at varying levels
of assessing.
In this section I provide an overview of teacher background for each level of
WAP, as well as a description of teachers within each WAP profile. Discussion of
teachers at each level of WAP (Table 13) aided me in noting connections between
influential factors on teachers’ assessment decision making and their practices.
Table 13
Participants’ Levels of Writing Assessment Practices
Pseudonyms

Levels

How Teachers Assess

What Teachers Assess

Ms. Shae

Surface Level

Assessment tool(s):
Mainly uses pre-made rubrics or
checklist
Assessment strategies:
Holistic scoring (overall score), which
primarily occurs at the end of the
writing unit (summative); students
normally not included in assessment
Assessment tool(s):
Uses a variety of tools, teacher-made
Assessment strategies:
analytical scoring (focuses on specific
portions of student writing to provide
feedback), which primarily occurs at the
beginning and/or end of instruction to
make adjustments (formative); students
encouraged to self-assess, and at time
peer assess
Assessment tool(s):
Variety of tools used, typically students
aid with development of assessment
tool(s)
Assessment strategies:
Analytical scoring (focuses on specific
portions of student writing to provide
feedback), which occurs at different
points throughout instruction (formative
and summative); students collaborate
with teacher to identify needs (selfdirected); also encourages peer- and
self- assessment; teacher makes
connections between writing
assessment and instructional strategies

Primarily focuses on
handwriting, conventions
and grammar

Ms. Wiley

Ms. Chester

Deep Level

Ms. Crews

Ms.
Brumfield

Transfer Level
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Primarily focuses on
development of ideas,
organization (e.g.
transitions, indenting,
etc.), and/or word choice

Primarily focuses on
traits from deep level as
well as coherence of
content and voice used
when communicating
ideas

Teachers at the Surface Level of Writing Assessment Practices
Teachers at the surface level of WAP place emphasis on foundational components
of writing, and primarily conduct assessments in a summative manner. Among my focal
participants, Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley exhibited characteristics at the surface level,
relying on pre-made rubrics and checklists when attempting to assess students’ writing.
Further, the majority of their attention during assessment was on grammar and
mechanics, which typically took place at the end of a unit in a summative manner rather
than assessing at different points of instruction. There were variations in these two
teachers’ responses, but both resonated with practices of teachers assessing students’
writing at the surface level. Ms. Shae demonstrated evidence in how and what she
assessed; whereas, Ms. Wiley was surface solely in how she assessed. Overall, teachers
at the surface level of WAP focused on the fundamentals of writing when assessing.
At the time of the study, Ms. Shae had 10 years of experience in education, all in
special education. She had been a part of the local school district as a third grade
inclusion teacher for the previous four years. In this role Ms. Shae worked alongside the
general education teacher to provide modified instruction and support to accommodate
students with specific learning disabilities. As a graduate of a traditional, four-year
university teacher preparation program located in the northeastern region of the state, Ms.
Shae completed her bachelor’s degree in secondary education with a concentration in
special education. Coursework did not include instruction developing teacher candidates
for teaching nor assessing writing. According to her, “writing is one of my weakest areas
to teach.”
Regarding assessing her students’ writing, Ms. Shae said she felt it was most
appropriate to emphasize grammar and mechanics when assessing because the population
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she served were SPED students. She referred to her students writing as “heartbreaking”
sharing it felt like they were not able to master important writing skills she wanted them
to attain. Additionally, Ms. Shae shared that she refrained from assessing at different
points of instruction primarily because she felt attention was not consistently given to
results of student performance. Ultimately, Ms. Shae felt her students were not able to
meet goals that she developed regarding writing instruction and assessment, which led to
her feeling overwhelmed and defeated.
Ms. Wiley also had 10 years of experience, including 1 ½ years in the current
district as a third grade teacher. Her responsibility in this position included providing
instruction in reading and writing. Ms. Wiley was one of two new ELA teachers on a
six-teacher team (three ELA and three math). She joined the team during the second
semester the previous school year. The lead teacher, a 15-year veteran, primarily planned
all instruction for ELA and developed assessments. Although she was able to voice her
ideas and offered support locating resources, Ms. Wiley viewed her role as one in the
“passenger seat”, which she felt comfortable doing as she re-acclimated herself to
teaching ELA. Ms. Wiley completed a writing class as part of her undergraduate
coursework at a traditional, four-year university teacher preparation program located in
the northeastern region of the state. She received a bachelor’s degree in elementary
education. In addition to the writing course, she also attended a summer writing institute
in the state earlier in her teaching career that focused on showing teachers different
writing activities, which she felt was not useful for current writing expectations.
Although Ms. Wiley indicated that she had not received much support or PD in the
district, she had received support prior to entering the district. Overall Ms. Wiley
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thoroughly enjoyed writing herself and wanted to learn how to get her students to love
writing as she did.
Ms. Wiley openly discussed her endeavor for enriching her WAP, namely in her
attempt to involve her students in peer assessment. However, Ms. Wiley stated her
students were unable to provide constructive feedback for one another, which led her to
rely on summative assessment as the chosen mode for assessing in her classroom,
providing students with an overall score. She echoed the sentiments that had been
expressed by Ms. Shae, sharing her own lack of confidence impeded her ability to teach
and assess students’ writing effectively. Interestingly, Ms. Wiley wanted to use student
writing assessment results to gauge her own instruction as well as to better understand her
students’ performance. For her, assessment was not only about analyzing her students’
abilities and needs, but also identifying gaps in her own instruction for ongoing
improvement. Unfortunately, she was “not able to effectively assess students’ writing
performance” because she had no previous training on assessing writing, needing
additional support to be effective.
Teachers at the Deep Level of Writing Assessment Practices
Teachers at the deep level of WAP go beyond an emphasis on foundational
components of writing, shifting their attention to development of ideas —the what of
student writing—and assessing writing in more formative ways. Additionally, time is
devoted to assessing writing at different points regularly to inform writing instruction
looking at specific sections of writing, with an effort to include students in the assessment
process.
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Two teachers, Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews, most closely aligned with the
characteristics displayed by teachers at the deep level of WAP. Ms. Chester had 13 years
of experience with four of those years being in the local school district. She taught fourth
grade to approximately 40 students at varying reading levels and writing proficiencies.
Ms. Chester’s responsibilities included providing reading and writing instruction as one
of the three ELA teachers on a six-teacher team (three ELA and three math). Her yearly
progress with students placed her as lead teacher for ELA in fourth grade, meaning she
was the point of contact between building administrators, district administrators, and her
colleagues. Ms. Chester also took the bulk of the work in terms of planning reading and
writing instruction and developing grade level ELA assessments.
As a graduate from a traditional, four-year university in the southeast region of
the state, Ms. Chester completed several literacy courses, and only one writing course
that focused on creative writing. Still, she considered writing to be one of her strongest
areas of instruction. Ms. Chester enjoyed teaching writing as well as writing herself. She
attended a state-sponsored session focused on analyzing the state writing assessment
rubric and scoring student writing samples to extend her learning of writing. Ms. Chester
also participated in district-level training focused on additional analysis of state writing
assessment and connecting expectations to grade level writing standards.
Similar to Ms. Chester, Ms. Crews was also a fourth grade teacher and enjoyed
teaching writing. She also served as the lead teacher on her six-teacher team. With six
years of experience, three years being in the local school district, she shared
responsibilities of planning ELA instruction and developing assessments. Ms. Crews
earned a bachelor of science in elementary education from a private, four-year university
in the western region of a southern state. Her coursework did not include instruction on
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writing. Ms. Crews attended district-level training centered on analysis of the state
writing assessment and connecting expectations to grade level writing standards to
develop her understanding of teaching and assessing writing. The goal of the session was
to clarify teacher understanding in assessing student writing. Discussions also included
ways to develop student-friendly assessment tools.
At the time of this study, Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews had attended all ELA PD
sessions within the district regarding teaching and/or assessing writing. Both teachers
were identified as a grade level representative for their specific school sites, so they had
first consideration, based on administrators’ referrals. These teachers’ requests were
specifically for more sessions geared towards collaboratively scoring student writing.
Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews shared thoughts of how they viewed themselves when
assessing student writing. Their responses resonated at a moderate level of confidence.
Even though they both noted the difficulty of assessing writing because of some
ambiguity of the rubric, after scoring with their colleagues and students they felt
confident in their thinking while reading and assessing student writing. Their responses
showed alignment between their declarative knowledge and WAP. Not only did these
teachers point out the benefits of using a variety of formative assessment strategies and
tools, including setting aside time for conferencing, they also incorporated these
strategies and tools into their writing instruction. For instance, one teacher extended the
use of checklists and collaborated with students to develop student-friendly checklists
based on different writing modes. Overall, teachers at the deep level of WAP took a
more student-centered approach to assessing student writing.
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Teachers at the Transfer Level of Writing Assessment Practices
Teachers considered to be at the highest level of WAP display assessment
practices characterized by strategies promoting student, self-directed learning, and assess
their students’ writing at various points throughout instruction. Teachers analyze student
writing based on coherence of ideas communicated with attention being given to the
appropriate use of voice aligned to the writer’s purpose for writing. They channel
support at this level through ongoing feedback with the intent of students making their
needs known. Teachers also design learning opportunities where students collaborate to
identify ways for assessing their own learning throughout instruction. Among the focal
participants, one teacher met this criteria. Ms. Brumfield taught fifth grade and was in
her second year in the local district. At the time of this study, she was paired with a first
year teacher to form the grade level ELA duo on a six-teacher team (two ELA, two math,
and two science). Ms. Brumfield took charge of writing lesson plans and ELA
assessments because of her partner’s inexperience.
Unlike the other teachers, Ms. Brumfield completed an alternate route teacher
program in a state in the southwest region of the United States. Coursework was geared
towards classroom management and foundations of education. Ms. Brumfield enrolled in
an online Master’s degree program during the middle of the previous school year. The
university’s education program included courses in literacy and curriculum, with a heavy
emphasis on the use of formative and summative assessments to inform instruction. Ms.
Brumfield considered herself an adept writer and teacher of writing even though she had
not completed any courses focused on writing. This led her to extending her knowledge
and understanding of writing.
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In addition to her graduate classes, Ms. Brumfield had taken part in a variety of
writing-based PD sessions within her seven years of teaching experience. State-level
training included ongoing sessions on teaching and assessing writing using the stateissued rubric. Ms. Brumfield also took part in a summer-long institute patterned after the
National Writing Project. There she developed her personal and professional approach to
writing, as well as teaching writing. At the district level, Ms. Brumfield attended
sessions focused on deconstructing the state-issued rubric and aligning those expectations
to state writing standards. She also led a few writing PD sessions for teachers. The goal
of one meeting was to model how to analyze mentor texts as part of writing instruction.
Another session guided teachers through steps of how to prepare students for the state
writing assessment.
At the time of this study, Ms. Brumfield had attended all ELA PD sessions within
the district regarding teaching and/or assessing writing in addition to writing-focused
training at the state level. She reiterated the importance of strengthening understanding
of the assessment tool when asked about her specific requests for writing PD. “Norming
the rubric would benefit us all in determining and clarifying the rubric to clearly discuss
the students’ writing. Then we could work together to identify samples aligned to criteria
on the rubric as a baseline.” Essentially, Ms. Brumfield’s suggestion showed the need
for additional support in building teacher understanding of assessing student writing.
Because of her extensive writing-focused PD, Ms. Brumfield felt very confident
when assessing student writing, ranking at the high level of confidence. Responses
showed alignment between her declarative knowledge and WAP. Similar to teachers at
the deep level of WAP, Ms. Brumfield pointed out the benefits of using a variety of
formative assessment strategies and tools, including setting aside time for conferencing,
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and also incorporating these strategies and tools into her writing instruction. She
extended her understanding of student writing to purposefully select appropriate
strategies and tools to structure targeted writing instruction. For instance, because a
number of students benefited from a more hands-on approach in a small group setting,
she structured a tailored lesson to meet these student needs. Overall, Ms. Brumfield’s
approach to assessing writing was more student-centered than teachers at the surface
level of WAP.
Summary
In this chapter, I described factors that influenced teachers’ decision making when
assessing student writing. Teacher responses were documented throughout this chapter to
capture teachers’ processes, the how, and the what, or components, of assessing writing. I
also shared teachers’ ways for applying outcomes from student writing to make decisions
about instruction. Findings showed that teachers at each level of WAP had similarities in
how and what they assessed. There were also similarities among teacher profiles of WAP
and influential factors. In the next chapter I will discuss these findings, sharing how they
confirm, extend and/or confound existing research, as well as provide suggestions for
future research and concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this chapter I review the purpose of my study and comment on details about
findings that surfaced from data analysis, while sharing relevant research. I then provide
a discussion in which I share connections between the research and my findings, further
exploring teacher writing assessment profiles introduced in chapter four. I conclude by
stating implications and recommendations for key stakeholders as well as providing
recommendations for future inquiries.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this qualitative, case study was to explore WAP (‘how’ and ‘what’
teachers assessed in student writing and how teachers applied assessment results from
student writing) of upper elementary ELA teachers and identify factors that influenced
these teachers’ assessment decision making. The following research questions were used
to guide this study:
1.

What are upper elementary, ELA teachers’ writing assessment practices
(‘how’ they assess, ‘what’ they assess, and how they apply assessment
results about student writing)?

2.

What factors influence teachers’ decision making when assessing student
writing?
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Methods and Procedures
This study was a qualitative, case study based on constructivism, TDM, and levels
of WAP. There were five upper elementary ELA teachers bounded as one case by the
context of the study and grade band, third through fifth grades. These participants were
purposefully selected and engaged in four different data collection sessions sharing their
assessment practices and discussing factors that informed their decision making when
assessing writing. Sessions consisted of two semi-structured interviews, a think aloud
task, and a review of assessment artifacts. I also maintained a reflective journal to record
my thinking throughout the process. Data were analyzed following a five-cycle,
nonlinear process (Yin, 2011).
Review of Findings
First, I noted three distinct categories of teachers during analysis. Data suggested
the five teachers sorted into the three levels of WAP. Two teachers described knowledge
and practices consistent with the Surface level of WAP, two with a Deep level of WAP,
and one with a Transfer Level. I provide a brief profile of each level, highlighting
differences between the three categories of teachers in the study. I discuss each in terms
of need for recursive and inclusive PD, influence of the teaching context, and their
understandings and use of formative assessment. I then discuss four major findings from
my study.
Profile #1: Surface Level Writing Assessment Practices
There were two teachers at the surface level of WAP: Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley.
Both showed a lack of confidence in assessing and teaching writing, including knowing
ways for responding to the evidence collected from student writing to design writing
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instruction. Findings from literature indicated that how teachers view themselves and
their abilities to impact student learning influences their instruction (Hoy et al., 2008).
Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley attributed their minimal level of confidence to the absence of
previous training or support; however, Ms. Wiley shared that she had attended a summer
institute and completed coursework focused on writing. I found it interesting that she did
not consider this training or support. Her responses made me realize that teachers at this
level need clarity about what constitutes PD. An often cited characteristic of effective
PD is the inclusion of learning communities (Learning Forward: The Professional
Learning Association, 2017). Ms. Wiley described her experience during the summer
institute, sharing that a group of teachers collaborated to examine strategies for teaching
creative writing. In addition to the summer institute, Ms. Wiley also discussed scoring
student writing with her colleagues at school. This aligns with the notion of conducting
learning experiences within the teachers’ contexts (Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 2003).
However, Ms. Wiley did not view these as sufficient PD experiences.
Another interesting point was teachers’ abilities to clearly express specific needs
related to assessing and teaching writing when discussing PD requests. Ms. Shae and
Ms. Wiley shared some of their current practices for assessing student writing, albeit at
the surface level of writing. This made me think, “These teachers knew something and
learned it from somewhere.” Efficacy and perceived support for teachers at the surface
level of WAP came down to the operative word—perceived. Teacher clarification of
what is considered PD would possibly result in an increase in these teachers’ efficacy, if
their needs could be addressed.
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Recursive, inclusive professional development. Teachers at the surface level of
WAP displayed a need for being a part of all PD opportunities, with frequent revisiting of
learning gleaned from these sessions. Ms. Shae mentioned that she was unaware of any
training taking place in the district. In contrast Ms. Wiley was aware of trainings, but
relied on her colleagues who attended the PD sessions to disseminate information
learned. In order for this to occur, teachers would benefit from sufficient time to convene
and collaborate after each learning interaction (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, & Gardner,
2017; Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 2003).
I noticed another interesting point when reviewing findings from these teachers.
Responses from Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley about their deficits of what to expect from
student writing in alignment with standards informed my understanding. Both teachers
discussed needing support to know how to look at the writing standards and connect that
to assessing student writing. Nauman et al. (2011) stated, “Without a clear idea of what
constitutes good writing, teachers feel uncertain about assessing and grading student
work, deciding what to teach in minilessons, and responding to students in writing
conferences” (p. 318). Grossman et al. (2005) also pointed out that teachers’ knowledge
and understanding of content have an impact on instruction. Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley
would not only benefit from clarity about and participation in PD; they would also need
support to develop greater understanding about writing according to national and state
standards. Targeted support in response to teachers’ specific needs could be made
available through coaching or a knowledgeable other; a characteristic of effective PD
(Darling-Hammond et al., 2017). Griffith et al. (2013) showed the benefits of coaching
on teachers’ decision making and planning. Findings indicated that attention to
strengthening teachers’ content knowledge of writing through individualized support may
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also strengthen their efficacy in assessing student writing and designing writing
instruction, serving as a “vital dimension of effective professional development”
(Guskey, 2003, p. 749).
Influence of teaching context. State and district writing tests were the primary
source for identifying student writing proficiency, similar to findings discussed by
Robertson (2014). Teachers at the surface level allowed tests to lower their expectations
of student writing, and essentially lessen the rigor of their writing instruction. Griffith et
al. (2013) mentioned how participants in their study made adjustments to their curricula
and even bypassed referencing standards to determine expectations because of low
student proficiency. Overall, context appears to be a significant factor for teachers.
Formative assessment of student writing. Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley both
demonstrated knowledge about how to assess student writing. Ms. Shae recognized the
importance of teachers collaboratively scoring student writing and stated that she wanted
this to be a practice at her school the following year. Her requests support Culham’s
(2018) idea of working with colleagues to analyze and make sense of student writing.
Ms. Wiley detailed her use of checklists and even double scored her student’s writing
during the think aloud task. Both mentioned uncertainties about various assessment
tools, namely the state-issued rubric, but these teachers were aware of various ways to
formatively assess. For instance, Ms. Wiley shared her efforts to include peer assessment
and conferencing. Teachers at this level were limited in their knowledge and use of
formative assessment strategies, but they did have knowledge of strategies and methods
for assessing with goals for future implementation.
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Profile #2: Deep Level Writing Assessment Practices
Three teachers had a moderate level of confidence for assessing and teaching
writing and described understanding and practices at the deep level of WAP. These
teachers still had some uncertainty about certain aspects of the rubric. The holistic nature
of a rubric can be complex to understand. Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews preferred to use a
checklist, which is encouraged when looking for specific information in students’ writing
(Cunningham & Cunningham, 2010). I found the more interesting point for these
teachers was their limited understanding of what counted as PD. Both of these teachers
attended PD offered within the district and participated in scoring sessions with their
colleagues at their specific sites. However, similar to teachers at the surface level, they
did not view these opportunities as PD. Ultimately, they could benefit from clarity
regarding formats of PD (Garet et al., 2001; Guskey, 2003).
Recursive, inclusive professional development. Both Ms. Chester and Ms.
Crews participated in multiple PD sessions, whether clearly noted or not, but both
teachers adamantly requested additional learning opportunities across the district.
According to findings in the literature, in order for PD to be effective, teachers’
implementation of strategies that were learned had to be supported with follow-up
conversations (Learning Forward: The Professional Learning Association, 2017). Garet
et al. (2001) added that teachers from the same school, district, and state make for a
powerful learning context. On the whole, teachers at the deep level of WAP would
benefit from PD structured according to features identified as effective.
Influence of teaching context. Similar to teachers at the surface level, external
expectations factored into Ms. Chester’s and Ms. Crews’ WAP; specifically the amount
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of time devoted to writing instruction. For instance, because of the percentage of points
allocated to writing as part of the overall score for end-of-the-year ELA tests, Ms. Crews
allocated the same percentage of her time for writing instruction as the percentage of
points that writing scores contributed to the overall score. Rather than providing
opportunities for multiple simulated state writing tests for her students, she decided to
reserve this form of testing to the end of her unit. She questioned whether state writing
was actually graded; therefore, she did not want to exert too much attention to
summative-formatted testing practice. As seen in the study by Robertson (2014), highstakes testing impacted teachers’ decisions. Student level of proficiency also influenced
teachers’ practices at this level of WAP, strengthening findings discussed by Griffith et
al. (2013).
I found the concern with limited time to be an interesting point that surfaced from
Ms. Chester’s and Ms. Crews’ responses. I started to wonder about these teachers’
understandings of how reading connects to writing and how assessment is part of
instruction. Shanahan (2015) posited that reading and writing should be approached
jointly. Rather than approaching reading and writing as separate entities, teachers are
strongly encouraged to strengthen student learning by integrating reading and writing.
Not only do these two constructs share similar knowledge bases and cognitive demands,
coupling reading and writing supports students’ readiness for college and career, as
intended by the standards. Ms. Chester mentioned repeated use of text and then
transferring use to serve as a model text for writing. Ms. Crews, on the other hand,
approached assessment in a more isolated fashion, using different text for teaching
writing than text used for teaching reading. Establishing an understanding of the
relationship between reading and writing, especially for Ms. Crews, would possibly
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address her concern of limited time. Also, a shift in thinking about formative and
summative assessment as two separate concepts would be beneficial for both teachers.
Atkin et al. (2001) and Shepard et al. (2005) suggested viewing summative assessment as
the culmination of formative assessment. In this thinking, teachers at this level could lay
aside their concerns about lack of time and view both forms of assessment as an integral
part of writing instruction.
Formative assessment of student writing. “Teachers also need to learn to use
and develop assessments that track the learning of their students over time, particularly in
areas that are not well captured on standardized tests” (Grossman et al., 2005, p. 224).
Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews talked about their various ways for formatively assessing
student learning at different points of instruction. Both mentioned their use of checklists
as a primary way to analytically assess student writing. Another reoccurring strategy was
the implementation of conferencing to provide feedback, which has been found to be
essential in improving student learning (Graham et al., 2015; Hattie, 2008; William,
2012). Ms. Chester even included use of technology as part of her assessment practices.
Inclusion of technology for students to publish their writing aligns with expectations set
forth by adopted standards (Karchmer-Klein, 2013; NGACBP-CCSSO, 2010) and
provides another way for providing feedback.
Profile #3: Transfer Level Writing Assessment Practices
Ms. Brumfield was the sole participant at the transfer level of WAP. Similar to
teachers at the deep level, she also attended PD within the district. However, Ms.
Brumfield was different because she also extended her learning experiences and
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participated in additional PD outside of the school district and across the state, and at
times was asked to lead various writing PD within the district and across the state.
Efficacy and perceived support. Ms. Brumfield took initiative to access
research and practitioner-based books to continue her learning efforts. Ultimately her
responses displayed a high level of confidence, signaling a connection between PD and
teacher efficacy, which was also discussed in the study by Griffith et al. (2013).
Recursive, inclusive professional development. Like teachers at the surface and
deep levels, Ms. Brumfield also noted the need for recursive PD. Each of the participants
requested a session scoring student writing, but Ms. Brumfield’s request or needs were
more sophisticated than her peers. She believed that the initial step needed to be
clarifying the rubric and making sure those responsible for scoring had a common
understanding of expectations. Ms. Brumfield’s comments about PD and requests for
specific, focused support provided me with in-depth insight about the variation of PD
needed throughout the district.
Influence of teaching context. Similar to teachers at the deep level, Ms.
Brumfield was influenced by state writing tests as well. She developed a testing-based
model for students to practice with the timing component for end-of-the-year state
writing tests. Ms. Brumfield also considered district pacing documents and summative
writing assessments when developing instruction and formative assessment. She shared,
“It [district writing assessment] informs my expectations...” As seen in the study by
Robertson (2014), high-stakes testing impacted Ms. Brumfield’s decisions.
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Formative assessment of student writing. Ms. Brumfield was placed at the
transfer level of WAP because of her ways for formatively assessing students. She
included use of checklists, routine writing, and a wealth of other strategies. Similar to
Ms. Chester, Ms. Brumfield included the use of technology as well to measure student
learning. However, she extended use of technology for students to guide their learning
and inform her of their needs through use of Trello.
Atkin et al. (2001) and Shepard et al. (2005) stressed the importance of teachers
understanding how to apply results of student writing to make decisions about
instruction. Ms. Brumfield collected evidence of her students’ writing competencies in a
variety of ways throughout instruction, leading her to assess students differently. Once
results were interpreted, she then applied them in order to plan direct instruction
including modeling and small group instruction. She even used student writing
performance to aid in her selection of specific assessment strategies to better target the
needs of students through tailored instruction. Through her formative assessment of
student writing, Ms. Brumfield was a consumer of data (Volante & Fazio, 2007).
Across Writing Assessment Practices Levels
Two main reoccurring messages emerged out of discussion of findings connected
to teachers’ levels of WAP—PD and context matters, despite level of WAP. In spite of
the district’s focus on PD devoted to teaching and assessing writing, the teachers in the
study clearly and repeatedly expressed a desire for more PD. I concluded that PD
provided in the district needed to be structured according to characteristics labeled as
effective for PD, including continuing to conduct these learning opportunities in their
learning contexts. Teachers’ responses also showed that contextual factors, especially
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state tests and student proficiency, influenced each teacher to varying extents. Chappell
(2018) stated, “This real-world context can create subtle differences for teachers in the
same professional development encounter and accordingly produce different results in
terms of increased student achievement” (p. 81). This reiterates the importance of
enacting principles of effective PD to measure the impact of adult learning taking place in
the district to continually inform support teachers need.
One noted difference in teachers at different levels of WAP was seen in their
formative assessments of student writing. Teachers at the surface level primarily
assessed through one consistent strategy, which was a checklist. Teachers at the deep
level added to their toolkit of strategies and applied evidence from student writing to
inform their instruction in multiple ways, like determining reteaching plans and
appropriate grouping. At the highest level of WAP, transfer, the teacher expanded on
assessment strategies employed, and applied evidence to make decisions about reteaching
needed, appropriate grouping, as well as selection of appropriate strategies tailored to
students’ needs. Basically, teachers’ progressions in their levels of WAP aligned with a
deepening in teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge related to teaching and
assessing writing.
Findings from the Study
There are four major findings from my study:
1.

Teachers’ efficacy for assessing student writing may have been influenced
by teachers’ perceived amount of support to assess student writing.

2.

Although assessing writing was a focal point for PD in the local school
district for the three years prior to this study, each participant voiced their
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need for additional PD to help strengthen their knowledge, understanding,
and application of student writing.
3.

Context weighed heavily on all participants’ decision making when
assessing student writing.

4.

Even though there were variations in teachers’ assessment practices, most
of the participants had knowledge of formative means for assessing
student writing, including making students a part of the assessment
process.

Efficacy and Perceived Support
My first finding is that teachers’ efficacy for assessing student writing may have
been influenced by teachers’ perceptions about support they had been provided to help
them learn to assess students’ writing. For the three participants who reported attending
previous PD, their responses showed moderate to high levels of confidence when
assessing writing. Ms. Chester and Ms. Crews both attended in-district PD, while Ms.
Brumfield extended her training to opportunities outside of the district. The remaining
two participants, Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley, demonstrated low confidence. These two
teachers also reported they had not received or attended any previous training within or
outside the district related to assessing and teaching writing. Teachers reporting an
absence or lack of support can lead to lowered confidence, causing an adverse effect on
their beliefs about teaching and/or assessing writing. Research findings showed teachers’
prior experiences influenced their beliefs about writing, including writing instruction
(Zumbrunn & Krause, 2012). Designing PD opportunities with the intent of
strengthening teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge of assessing writing may
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offset teachers’ low levels of confidence. Essentially, if teachers have knowledge of the
content—in this case assessing writing—they will be better equipped to teach (Grossman
et al., 2005; Parr & Timperly, 2010).
Recursive, Inclusive Professional Development
The second finding, as an extension of the initial finding, is that each of the five
teachers shared a need for recursive, inclusive PD about assessing and teaching writing.
There were clear distinctions between two teachers and the other three participants. Ms.
Shae was a special education/inclusion teacher, and Ms. Wiley had only joined the
district during the past school year. Even though assessing writing had been a focus for
the district, responses from Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley revealed that PD opportunities had
been limited to general education teachers, and sessions were not extended to new
teachers in the district.
A number of the PD sessions conducted in the district were designed as a trainthe-trainer model with the intent that attendees would follow up with their grade level
teams when they returned to their schools. However, two of the participants, Ms. Shae
and Ms. Wiley, mentioned they had not had any previous training, including follow-up
PD with colleagues who attended this training on their specific campuses. Literature on
designing effective PD notes the importance of follow-up learning opportunities;
however, Ms. Shae and Ms. Wiley did not feel they were afforded these opportunities.
The Standards for Professional Learning (Learning Forward: The Professional Learning
Association, 2017) recommended follow-up sessions as a built-in component to ensure
effectiveness of PD provided. The other three participants—Ms. Brumfield, Ms. Chester,
and Ms. Crews—had attended a variety of PD experiences, but still stated the need for
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more PD. In particular, these three teachers described a “one-and-done” approach for
trainings in the district, sharing that the missing component was the follow through aspect
of PD within context. Overall, teachers indicated there is a need for a model for writingfocused PD for all educators that includes opportunities for application, reflection, and
follow-up within context. A model embedded with goals for teachers to apply and reflect
on learning obtained from PD sessions aligns with suggestions shared by DarlingHammond et al. (2017) for PD to support teacher learning. She and her colleagues found
that allotting time for feedback and thinking time about the learning experience sets the
stage for effective PD.
Influence of Teaching Context
My third finding was the consensus among participants’ decision making in
relation to their teaching contexts when assessing student writing. Each of the five
participants shared how state and district expectations, as well as their specific learners,
altered their assessment practices. Teacher responses revealed how expectations
communicated from the state and district informed the amount of time they devoted to
writing, resulting in instruction structured to strengthen on-demand writing. District
pacing guides also influenced teachers’ decisions about when to teach and assess writing.
Comments showed that attention was channeled towards writing when a district
assessment was approaching. Some participants even shared they had knowledge of what
writing instruction should consist but relinquished their evidence-based practices (EBPs)
to perceived expectations from the state and district. Similar to participants in the study
by McMillian and Nash (2000) and Robertson (2014), teachers had an internal struggle
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between what they knew about effective writing instruction and meeting expectations
within their state, district, and/or school context.
In addition to state and district expectations, teachers also modified their
assessment practices depending on students. Two participants essentially lowered their
expectations of student writing performances based on previous performances. The other
three teachers commented on students’ behaviors and motivation as indicators for their
decisions when assessing student writing. This finding made me cognizant of the need to
establish expectations promoting the development of students as writers rather than solely
students as test takers, creating a balance between effective writing instruction and
practice for on-demand writing. Clarifying expectations would also include deepening
teachers’ knowledge of the progression of writing and writers. Participants’ responses
echoed sentiments shared in the literature about the impact of factors within and outside
the school (Griffith et al., 2013; Larsen & Malen, 1997; McMillian & Nash, 2000;
Roberston, 2014). Factors included high-stakes tests, building level principals,
proficiency of learners, and support provided through PD and/or coaching. The only
difference I observed was that teachers in this study did not identify principals as an
influencing factor in the context.
Formative Assessment of Student Writing
My final finding was the consistency in participants’ declarative knowledge of
formative means for assessing student writing, including making students part of the
assessment process. Hattie (2012) found formative assessment to be instrumental in
improving student learning outcomes. Participants’ knowledge and use of EBPs for
assessing student writing was evident. Feedback and use of checklists were among the
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most commonly reported strategies. Feedback aided students in developing their writing
(Graham et al., 2015). Lee (2007) even noted that feedback places students in the
position to direct their learning efforts. Shepard et al. (2005) suggested collecting
multiple forms of evidence to create a comprehensive picture of student learning.
McGrath et al. (2003) elaborated on collecting multiple samples, noting that a single
writing piece does not show the range of student writing competence. Through
triangulation of student work, teachers can better identify any misconceptions and design
targeted writing instruction.
The idea would be to continue developing teachers’ assessment toolkits for
assessing writing in formative ways to inform their instruction at intermittent points
rather than only as a culminating task. In conjunction with the second finding, a writingfocused PD model could include discussion and modeling of formative assessment
strategies.
Summary of Findings
Overall findings showed trends in the factors that influenced teachers’ decision
making when assessing writing, in terms of how teachers assessed, what teachers
assessed, and how teachers applied student writing as shown in Figure 3, which I created
based on Shavelson and Stern’s (1981) TDM framework.
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Figure 3.
Influential Factors on Teachers’ Decision Making When Assessing
Student Writing.

The antecedent conditions list factors that surfaced during the study showing details that
affected teachers’ decisions when assessing student writing. Teacher cognitive processes,
or how and what teachers decide to assess, and conclusions drawn about student writing,
were contingent upon the antecedent conditions. How student writing was applied to
inform teachers’ writing instruction was a result of teachers’ cognitive process.
Implications and Recommendations
These four takeaways (teacher self-efficacy, the need for PD, the relevance of
context, and teachers’ formative assessment practices) have implications for state
administrators, district and school administrators, teachers, university programs, and me
as an ELA curriculum specialist.
Implications for State Administrators
Findings from this study hold implications for state administrators. Our state has
provided teachers with access to an interpretive guide for the writing rubric containing
annotated writing samples for third, fourth, seventh, and tenth grades. This document
also explains: (a) use of the rubric in the classroom, (b) the purpose of the rubric, and (c)
scoring writing using the rubric. In addition to the interpretive guide and annotated
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samples, the state-level curriculum department has developed a menu of PD services
focused on specific topics in ELA. In light of findings from this study, an important
concern is the lack of writing-focused PD sessions offered for teachers, which at the time
of this study were minimal (e.g., one session). The goal of this half-day session is to
clarify state writing standards, describe how to develop on-demand writing prompts, and
briefly discuss strategies for teaching the writing process.
Overall, minimal emphasis has been placed on writing in the state. With regard to
the interpretive guide, there are currently no state funded trainings across the state to
collaborate with classroom teachers or even engage in learning opportunities to practice
assessing student writing. In terms of the menu of services, even with the one available
session, the conversation centers on “on-demand” writing/performance tasks rather than
developing writers or even the state standards for the teaching of writing. In order for
teacher expectations to shift regarding teaching and assessing writing, clear expectations
must be set and continually communicated from the state’s Department of Education that
align with curricular standards and expectations.
Recommendations for State Administrators
Expectations for writing set forth by the state should be geared towards targeting
development of writers and strengthening teachers’ assessment practices in order to
provide feedback and design effective writing instruction. To establish these
expectations and detail best practices, state administrators should consult current
research, standards from national literacy organizations such as ILA (e.g., Standards for
the Assessment of Reading and Writing), and position statements from organizations like
the NCTE (e.g., Professional Knowledge for the Teaching of Writing).
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Based on established expectations, state administrators could then revisit current
resources—interpretive guide and menu of services—to revise and expand the available
storehouse of support. In addition to the interpretive guide, resources such as videos of
effective writing instruction from teachers across the state, a compiled handbook of
effective practices collected from classroom teachers, and monthly publications can be
shared noting current literature and ideas for connecting theory to practice.
In terms of the menu of services, it would be helpful for state administrators in the
curriculum department to expand their offerings focused on writing to provide support in
the three modes of writing—opinion/argumentative, informative, and narrative—aligned
to state standards. Sessions should be geared towards clarifying specific writing
standards for each mode and strategies for teaching and assessing in these areas.
Additional learning opportunities could be added to the menu to aid teachers in
strengthening their WAP by modeling effective processes for assessing, determining
procedures for analyzing, and discussing strategies for applying outcomes of student
writing. Overall, it would be beneficial to design coherent, content-focused PD geared
towards strengthening teachers’ knowledge and ensuring effective implementation
(Guskey, 2003; Learning Forward: The Professional Learning Association, 2017).
Implications for District and School Administrators
This study also presents implications for district and school administrators. In
accordance with expectations set forth by the state, development of goals and plans by
local administrators would be helpful for strengthening teachers’ assessment practices
and capacity for teaching and assessing writing. PD opportunities in various formats
(e.g., observation of colleagues, professional learning communities, coaching as
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suggested by Darling-Hammond et al. (2017) within the district and school should be
designed with consideration of the overarching goals for writing. PD sessions should be
all-inclusive (e.g., general education teachers, teachers of special education, English
language learners), including teachers and administrators who have recently joined the
district. Consistent, continual and coherent communication is vital in order to aid
teachers in focusing on developing writers for the 21st century.
Recommendations for District and School Administrators
The initial step for strengthening teachers’ assessment practices would be to
create teams within the district and school to communicate state-level expectations and
elicit teacher input to develop goals and plans within the local area. From this
interaction, district and school administrators would develop a vision of literacy detailing
what literacy instruction should look like, making sure to include writing, aligned to
goals agreed upon within the district and aligned to state expectations. Setting a vision
will aid teachers in designing literacy instruction as well as inform administrators of what
to expect when observing classroom instruction.
In terms of PD efforts in the district, administrators should create a PD model
based on characteristics of effective PD. One example for a model could be CASL
(Langer, Colton, & Goff, 2003), which is a framework for teacher reflective inquiry.
Through CASL teachers learn how to effectively analyze student work and gauge their
instructional decisions with the intent of improving student learning. PD of this nature
extends over time and allows opportunities for teachers to clarify learning expectations.
Krebs (2005) noted that PD grounded in analysis benefits teachers in assessing student
learning. Atkin et al. (2001) reiterated this thinking by stating:
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Just as there is powerful evidence that formative assessment can improve
students’ learning and achievement, it is just as clear that sustained professional
development for teachers is required if they are to improve this aspect of their
teaching. Clear goals are necessary, along with well-understood criteria for highquality student work (p. 79).
This model could be introduced at the district level and followed up at specific school
sites with the support of school administrators. Essentially, the involvement of district
and school administrators in the plan for balancing the emphasis between reading and
writing would create a culture of comprehensive literacy for all students.
Teachers are at different points of understanding and knowledge as assessors
and/or teachers of writing; therefore, providing targeted support for teachers at each level
of WAP—surface, deep, or transfer—would focus conversations and help those
providing support identify appropriate scaffolds to progress to the next level of WAP.
Differentiating PD opportunities could also enact teacher partnerships to build capacity
among teachers and highlight teacher leaders within the district in the area of assessing
and teaching writing.
Teachers in the district have been offered PD opportunities to participate in four
different writing-focus sessions. Three of the four sessions are structured around the
three types of writing required for by state writing standards. The goal of these sessions
is to clarify expectations of the standards, engage in discussion about recent research for
each specific type of writing, and explore evidence-based strategies for teaching. These
sessions are led by an ELA PD coordinator from the state department of education.
Building level administrators select which teachers attend each session; however, at least
one SPED teacher from each upper elementary school is required to attend each session.
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The fourth session focuses on developing teachers’ understanding of routine writing
versus extended writing to frame the conversation for preparing students for ondemand/performance task writing. Essentially the goal is to help teachers make the
connection between reading and writing by translating reading standards into writing
prompts. This session is led by a literacy consultant hired by the district, and all upper
elementary teachers attend. Overall the district is taking steps to provide an all-inclusive
series of PD with the hope that follow-up sessions is scheduled for teachers to process
and discuss their learning on their specific campuses.
Implications for Teachers
The study also has implications for teachers. Findings showed there was a need
for teachers to strengthen their understandings of state writing standards and
expectations. Those participants who attended PD within and outside of the district
reported having a firmer knowledge base with assessing student writing and applying
results. With this in mind, teachers are charged to seek learning opportunities focused on
teaching and assessing writing. In addition to learning opportunities, teachers also need
to make writing an intentional topic during grade level meetings and discussions across
the district.
Recommendations for Teachers
A helpful first step to strengthen their understandings of writing standards and
expectations would be for teachers to develop self-directed professional learning plans
identifying their specific areas for growth in teaching and/or assessing writing. From this
plan teachers should attend at least one writing-focused PD session, within or outside of
the district, each semester based on the identified area for growth. Options for
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professional growth could include formats such as (1) online courses, (2) classroom visits
and debriefing with a colleague, or (3) book study of recent literature (e.g., The Writing
Strategies Book by Jennifer Serravallo, Teach Writing Well by Ruth Culham, The New
Art and Science of Teaching Writing by Kathy Glass and Robert Marzano). Details of the
session should be shared with colleagues and a plan created for classroom application
after completion of the PD option. At this point teachers then apply and reflect on
application to determine next steps. Instituting a self-directed plan of development builds
teacher efficacy and gives ownership of his/her learning.
One of the participants at the deep level of WAP, Ms. Crews, decided to begin the
process for National Board certification. She continued conversations with me to discuss
one specific entry focused on writing. We scheduled one-on-one and small group
sessions to discuss traits of writing, analyze student writing samples, determine targeted
feedback to provide, and discuss next steps for instruction. She even requested that I visit
her classroom on several occasions during writing instruction to provide feedback during
and after her instruction. Recently she shared how much more confident she felt with
teaching writing and being able to assess her students’ writing, as well as analyze student
performance to identify specific needs and provide tailored instruction.
Implications for University Programs
A final implication is for university programs. Currently there are limited courses
focused on the teaching of writing. Even within courses focused on literacy pedagogy,
reading takes precedence over writing (Brenner & McQuirk, 2018). Further, little to no
attention is geared towards assessing writing, especially in elementary education
programs. With the increased attention on writing and writing assessments across the
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nation, there is a need for university programs to develop a plan to address the minimal
emphasis on writing.
Recommendations for University Programs
Teacher preparation programs should reflect on and revise course syllabi,
especially those emphasizing content and pedagogical knowledge in literacy, as an
essential first step to support preservice teachers learn to teach and assess writing.
Ensuring ample opportunities are included for preservice teachers to cultivate their
knowledge bases for teaching and assessing writing would be instrumental in their
preparation for their future classrooms. An opportunity may even be possible to work in
conjunction with those in the educational psychology field to create an assessment course
that includes or focuses on assessing writing. Stiggins (as cited in Popham, 2009)
pointed out that teachers’ only instruction and practice with concepts of assessment might
have been through coursework in educational psychology classes or as part of a unit of
learning during a methods class.
Beyond preservice teachers, university programs could partner with state, district
and/or school administrators to provide support in teaching and assessing writing.
University programs partnering with these entities would support administrative efforts of
staying up-to-date with recent research regarding writing, strengthening the relationship
between theory and practice. These partnerships could also increase the likelihood of
preservice teachers completing field experiences and student teaching in districts and
classrooms that provide effective literacy instruction that connects reading and writing.
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Implications for English Language Arts Curriculum Specialists
These findings have particular relevance for my role as ELA Curriculum
Specialist in the district. As a member of the district curriculum team, I must remember
to infuse each learning opportunity, whether in a district-wide PD session or at a specific
school site, with theory supporting best practices for assessing and teaching writing. The
reoccurring sentiment I discovered was the need for PD that was: (1) all-inclusive for
teachers, (2) structured to encourage application and reflection, and (3) integrated with
discussion of writing progressions and continuum of development of writers. Imparting
theory related to these areas within PD sessions may build teacher capacity as teachers
and assessors of writing. Ultimately teachers would be equipped to make decisions when
assessing student writing informed by up-to-date literature and encourage teachers to stay
abreast of current research.
Recommendations for English Language Arts Curriculum Specialists
As I reflected on sessions I led in the district, I recall instances where I could have
been more of a model and created open space for dialogue about areas of concerns when
assessing student writing. For example, one session was devoted to deconstructing the
components of the state-issued rubric and create student-friendly checklists aligned to
writing standards. Another session was for teachers to work as a team and score student
writing. A beneficial extension to the learning would be to include scenarios based on
student writing performance for teachers to discuss next steps for instruction, giving
consideration to teachers’ understandings of the development of writing and writers.
Conversations could delve into strategies for monitoring student progress along a
continuum.
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Limitations
There are three limitations of this study including the group of participants,
absence of observations as a form of data collection, and my work relationship with the
participants. First, only one of the five participants was not a general education teacher,
although selected participants in this case study were bound by their position in a district
focused on writing assessment. This limitation results in a limited perspective. Even
though general education teachers are the ones most closely connected to assessing
student writing and providing writing instruction, other teachers at the school level (i.e.,
special education teachers, gifted teachers, content area teachers provide support and
guidance that may influence students’ learning outcomes.
A second limitation was the exclusion of observations as a form of data
collection, which are typically included as part of the data collected in qualitative
research, case studies in particular (Berg & Lune, 2012; Creswell, 2013). However,
observations were not included for this study. In order to explore teachers’ WAP and
provide an opportunity for them to discuss factors that influenced their assessment
practices, I sought to capture their experiences through interviews, a think aloud task, and
a review of assessment artifacts. These forms of data allowed me to gain insight at the
surface level of understanding as reported by teachers, which I thought to be appropriate
for initial exploration.
The final limitation pertains to my role within the district. My working
relationship with the teachers may have interfered with their responses during interviews
because of my current position within the district. Teachers may have been inclined to
provide responses they believed to be appealing to me because I am identified as
“someone from district”, although I have visited teachers’ classrooms on several
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occasions and I am not an administrator. However, as time progressed throughout data
collection, I did notice a shift in their responses demonstrating a more comfortable and
open dialogue.
Recommendations for Future Research
Future research should consider the types of PD provided at the school/district,
state and national levels, and how these experiences can be tailored to the individual
needs of teachers based on levels of WAP (surface, deep, transfer). Researchers could
also investigate differing student outcomes based on teachers’ levels of practice.
Additionally, researchers could explore additional factors influencing teachers’ levels of
practice, such as self-efficacy and development of identity as teachers of writing.
Investigations could also include teachers’ understandings of what constitutes WAP, both
formative and summative, and how these understandings are influenced and established.
Future research might also explore how teachers learn to recognize that informal PD, like
collaboration with colleagues, is a form of PD in addition to more formalized structures.
This case study was conducted during the nine weeks leading into the testing
window for state-mandated assessments. Teacher responses may have been more heavily
swayed by this timeframe. Future research should be conducted at a different time
period, preferably throughout the entire school year. In addition to a change in timing for
data collection, expanding the context to include other districts would make for
interesting data collection. Although the district for the study was unique because of its
three-year inclusion of assessing writing, this offered a limited perspective from
participants. In future research inclusion of participants from districts that have not
emphasized assessing writing will allow for comparison between different contexts,
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bringing attention to whether or not there are differences in teachers’ assessment
practices when assessing student writing. A final consideration for future research could
be to explore teachers’ writing instructional practices. Exploration of how teachers
applied outcomes from student writing would allow for inquiry into alignment between
teachers’ assessment practices and instructional practices.
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Individual Interview Guide (Semi-Structured)
Let participants know the purpose of the sessions (discuss writing assessment practices
and decision making). Participants will also be informed that sessions will be audio
recorded, and I will be the only one to listen to the recording. After our session I will
provide a copy of the transcript for participants to review for accuracy, as well as allow
them the opportunity to include additional comments.
Research Questions
1. What do teachers assess about writing, when do they assess writing, and how do
they assess writing?
2. How do teachers interpret writing assessments to guide instruction?
3. What factors inform teachers’ assessment decision making (e.g. what, when and
how to assess)?
Teacher Background
1. Educational experience (grade level taught/teaching, context, etc.)
2. Educational training (traditional or alternate, professional certifications, PD, etc.)
3. Previous experience/level of understanding and competence assessing writing
Interview #1 Questions:
1. Purpose for assessment (e.g. guide instruction, meet state/district mandate, etc.)
o how do you provide feedback (deep, transfer)
o how do you get grades for gradebook
2. List of things to look for when assessing student writing
o what’s more important? content (deep)? conventions/grammar (surface)?
coherence/voice (transfer)?
o look for specifics (deep) or consider the student’s writing product as a whole
(surface)
o look for different things at different points of instruction? different points of
school year? (deep, transfer)
3. What does writing assessment look like in your classroom
o how long does it take to assess student writing (deep, transfer)
o at what times you do you assess (before, during, after) (surface, deep,
transfer)
o what method do use to assess student writing (handwritten, computer-based,
conversations, peer, self, etc.) (surface, deep, transfer)
o typically use pre-made, teacher-made, or different version of assessment tool
(rubric, checklist, post it notes, etc.) (surface, deep, transfer)
o students part of assessment process (develop student assessment tool,
conferencing, etc.) (deep, transfer)
4. What do you consider as you assess writing (decision making)
o expectations from national standards? expectations from state? district?
o level of competence of student; student previous knowledge
o instruction and support provided
o time of school year
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o type of writing (narrative, opinion, informative/explanatory)
5. Describe your process for assessing writing
6. Additional comments or thoughts or concerns
Interview #2 Questions:
1. Advice you would give to a new teacher about assessing writing
o -consideration for learner and expectations (decision making)
o -what to emphasize (content and/or conventions/grammar) (surface, deep,
transfer)
o -when to assess? how often?
o -what to consider before, during, and after assessing (decision making)
o -consideration of learning goals/outcomes (decision making)
o -how to check for student progress at different points (surface, deep, transfer)
o -where to locate resources (pre-made, teacher made, etc.)
2. How does writing assessment help you make decisions as you plan for
instruction?
3. Share your plans for upcoming writing lesson
o -why is that your focus for the lesson and why/ what do you consider as you
plan (decision making) (e.g. assessment results from previous assessments,
standards, student previous knowledge, type of writing, learning
goals/expected outcomes, etc.)
o -students’ role during instruction (e.g. peer feedback, self-evaluation, etc.)
(surface, deep, transfer)
o -describe your planning process (decision making/applying results) (e.g. begin
with looking at assessment results, reference standards to identify specific
area, develop a plan including opportunities to assess, and interpret
result…repeat cycle
4. Additional comments or thoughts or concerns
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WAPCK Think Aloud Task
Material:
1. voice recorder
2. student writing sample, omitting any identifying student information (to be
provided by teacher)
Note: Select a writing sample that has NOT been previously scored and was
composed during the current nine-week grading period. The writing sample
should be representative of writing instruction that has occurred up to this point
in the nine-week period.
3. assessment tool that will be used to assess student writing (to be provided by
teacher)
4. think aloud prompts (sealed envelope)
Note: Teachers will keep student writing sample and assessment tool once the
task is completed.
Protocol for activities
The session will consist of:
1. an overview of the purpose of the study
2. an introduction to the task
3. a brief warm-up exercise to familiarize the participant on how to perform a ThinkAloud
Note: I will allow time for the teacher to ask questions up to this point to make
sure he/she is comfortable before proceeding to the task.
4. directions for think-aloud task (Part I)
5. four follow up prompts (Part III)
Overview of the purpose of the study
“The purpose of this study is twofold. First, I want to identify assessment practices of
upper elementary ELA teachers in grade 3-5 focus on when assessing what students
know and can do in writing. I also want to find out what factors influence teachers’
assessment decision making when thinking about what and how to assess.”
Introduction to the task
“For this task you will think aloud as you score a writing sample from one of your
students. Thinking aloud while assessing your student’s writing will allow me to get a
glimpse into your process as you read and measure the quality of the writing. The focus
is on what you decide to assess and how you assess.”
Think-Aloud Warm-up exercise
“We’re going to practice a brief think-aloud exercise. I’m going to turn on my recorder
just so we can check the volume and clarity at the end of the exercise.”
Step 1: “I will think aloud as I create a computer-based writing assessment.”
Step 2: “Now, it’s your turn. Think aloud as you search the web for a passage for an
upcoming lesson.”
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Guidelines for the session:
1. Make sure not to include any identifying information about the student (e.g. name).
2. Continue talking throughout the entire session.
3. Speak clearly and at an appropriate volume.
4. If you have questions for me while you are assessing, we can address those at the
end of the session.
Part I: Before you begin
“Please describe the student writing sample responding to the following prompts.”
1. What type of writing did the student compose (e.g. We are working on narrative
writing and this the first draft)?
2. What was the prompt (e.g. Students had to provide a response to…)?
3. When, where, and how was the writing completed (e.g. The student completed
this writing in the classroom independently after two days of writing instruction.)?
4. What was the focus of the writing instruction at this point of assessment (e.g. We
have been focusing on…)?
5. What you’re using to assess the student’s writing (e.g. rubric from the state,
student checklist, etc.)?
Part II: Think Aloud Task
“Think aloud as you score the piece of writing, explaining your thinking as you go.
Remember as you are assessing, complete the task as if you’re alone, talking to yourself
aloud.”
Part III: Prompts
Note: To be completed after Part II has been completed. Responses will be audio
recorded.
1. Identify strengths and areas of concerns you noticed in the student writing. (what
teachers assess)
2. What feedback would you provide this student based on your response to the
previous prompt? Think in terms of next steps. (how teachers interpret)
3. Describe the support/instruction you would provide based on the student’s writing
sample. (how teachers apply)
4. Please share information about any factors (e.g. learner, writing instruction, etc.)
you considered for each of your responses to each previous prompt.
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Artifact Talk
Task: Have participants describe assessment tools (e.g. rubric, checklist, exit tickets,
etc.) that have been used during the current grading period. Participants will explain:
Understanding of the tool(s):
• Where did you get the tool(s)?
• Knowledge (explain components/criteria)
• Previous experience/use; training/PD
Reason for selecting tool(s):
• Why do you use this tool(s)?
e.g. b/c district use, b/c state use, grading purpose, feedback, conferencing, aligns
to standards, student independent writing, etc.
Used by:
• teacher only
• student only
• student to student (peer)
• other
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Development
of ideas
__ out of 4

Writing
Organization
__ out of 4

4 points

3 points

2 points

The writing is
clear, consistently
focused, and shows
a complete
understanding of
the given task.
Ideas are fully
developed by using
logical and
convincing
reasoning, wellchosen evidence
from the text, and
details that are
specific, relevant,
and accurate based
upon the text.

The writing is
generally clear
and focused and
shows a general
understanding
of the given
task. Ideas are
adequately
developed by
using logical
reasoning,
sufficient and
appropriate
evidence from
the text, and
descriptions and
details that are,
for the most
part, relevant
and accurate
based upon the
text.
The writing
demonstrates
evidence of
planning and a
progression of
ideas that allows
the reader to
follow the
writer's ideas.
Words, clauses,
and transitions
are used
effectively to
clarify the
relationships
among claims,
reasons, details,
and/or evidence.
The writing
contains an
introduction and
conclusion that
contribute to the
cohesiveness of
the response.

The writing is
vague and shows
only partial
understanding of
the given task.
Ideas are
somewhat
developed by
using some
reasoning and
some evidence
from the text and
descriptions and
details that may be
irrelevant,may be
merely listed,and
mayormay not
be found in the
text.

The writing is
The writing is
unclear and
unclear, shows
shows a lack of
no
understanding of understanding
the given task.
of the given
Ideas are
task, anduses no
developed with
reasoning with
limited
little to no
reasoning, little
evidence from
to no evidence
the text and
from the text, and descriptions
descriptions and and details that
details that are
areirrelevant
irrelevant and/or
and/or
inaccurate.
inaccurate.

The writing
demonstrates
evidence of
planning with
some logical
progression of
ideas that allows
the reader to
follow the writer's
ideas. Words,
clauses, and
transitions are
used somewhat
consistently to
clarify the
relationships
among claims,
reasons, details,
and/or evidence.
The writing
contains a basic
introduction and
conclusion that
contribute to
cohesiveness that
may be formulaic
in structure.

The writing
shows an attempt
atplanning, but
the progression of
ideas is not
always logical,
making it more
difficult forthe
readertofollow
the writer's
message or ideas.
Words, clauses,
& transitions are
used sparingly
and sometimes
ineffectively to
clarify the
relationships
among claims,
reasons, details,
and/or evidence.
Thewriting
contains an
introduction and
conclusion that
are inappropriate
and/or
disconnected,
resulting in a lack
of cohesiveness
and clarity.

The writing
demonstrates
evidence of
planning and a
purposeful, logical
progression of ideas
that allows the
reader to easily
follow the writer's
ideas. Words,
clauses, and
transitions are
used frequently
and effectively to
clarify the
relationships among
claims, reasons,
details, and/or
evidence. The
writing contains an
effective
introduction and
conclusion that
contribute to
cohesiveness and
clarity of the
response.
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1 point

0 points

The writing
lacks evidence
of planning
(random order)
or a progression
of ideas, making
it difficult for the
reader to follow
the writer's
message or
ideas. Words,
clauses, and
transitions are
lacking or used
ineffectively to
clarify the
relationships
among claims,
reasons, details,
and/orevidence.
Thereis alackof
anintroduction
and/or
conclusion
resulting in a
lack of
cohesiveness
and clarity.

Language
Conventions
of Grammar
& Usage
__ out of 2

Language
Conventions
of
Mechanics
__ out of 2

The writing
establishes and
maintains tone
appropriate to
task, purpose, and
audience. Word
choice is precise,
effective, and
purposeful.
Sentences are
fluent andvaried
inlength and
structure. The
writing may
contain afew
minor errors in
grammar and
usage, but they
do not interfere
withmeaning.

The writing
maintains a tone
inappropriate to
task, purpose,
and/or audience.
Word choice is
limited, cliched,
and repetitive.
Sentences show
little or no variety
in length and
structure, and
some may be
awkward leading
to a monotonous
reading. The
writing may
contain a pattern
of errors in
grammar and
usage that
occasionally
impedes
meaning.

The writing
demonstrates a
consistent
command of the
conventions of
standard English
(punctuation,
capitalization,
spelling). The
writing may
contain a few
minor errors in
mechanics but
they do not
interfere with
meaning.

The writing
demonstrates an
inconsistent
command of the
conventions of
standard English
(punctuation,
capitalization,
spelling). The
writing may
contain a pattern
of errors in
mechanics that
occasionally
impedes
meaning.
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The writing fails
to maintain tone
appropriate to
task, purpose,
and audience.
Words are
functional and
simple and/or
may be
inappropriate to
the task. The
sentences may
contain errors in
construction or
are simple and
lack variety,
making theessay
difficult toread.
Thewritingmay
contain
egregious errors
in grammar and
usage that
impede
meaning.
The writing
demonstrates very
limited
command of the
conventions of
standard English
(punctuation,
capitalization,
spelling). The
writing may
contain
egregious errors
in mechanics that
impede meaning.
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